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Abstract

"Identifying and Characterizing Elder Abuse

by

Mary_C. Sengstock
.Jersey Liang

Wayne State University

During, the c lendar year 1981, the Institute of Gerontology of Wayne

State University, Under a grant from the NRTA/AARP Andrus Foundation,

i i

conducted a stOdyof'elderly victims of domestic abuse in the Detroit,'

A

Metropolitan rea. Data were collected through questionnaires and interviews'

of area social .service and health agencies; agency case reports on specific

cases of elder abuse; interviews of victims and their families; and control

group interviews.

Specific .case data were reported on a total of 77 cases of elder abuse;

this is a greater number of cases than reported in most studies to date.

IntervieWs were conducted with 20 of these victims, the first victims of

elder:abu4e to be:interviewed in any study.

Five types of abuse were in44ved in the'cases studied, and many cases

involved multiple types of abuSe. Direct physical abuse was a problem in 15

.(20%) of the cases.'-Physical.neglect was involved in 1$ (23%) of the cases.

Financia) Abuse was suffered by 42 elders (55%). Psychological neglect was

suffered.by 18 elders (23i). The largest number, 45 (58%), suffered psycho-
,

logical abuse; this is primarily because this type of abuse often accompanies

other. forms of abuse as well.'

The'abuter was the child of the victim in about half ofthe cases, with

sons and. daughters being almost equally like'eto be responsible. Sons were

more likely to be involved in direct abuse and in physical assaults, however.
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Daughters more typically engaged in psychological assault and in more

indirect forms of neglect. While children are the largest single category

of abusers, half of the abuse was inflicted by other persons, including

spouses, grandchildren, siblings, roomers, and landlords. )

It was noted in the victim interl.lews that the victims.tended to be from

multi-problem families: families which had suffered a great many difficulties

in the past year, with some victims reporting as many as 20 problems of
7, ,

various types and degrees of seriousness. It is clear, as other authorities

have indicated, that services must be provided to the'abuser and family, as

well as to the aged 'Zrictim,°if elder abuse problems are to be alleviated

(Block.and Sinnott, 1979? Douglass, et al, 1980).

Interviews with agehcies revealed, however, that the agencies themselves

had a great deal ofdifficulty in identifying and providing services to aged

victims of dOmestic abuse. The first problem encountered is the identification

of victims. Mbst agencies reported that they identified these cases priMarily

by means-of the self-report .of the victim. However, since victims are often

reluctant toreport abuse by a loved relative,.i.t is probable that a large

number of elder abuse victimi,are missed ,

It was noted that agencies were more likely to identify cases of abuse

which presented symptoms which they were accustomed to observing. Thds

health agencies werermore likely to observe physical abuse; legal agencies

observed most of the financial abuse; seniorservice agencies -were more

likely to identify neglect caset.' Another problem ih the identification of

abuse was the fact that many symptoms of abuse can easilymistaken for

symptoms of normal aging. Hence abuse can be masked by.the Aging process
, A

and considerable alertness s.required for the agency worker to identify the

aged person as a victim of,abuse.

ai
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Finally, it was found that ma 9y aOnCies, an4 many workers)n the same

agency Were reluctant to inter-cen n suspected cases of elder abuse. Like-

lihood of identification and qqity of service were highly dependent upon the

interest, concern, and level of knowledge of the specific worker assigned to

the case. As a result, the quality of service provided to aged abuse victims

is highly uneven. This makes it extremely difficult for concerned worker? to

make effective referrals, since,the quality of service provided in the referral

agency may yarS, greatly from day to day and worker to worker.

Recommendations include: development of a clearer method for identi-,

fication of victims which is less dependent upon the professional background,

of the observer; and.establishment%of components and standards for care, such

that services may be more identifiable and referrals more certain.

ti
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Sectionsh

BACKGROUND OF STUDY

Chapter 1

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Strong preference is expressed on the part of many elder/, and.of their

families as well, to maintain\the'care of aged persons in their own homes or

-the homes of relatives for as long as possible (Lau and Kosberg, 1979). This

preference is based, in large part, upon the assumption that "the family is

i seen as a center of solidarity and love" (Steinmetz and -Straus, 19740, and is

believed to be a preferable aliernaive to the formalized care ebtain-gb in

t`nursing homes or homes for the -aged. This assumption concerning the type of

care which exists in the family setting has been called into question in recent

years, however, is research has indicated that some elderly persons are subjected
.

4..

to neglect or outr\ght,abuse by the members of the family who are responsible for

their cake (Block d Sinnott, 197,9; Lau and Kosberg, 1979).

This aw reness of the wrongful treatment of the aged by their families is

only part of larger recognition of what Steinmetz and Straus ((1974b:

"the myth of family consensus and harmony". Families are presumed to be loving

and flarionious. Family members are supposed to be kind, loving, and helpful to

one another. That this is not necessarily the case is illustrated by a number

of studies which indicate that a substantial amount of,aggresston and violence

is present in the American famjly.

Estimates of the Frequency ofAbuse in the Family

Statistics have indicated that intra-familial or intra-household attacks

1
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411
constitute a substantial proportion of homicide and assault statistics

(Police Foundation, 1977: iii). For example, Wolfgang 1958:-,207) found that.

24.7%of homicide victims in Philadelphia were related to their killers. In.

another 9.8% they were lovers. Since there is a good social-psychological

reason for viewing lovers as having developed a quasi-marital relationship,

these two figures.Might be combined, indicating that a fUll one-third of

homicides involve persons who have a familial tie to each other. This is

similar to the 31% of homicides in Atlanta which were found to involve domestic

quarrels (Gelles, 19)4a:' 21).

-Wolgang's datahave been confirmed elsewhere. tudying homicide's in

t
Detroit, Boudouris (1970:88) found that:

Since 1942, the largest proportion of all homicides...has'Cons'isAently'
been those,in the "domestic relations" category (except for the year
of the riot); the proportion of "domestic relations" homicides...
ranges from 17.3% to-33.3%.

In.his study, "lovers"- were a separate category. Had they.een incitded in

domestic relations the figures-would go even higher.

With regard to aggravated,assaylt, which is a physical attack not resulting

in death, family members are also heavily involved. Pittman and Handy (1964:467)

found that 11% of the aggravated assaults in '6t. Louis involved. husbands and.

wives. Considering,the fact that people may be.less likely to report assaults,

whereas, homicides are undeniable, this statistic_probably represents a gross

underestimation of the actual number of intrafamilial assaults., Boudouris

(1970:88) calculated that 52.3% of the assaults in Detroit in 1968 were ,c1Mestie

assaults. And Gelles (1974a:22) estimates that domestic assaults probably

constitute from 20 to 25% of,all assaults. While thb phenomenon of.urAgrrepor-

tillg makes it difficult to obtain statistics on intra-familial assault, tj
A

2
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some_clue as. to is prevalence can be obtained from studies of couples bAILei.ng 4 ):
4s . .

, ,diyorced. O'Brien (19-71: 694) foUnd that ,one sixth 'of.couples interviewed .
410

, 7 .7
sl5obtaneously mentioked

. violence as a:factor, while Levinger (1966) round that
..,

.

20% of middle class and ,40% of working class divorce cases involved violence.

It is Small wonder that -Gelles-,(1974a: 21), noting these statistics,
/

calls them "the tip of the ic.eberg". In his own study, Gejles (1974a:(50-)

found that eve n among fa milies selected becatiie they had_ no record of marital

diffficulty, 37% reported at least. one incidence of violence, and 12% had

'regular occurrences of violence.

With regard to child abuse, 'the killing of children by their parents

represents a much smaller category tharl inter- spousal' homicide; studies

suggest that physical assaults by parents against their children are much

..more frequent. Stark and McEvoy (1970) report that over 90% of parents

spank their children. Gelles (1974a:22), in reviewing studies of_pore serious

.child abuse, notes that. conservative estimates place the number of beaten

-41,11dcen at about '6,000 per year (Gil, 1971:639). At the other extreme,
- , , .

some authorities -place the'number at one quarter million (Hennessey, 1979)
4- to ope half million ('Li ght, 1974). Child abuse is the form of domestic.., -

vi 01 ence- Which has 'received Ihe4greaetest amount of societal atteht i on to

'date. --:,Studies'have generally found that mothers are more likely to strike

"

,,
. th:efeehildre'n.,than fathers (Gelles, 1974a: 55, 1974b; Gil., 1971: 641; Resnick

, - , - . ,.,
.1969: '327,,;;Steele and Pollock 1968:,107; Zalba 1971). (. :.. 7.-- ;,... -. ,.. .

.. Until' recently,: tke area S abuse of the elderly had been largely neglected 1"',

by t,hose'cOriserned with tliefield of gerontology (DavidSon in Block and Sinnott,
1

I 4

1979; Lau and Kosberg,,,,1979). .Thus far, most gerontological studies Of

yictimintion, have focused their atteptidn on the areas of personal and property
,, -

.
--3
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crimes:, However, the few studies which have been done on this area have shown
I .

that 4prOxiMately 11% of the populationlnaybe vulnerable to elder abuse .4

(Steinmetz, 1981) and that abtrse is an actual problem forat least 4% of the
r
4 .

:elderly population '(Block a'4 Sinnott; 1979). Thus its act6al'prevalence and

.

significance.as a problem are beginnifigto be raised.

HoweVer, it is necessary to note that the major studies on elder abuse'

. (Lau and Kosberg, 1979: Block and Sinnott, 1471) are limited inat least two ,

respects. For some, their sample sizes are too small to establish any signifi-

cant generalizations concerning the characteristics and extent of this problem

(Lau and ,Kosberg, ki-7739; illock and Sinnott,.N=26). Further, while data which
, ,

-have been gathered for some studies have been case related (Lau and Kosberg,
r

1979; Block and Sinnott, 1979; Krasnow and Fleshner, 1979), these studies A

have not conducted interviews with victims. Rather, they have been basecKpn

victims', case records or,on the recollections of case workers concerning the

case: .Further, one major study (Douglass, et al., 1980) does Tiot'examine

case related data. Rather-their study focused on the characteristics of
P

%

elder abuse based on service proitclers' general impressions of the problem.

Hence,,it is possible that the information contained within such studies may

not be totally objective concerning the nature and extent of this problem.

Asa result of these limitations, accOrate reports of the `frequency of

elder abuse are not available. -the frequency can only be estilmatfd from

'existing data. In0Wolfgang's famous .aftelysis of hdMicides in,Philadelphia

(1958: 212), he notes that 4% of the'cases of homicides involving relatives

were parents killed by their children. Wolfgang (1958:65) also found that
I

/ 20% of homicide victims were over fifty years of age, while only 9% of

offenders were in this age'group, suggesting that in this most extreme form

of attack, elders are victimized by perkns younger than themselves. In

4
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most cases, the attacker was much younger, for Wolfgang (1.958:211) also founcL

that where there was a difference of twenty-five years or more in the agei of

the offender and victim, threefourths of the time the victim wa7 the.elder.

Homicide, of course, represents only the most extreme aspect of the problem.

Less extreme types of abuse are certainly much more commo While available

data are highl3ttentative, estimates/of' the amount of elder abuse may be Obtained ,

from some recent studies. Lau'and Kosberg (1979) four d 39Akases of abuse among

484 elderly in their sample, ma rate of 80.58 per' 1000. S'nce their sample "was

desigwid to uncover abuse known to professionals, this,rate is probably somewhat

high. Block and Sinnftt (1979) had several samples, including a representative

sample of 443 elderly; in this sample they discovered 3 cases, 6 rate of 6.772

per-4000. This rate must be interpreted in light of the fact that the annual

rate for-usual personal crimes against the elderly (assaults or robbery, for

example) is 12.44 per 1000.(Li6ng,and Sengstockt. 1980: 23). Clearly, the

threat of abuse inithe home is nearly as serious a threat as is that of the

personal crime which elders fear.so much. Some suggest it may be more serious

'since these are crimes which the victim oannot escape (Gelles, 1973:93).
0

Characteristics of Elder Abuse

Studies which have been conducted on the problem ofabuse and the elderly

have delineated .rive major types of abuse: physical; psychologicil,,m0cerial;

neglect; and violation of rights.

1
Physical abuse is defined asthe ilifliction of physical -harm against an el-

derly person (Block and Sinott, 1979; Lau and Kosberg, 1979). Such acts would

include direct beatings, and threats or harm with a weapon or other object.

Physical neglect includes the refusal to assist the elder with needed personal

f
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care or to provide the victim with access to necessary food and medjcal treat-
,

menf. Material abuse ,i'ncl'udes theft or misuse of the elder's'money or property

:without the elder.:s consent,., An example would be selling the elder's house 7

without permission. PsychologAit abuse encompasses such acts as verbal threats

and insults, and infnt4fzetion'aouglass et al., 1980). Violation of rights

H Ancludet acts such as forcing a perton to moveinto a nursing home against his

will, prohibiting him from marrying,'or preventing free useof the elder's own

money.(Krasnow.and Fleshner% 1979). It has been reported that most victims

.suffered from more than one form of abuse (Lau
I
and'Kosberg, 1979). '

. , I

Of the above categories, some have found psychological abuse to be most

prevalent (Block and Sinnott, 1979;.. Douglass, et al., 1980), while others have

noted that physical abusywas the most common form of abuse (Lau and -Kosberg,

1979). As has been noted elsewhere (Douglass, et al., 19480; Sengstock and

Barrett, 1981-) agencies tend to identify forms of abuse which'most closely. ,

correspond to the forms of problems treatment which ", offer. Thus

Block and Sinnott's (1979):finding might reflect the'fact that most professi-
.N

onals reporting cases of abuse were-social workers, profesionals concerned

primarily with the'psychological status of clients. At the same time, Lau and
,

Kosberg's (1979)'sample:of abused elders was derived from case records of

Persons -were seen at a-chronic disease center for a medical malady. Con=

'sequently, this might account for the, strong tendency'toward physical abuse

in'the cases which were identified by their research. .*

Studies thus far have indicated that those who abuse the elderly are most

often family members (tau and.Kosber.g, 1979; Block and Sinnott, 1979). More

-
4
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specifically, both studies found that females were the most frequent offenders.

According to Block and Sinnott (1979), most abusers acted because of psycholo-
.

gical- (58%) rather ttiiri economic (31%) or Linknown reasons. They also found most

abusers to be white (88%), Middle class,(65%)and middle-aged ,(53%). This

pattern contrasts with child and spouse abuse,.as, both have been characterized

as phenomena which are more common among the.lOwer classes (Blumberg; 1964:40;

Gil,,, 1971:645; Steinmetz and Straus 1974:7-8; Levinger, 1966). This differen-

tial has beenAxplained in several ways, including recognition of the fact that

middle class,parents may be more capable of disgUising as "accidental" the

injuries they, have inflicted upon their children (Gil, 1974:207). Thus much

middle class violence may go unreported.

Previous studies of elder abuse suggest that most victims are women,and

white. The Njority_of victims lived with family members, and suffered from

some type of ph'sical impaipent (Block and Sinnott, 1979; Lau and Kosberg;

1979). Lau and Kosberg found hat.of.the 39 victims in their sample, 41% also

suffered from,confusion or senility, while Block and Sinnott (1979) reported

that 62% of their sample (N=26) presented symptoms of mental impairment.

EconOmically, Block and Sinoti'found that victims were evenly divided between

the lower. and Middle classes (1979).

The literature concerned with domestic violence suggests that the dynamics

of the problem cannot,be simply described, nor(can the problem be easily solved.

As has been pointed'out with child abuse (Justice and Justice, 1976:56), the

S

causes may be located in three sources: the abusive individual; the victim;

and,the social situation with surrounds them both.

The Abusive -Individual

,There are three major models suggested to explain why people abuse

7



near to them. These are: the psychopathological model,'the learning model;

and the situational stress Model.

, 0

The psychopathological model is probably the most frequently proposed

reason for domestic abuse. I the opinion of professionals dealing with abused

elders, most of them are in close proximity to a person suffering from a lAycho-

pathological problem (Douglass, et al;, 1980;, Hickey, 1979; Lau and Kosberg.,

1979). This psychopathological explanation for elderly abuse is similar to

the viewsjof several of the earliest studies of child or spouse abuse. For

the most part, these were done by psychiatrists and clinical plychologists'and

tended to associate domestic' violence with psychopathological conditions on

the part of the violeht parent or spouse. As Gelles (1974b: 191) ."says, "Articles

on child abuse almOst'invariabii open by asserting that a parent who would

inflict serious abuse on a child is in some manner sick." . (Cf. also Coles,

1964; Bennie and Sclare, 1969; Wasserman, 1967.) ijmilarly, several studies

of assaultiwe husbands see them as psychologically disturbed men whose:violent

behavior stems from their.osychological abnormality (Shaineis: 1977: 111;

.

Faulk, 1977: 119). Thus it is tempting trkovide'an equally simple explanation

for elder abuse: whoever would inflict violence on a frail aged person must
,

.-...
also be psychologically sick. What is posi t d is a developmental dysfunction

of the part of the abusive indiVidual, rendering this person incapable of

/'marntaining or developing a close, interpersonal relationship with another

individual (Lau and.Kosberg, 1979). Often this is seen as the result of the
..,

abusive person having himself been abused as a child. Thus Douglass, et al.,

(1980: 24-25)1point out that children who have been 'abused may grow into adults

who bitten'their own parents.

The validity 'of the psychopathoToOcal approach to deviance has come under f

-e
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severe criticism in recent years (Hartung, 1966: 173-175; Szasz, 1960).

Gelles (1974b: 194), in applying these criticisms to the psychological theory

of child abuse, points out that psychopathological theories are inadequate as

explanations for vie phenomenon. They assume that physical abuse of a person

in childhood produces psychic abnormalities, which result in the person now

grown into adulthood, abusing his/her own child.

Recognition of this difficulty has'led to the develoPiiient of the learning

model. Taking this'epProach, Gelles (1974b: 199) says that intergenerational

perpetuation of abuse may not result from psychic malady, but rather from the

fact that an abusive parent is the only role model which the individual has.

It is suggested that this is true of spouse abuse (Straus, 1977:'194-195) and

elder abuse (Douglass, et al., 1980; Lau and Kosberg, 1979), as Well as child

abuse. So-called "normative" violence could occur in situations in which an

elder ist)nterfering in the..tactivities of the family or is difficult to care

for. The son or 'daughter, recalling their parents' physical means- of forcing

behaviors in their Childhood, considers it appropriate to do the same now.

Such a person might say: "I had to make Mother stay home. It was for her owna
good."

In addition, it has been hypothesized that abuse of an elderly person by a

child may be a form of retaliation toward the parent for the suffering which he

once endured from the abuse that the elder once inflicted against him as a

child (Steuer and Austin, 1980; Douglass, et al, 1980). In.additio6, Steuer and.

Austin, (1980) note that this type,ereaction might extend to both'sibliags and

spouses of victims; in each instance, an individual. who had been previously

abused by the elderly person might abuse the elder once he is too weak to

defend himself.



so,

A c
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A third model for explaining the abuser's behavior is the situational

stress approach. This model recognizes that situational factors such as

,poverty, isolation; or lack of, support from other family members may cause

ppople.to abUse members of their families, including the aged for whom they

'provide care. As noted earlier, it has consistently been found that child

and sppuse abuse occur more frequently, though not exclusively, in lower

class groups (Blumbert, 1964: 40; Gil, 1971: 645; Steinmetz and Straus3/4 1974b:

7-8; Levinger, 1966).

A primary proponent of this view is Gil (1970) who believes that there

would be no child abuse if it were not for such factors as pdverty or job

stress. Expanding on this'view, Blair and Rita Justice (1976: 30) noted that

families which have considerable numbers of 'other problems are more likely'to

abuse their children. In their sample of abusing parents, they found an

unusually high frequency of persons who had undergone a "prolonged series of

changes" -- economic crises, illnesses, death, accidents. They emphasize

that if is the prolonged series of stressful situations rather than a

single stressful event, which promotes violence. It has also been noted that

abusive families are unlikely to have social resources%to Fall upon when

stressful situations occur. A high association with social isolation

was found both among abusive parents (Justice and Justice, 1976) and among

abused elders (Case and Lesnoff:Caravaglia, 1978).

However they, as well as Others, have noted that the situational stress

, .

model is inadequate in explaining child abuse, since it fails to show why

some families react to stress and frustration by abusing their children while

others, subject to the same stress, do not (Justice and justice, 1976: 44;

10
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parent, react with violence while others do not, (S*ver and Austin, 1980).

However, the stress model does call attention to t.Ke 'fact that factors outside

Spinetta and Rigler, 1972). Similarly, a:stress model .would not (otally

explain why some adults, when faced withthe stresses' if'caring for an aged

of the abuser must be considered in explaining'the abusive behavior. Thus the

Justices (1976: 110) conclude that the abuser is an individual with serious

personal problems. In working with abusive parents, they contend that the

problems of the abuser must be dealt with sympathetically before the relation-.

ship with the ch4d can be rebuilt on a non-vident'basis. They contend that

the family must be dealt with as a unit, lest the alp\ er go back to his/her

abusive behavior once family problems and the interactibps of other family

members reassert themselves (1976: 110). As therapists, they attempt to provide

support to the abusing parent (1976: 190-191).

With regbrdWeld:tc. abuse, professionals who work with abused elders

usually do not recognize such situational stress factors as being a major cause

of abuse of the aged (Douglass et al., 1980; Hickey, 1979). It.is also clear,

however, that the problems associated with care of an aged person may create

stresses'promoting abuse (Block and Sinnott, 1979: 53). One may predict that

programs aime&at resolving elder abuse will have limited success if,they f01

to take cognizance of the situationewstress factors impacting upon the abusing

caretaker.

. We turn now to an analysis of some of these stress factors which may play

a role in elder abuse. They may be analyzed in terms of whether they center

upon the elderly victim or the surrounding situation.



The Abused Victim as a Locus of Stress
01-

!II It has often been noted that victims of domestic abuse are sometimes the

focus of stress in an abusive situation. .Thus Bishop (1971) and Zalba (1971)

have both reported that illegitimate, children and those with various types of

deformities are more likely to become abused children. And Harrington (1972)

notes that "premature babies, hypersensitive babies, colicky and unresponsive

babies are especially vulnerable" to abuse. Thus the abusive parent may acIu-.

ally be reacting to stress which was brought about by the child or his problems. f

Similarly, the process of aging may bring about increased-physical and

mental impairment for an elderly parent. This in turn may produce stress for

a caretaker, both'by requiring reorganization of e family patterns and by

placing burdens on a family's economic resources lock and Sinnott, 1979: 53).

-Treatment and prevention of the problem must include strategies designeq to

proviiie relief from the strffsses caused by the elderly; 'programs which do not

consider these problems are doomedto failure. Thus Block and Sinnott (1979:

93-95) recommend increasing the independence of the aged, and providing the care

taker with "time! off" from his responsibilities.

The Social Situation as Locus of Stress

As oted earlier, analysts of spou ;e and child abuse have noted that the

factors bringinq about the abuse may be totally unrelated to the chardtteristics

of the victim, who has the misfortune to have beeh in the wrong place at the

wrong time. As,a result, domestic abuse is :found to be worse in families with

various stressful problems, all of them unrelated to the victim who is the

focus of the abuse. If studies.of child and- spouse abuse are any indication,
. ,

then elder abuse also ought to be greater in,families which have: unemployment

or under employment ,(5traus, Gelles, and Steinmetz, 1980: 150); religibus

12



differenqs in the family (138-140); a larger number of children (177-178).

r . ,

Both Straus et al. (1980: 183) and the Justices (1976: 30) found that the

greater the number of stressful situations a family endured, the greater the

likelihood of domestic abuse. .

Multi Causal Models of Family Abuse

Several experts on mes is assault have ggelted models which encompass

the factors explaining the amics of the problem. Based on an analysis of

spouse abuse, Gelles (1974b: 200-201) suggests seven factors which might be

useful in analyzing elder abuse: (1) social position of the abuser; (2) clas

1.'-andcommunity values; (3) socialization experiences of the abuser;

(4) situational stress; (5) psychopathiq'states of the abuser; (6) immediate

precipitating sitpations; (7) the actual assault (which may vary.in terms of 4

frequency, severity, whether physical or psychic abuse, and so on). He has

' also listed a number of forms which dome tic'abuse may assume: ,violehce which

is normative or approved.; violenCe which secondary to other violence;

valeanic or explosive violence; alcohol related violence; protective reaction

violence; one -way violence; a44 sex-relked violence (1974a: 59).

Some of the above types,, particularly the last three, may not appear to
.

apply to elder abuse; however, it should be noted that some elder abuse is

actually elder-elder abuse. Thus Block and'Sinnott (1979: 77) found that 15%

of the abusers in their sample were the spouses of the victim, and 19% of the

abusers were themselves over 60 years of age. Others have also noted the

likelihood that the abusive behavior is a part of a long term pattern

within the family (Steuer and Austin, 1980). This situation would be oneNiQ

which marital conflict had oCcured for years; in addition, it could involve

- unresolved sib ling or parent-child conflict which has accured over a long

peridd of time. For these individuals, conflict of a rather severe nature is

13



a way of life rather than a phenomenon occuring because an individual. has

become old.'

Having noted such a broad array of domestic violence patterns, Gelles
4

attemp s to develop a theoretical typology of domestic violence. His typology

. is developed from the three major dimensions which he belieyes are involved
Irra

in incidents of domestic assault. These dimensions are (Gelle, 1974a:

85-86):

1. The instrumental/expressive dimension: Is violence a means of
achieVing another end or is it a goal in itself? For example,
violence directed agaihst an elder to force him/her to behave as
the caretakertwished would be instrumental; acting out of frustra-
tion at some stressful situation would be expressive..

2. The legitimacy/illegitimacy dimension: Is the violence seen as
justified or not? Forcing an elder to eat might be viewed as
tegitimate hitting an elder because the caretaker had a hard
day at work is illegitimate.

3. Victim precipitated/non-victim precipitated dimension: Did the
victim provoke the violence in some way or not? While victim
advocates generally resist the inclusion of this variable, it is
probable that 4 least..s.ome domestic violence falls into this ,

/7 category. Thus some elderly may nag their caretakers until they t

achieve a violent response.

.To be adequately handled by a counselor, crisis intervention worker, or

social agency, each would require a different approach. Unfortunately,

little research has been done to assist such workers in identifying the

different types, muck less developing alternative strategies.
4

The models discussed above are drawn from the general literature on

domestic abuse. Working from a specific analysis of elder abuse, Block and

Sinnott (1979: 53) have suggested that the broad range of factors producing

elder abuse fall Into 5 categories. These include: economic and demographic

changes,-which have prolonged the time and also the expense of caring for an

aged patent; changes'which occur in the aged parent's life, making him/her-

more dependent upon others for care; changes in the adult child's life,

14
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which may make the demands'of caring for an aged parent more burdensome;

family relationships, which may exacerbate the problem, such as the existence

of other burdens or problems in the family or the existence of perennial con-

flicts between the aged parent and his/her children,, which may make a caring

relationship difficult to maintain; the inevitable tensions which occur in a

multigenerational household, as family members of different generations

disagree over the functioning of the home.

This theme of victim responsibility reappears constantly in studies of

domestic violence. Cases of wife abusereported to the Michigan Women's

Commission include several who expressed the feeling of shame and failure

(Michigan Women's',Commission, 1877: 13). And Gelles (1974a: 59) found that

many victims belieVed they had deserved .the violence directed against them:

"It was,my Sault. I asked for it." Because they feel that they have, in

f

.fact, precipitated Or caused the violence, many domestic violence victims are

reluctant to seek help.

Another reason for the non-reporting of domestic assault is thefi6t that

many incidents of violence in the family are considered to be "normal" (Gelles,

1974a: 58). Stark and McEvoy (1970:52) found that almost 20% of the Americans

believe that spouses should slap one another upon occasion, and this support is

even greater for parental hitting of children, with over 80% of parents report-

ing they strike their children (Stark and McEvoy, 1970: 54). In Gelles' sample,

"...nearly all the parents hit their children at .least once..." (1974a: 61).

In families where violence is considered normal, directing that violence from

child to pa'rent rather than parent to child would be expected. Hence it is not

surprising that a national survey of family violence found that children had

V
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hit a parent in 18% of the families studied (Straus et al., 1980: 119-120).

These parents were generally' younger than'65; however, one might anticipate

that a violent child-to-parent relationship `developed during the_parents'

middle years would be likely to continue as the pkpwt, r'eaches old age.

Thus paradoxically, the family can be viewed at one and the same time as

a place of_harmony and love, and also as one in which violence is "...routine,

'normative, and even...necessary..." (Gelles, 1974a: 58). On either count, the

victims of family violence are discouraged from seeking ,assistance. Either they

view families as harmonious by nature and are embarrassed to admit that their

home lives are less than ideal, or they rocognize violence as a normal part of

the domestic scene and thus feel impelled to accept their victimization.

ly
How to Identify Victims of Elder Abuse

Most studies have suggested that abuse of the el,derly is probably greatly

underreported (Douglass, et. al., 1979; Lau and Kosbeh, 1979). This is similar

to th tuation with most domestic violence, and for the same reasons. These

reason include both a reluctance on the part of victims to report their abuse,

and hesitance on the part of official agencies to invade the privacy of the home.

. Reluctance of Victims to Report. It has been noted that victims of domestic

violence are more reluctant 'to report their victimization than other victims.

Several reasons for this patt rn have been suggested. One commonly recognized

reason is what Steinmetz and traus (1974b: 7) refer to as "the myth of family

consensus and harmony. ,The falnily. i s seen "as a center of solidarity and

love" (Steinmetz and Straus,(197,4b: 6). Cases of family violence which become

known are viewed as. abnormal excOptions. COnsequently, people are embarrassed

to admit that their own families apart from this presumed norm of harmony and

love. At Gelles (1974a: 40) note;' many people lere incredulous as to the

possibility of conducting research on family violence, asking, "Wh ywould
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anyone tell -.you about 'that?' An admission.-of family violence-suggests a
'

fit% failure in oneself for--not, havAng achi-eved. the ideal of far'n' ily harmony:. Thus

-.a battered elder. may-feel that he/she has failed by having raised an abusing
, . ..

child. ft has also ,been noted that a desire to maintain the family's reputation

and a'desire to avoid 'embarrassment maisel-veat considerations which lead
.

the abused person to the. detisiOn.of not reportitng the abuse toa profes-

sional
.

.(Lau and Kosberg; 1.979),. ,

.

Another- reason for reiuctanceitb report. bh the 'pant of victims of domestiC

abuse is their.. fgar of repr'isals frorri the abuser: Such reprisals may involve
0\

the threat of further Vioyence, the fear,df losing support, or both. As Gelles

(1973:' 93 has iii) ii nted out, victims of domesttit xiolence have "no' place to go"
. . .

v. ' .` Ig

where they cakbe free of ,the threat of further abase. Such fears are commonly._...
w

mentionedby abtused wives,as the reasOn they do nat:f4eport the abuse (Michigan~

Women'S.Commissibii, .1977: 6-8). 4 has also been noted that domestic abuse

victims -are Often deperident upon their abusers. Thus many women remain with

a violent husband because-they have nomeans of supportzif they leave.

Both of these factors have beeri-f-eunc'tL&exist with the elderly. Thus

Douglass; 'et al,t; (1979) recogniie% the fear;6-freprisa1 as a reason for non--
- .

reperti ng, Dependence of the upoh 'the abuser:is ment{oped by-Block
, .

and Sinnott (1979) In addition, Douglass, et al., (1979) point out that many

'elderly decline.i.O repOrt thejaabuse becausethey fear the loss of the relation- 1.f. .
.

,

Ship with the abuser, who may be a beloved child and,perhips one's closest

remaini rig rel at i ve
.

. .
, . :

With :regard to the, elderly, i t has 41so been noted that relictance to turn
.

tw. ito professional agencies may stem from lack of knowledge, or fear of the agencies
. ,

themselves:, It ha-s been susiested, that some victims may lack familiarity with
,

with the ebusiye situation...Thus, a number of factors such as .disorientation,

17
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senility or a-simple lack of knowlgige concerning available services may

render a victim incapable of reporting the fact that he has been abused (Lau

and Kosberg, 1-979). Those victims who are aware of aVailable,resoUrces may

still resist reporting the abuse because they feel incapable (4 cqping with

44 .

the respOnsibilities which may ensue if they do report (Lau and Kosberg;\

1979). Possible-court appearances or conversations with the police can be

fear-provol&nwexperiences in themselves.

For all of these reasons, some abuse victims are so reluctant to deal-
,

with the abuse that they will refuse professional help even if it is offered

(Lau and Kosberg, 1979). Hence, dealing with elder abuse is a task requiring

great care andotact. Block and Sinnott (1979: 92) suggest that civil rather

than criminal means are more appropriate for dealing with elder abuse. One

reason is the lesser stigma which attaches to such a judgement, alloOfing

4k
both offender and victim to deal with the problem more easily.

. ,/:)Q

,--)
(

sitance of Official Agencies to Intervene. Even if an abused.vi.ctim decides
. .

to-report the experience to some authority, it is not at all clear that he/she

will receive any assistance in dealing with the matter. Thus Block and Sinnott

(7979) found that 'although 95% of their sample reported their victimization, no

victim received assistance. This is similar to the pattern which appears with

most domestic abuse. A tendency to "accept-and-hide'' domestic violence has

been encouraged by societies a whole, from friends and relatives of the violent

family to official agencies. Wife abuse victims are often encouraged by their

families to accept the situation (Michigan Women's Commission, 1977: 14).

Medical practitioners, who are most likely to see evidence of serious violence,

often try to avoid dealing with domestic abuse, both of children (Kempe,

18



1962,: 19) and adult (LEAA, 1977).. Police and the courts, normally the avenue,
of redress f6r the victim 'of criminal

assault and/or civil injury, have largely
. ignored domestic assaults (Field and Field, 1973; Gelles, 1977: 61; Truninger,

1971). This is due partly 6 .11e belief that such things are best'l a
private matter, and partly to the recognition that domestic disturbance calls
can be very, dangerous

for police (Calvert, 197.7: 80; Straus, et a1.,'1980:
232-233).

Non-criminal approaches to such domestit problems are usually recommended
(Block and Sinnott, 1979:. 92). However, it has also been noted that traditi-
onal counseling agenties have not dealt very effectively with family violence.

'''MarflAge counsellors and social Workers often encourage the maintenance of
family ties, even viqliont ones (Michigan Women's. Commission, 1977: 83-84).
Conflicting advice is also given. Thus some counsellors encourag.e the open
expression of aggressive feelings in order to vent them in abpropriate channels
(Steinmetz and Straus, 1974a: 99), while others believe thativpressed hostil-
ity can generate ever more aggressive

fetlings (Berkowitz, 1973; Bandura and
Walters, 1974).

As'a consequence, domestic abuse has been greatly neglected byservice
providers. This is true of child and spouse abuse as well as elder abuse. As
Block and.Sinnott (1979: 88) point out, strategies of intervention must be

-developed primar-ily to end the abuse, but secondarily to help in establishing
.

*

the physical and mental well-being of the abused person and of the abuser as
well. As notedearlier, usually the abuser is also a person with severe prob-

..

lems which must be solved before the abuse can be stopped. And for most abused
elders, severance of the abusive

rel'ationstip is not viewed as a desirable
alternative (Douglass, et al., 1980: 109). Clearly, further research is
necessary in ordelY to determine .the needs of aged abuse victims and the most
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-appropriate ways of providing for them.

Assisting Elderly Abuse Victims

The techniques of assisting victims of elder abuse has received only . I

limited aftentiomin the literature. Discussions concerning this aspect of '.

the abusive situation have catered on two major areas: ) the ways in which

4abuse cases are presently handled; and 2) recommendations concernIng_methods .

of dealing with such cases in the future.

Douglas?;, et al. (1980) studied service provider%',.perceptions of the

nature and extent of elder abuse in,Michigan. They noted that few service

provider categories had routine procedures for dealing with elder abuse

victims. Steinmetz (1981)'also noted that services adapted to the needs of

elder abuse victims are severely limited in avai)abiity. Of particular

Significance according tor SteinmeiZ (1981) is the absence -of services which

can effectively ntervenein such a situation. Eve'n when a valuable service

exists, the obstacles to reaching the victim are often insurmountable. For

example, she notes that family assets must often be.spent before victims are

considered eligitle.fpr help.

It has also been observed that the services which are provided are often

of questionnaPle:effectiveness (Douglass, et al., 1980). Lack of case follow-up

is an example. Only,20 of the 153 service providers in his sample mentioned

that.nregulat." and "frequent" followup of cases was instituted in elder abuse.

'cases. Douglass's study. (1980) found that therreporting of cases appeared "to

be haphazard. 'Some Serl.ice providers referred cases to the State Department of

Social ServiceS, but in most instances, the case remained within the agency

itself. There is tittle* information provided concerning the effectiveness

of the agucy',s'intervent,lon.%

20
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ReCognizing this apparent ineffectiveness of agency efforts to deal with

elder abuse, researchers make a number of recomgiendations,concerning appro-

priate interventiontechniques.-Block and Sinnott (1979:88) note that the

.intervention should be, concerned prinirily with "...end[ing] the abuse and

maintain[ing] the well-being of both abused and abuser as far as possible...."

If posSibie, it is suggested, that the victim should be allowed to remain in

the home, since'a change in residence can produce negative consequences for

the victim, such as disorientation or premature death (Lau and Kosberg, 1979).

They note, howeyer, that the availability of supports is a major factor

which must be considered before'such a decision is:made.

A major recommendation made by several authorities is that more resources

be made available to provide support to those caring for an elderly person

(Douglass, et al, 1980; Block and Sinnott, 1979). The goal of these measures

_should be aimed towards assisting caretakers in coping with their roles and

preventing the otcurence of situations which might cause abuse (Block and

Sinnott, 1979). Resources such as home services, day care, counselling and

financial aid might help alleviate this problem somewhat (Block and Sinnott,

1979; Lau and Kosbetg, 1979). It is also recognized, however, that definite

knowledge concerning the effectiveness of different types of treatments'must

await the development of more research in this area (Douglass, et al., 1980).
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Chafer 2 ,

METHODOLOGY

The purpose of ,Wrs study was to identify and analyze approximately-fifty
I

cases of elder abuse. We hoped to obtain a more accurate estimate of the *number

of abused elders than studies to date have provided), We also hoped to be able

/to analyze more fully the situations in which abuse occurs. In order to

accomplish this, the Principal Investigators proposed that this study would

analyze the dynamics underlying the relationship between the victim, the abuser

and the domestic situation of which the victim was a part. The study rested on

the following assumptions:

1. The causes of abuse of-f-cle elderly are to be located ?A the complex
relationships of the abused, the abuser, the family and the social
situation.

2. Elder abuse will, not be solved until the Causal factors have been
removed. Thus, a long-range permanent solution to elder abuse
will require providing assistance to the abuser and other members
of the abusing family, as well as protecting the abused elder.

14

.3. Means of identifying elder abuse, similar to those for Identifying
child abuse, can be developed which can aid in locating abused
elders in need of help.

4. Agencies whicb deal with the aged, medical institutions, and law.
enforctment agencies are all in a position to identify and assist
victims of elder abuse.

In accordance with these assumptions, this study proposed to address the

following research questions:

1. What are the characteristics exhibited by abused elders, their
abusers, and their family situations?

2. What are the dynamics of elder abuse? How does abuse arise in the
process of social exchange between aged persons and their families?

3. that characteristics of abused elders can be used by social, medical
or legal 'agencies. to identify and assist aged victims?

a'
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4. How,can agencies assist elder abuse victims, and how can they be
encouraged to accept help?

5. What needs do the abused and their families have and how can they
be helped in avoiding the abuse?

it

Five Phases of Data Collection

The procedures used in this study were modelled in part on Richard Gelles's

(1974a) trailblazing study of domestic assault. While Gelles's research focused

on the nature of spouse abuse, it was pr posed as being appropriate for analyzing

the nature and baracteristios of der abuse as well.

In the Gelles (1974a: 32-36) research, four sub-groups of couples were

studied. Two groups of 20 couples each with a history of assaultive behavior were

referred to the researcher by the policgr-aqd by a social agency. The other two

groups, also having 20 couples each, were neighbors of the police and agency

referred couples, and served as a control group. An attempt was made, with

little success, to interview both spouses. In most cases onl.y one, usually'

the wife; was included.'
-

In the present research, we proposed to obtain 50.cases of elderly persons

who were suspected of being victims of elder abuse. Cases would be obtained

frOm medical an& social agencies such as the Visiting Nurse Association, the

Health Care Institute, senior centers, and other agencies serving the elderly,

as well as police reports. Jn addition, an equal number of elders not suspected

of being abuse victims were to be obtained from participating senior centers to

serve as a.control population.

D e to the nature of the Arget population, it was expected that some, of

the aged persons in the sample would not be capable of being interviewed. This

was likely in view'of tte fact that the infirm aged are more likely to be victims
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of abuse (Lau and Kosberg, 1979). Consequently/ we proposed to interview the

110 caseworker assigned to the victim., Finally, we stated that we would attempt,

as in Gelles's research, to includell family member of the aged respondent

wherever possible. The composition of-the proposed sample is summarized in

Table 2.1.

All respondents, the victims, the controls: the professional workers, and

.

the family members, were to be interviewed perso4ellY by members of the project

staff, using an interview focusing upon the prob \ effis and conflicts of the

individual and his/her family, and the means by ich they solve or attempt to

solve them. This was the approach used by Gelles\(1974a: 29-31) in his study,

1

and is preferableofor this type of study for two reasons: (1) discussing the

suspected abuse is made'easier for the Victim if placed in the context of

general family' problems; (2) information on the `factors generating elder abuse
l

}
can best be obtained in this manner. In all casks, care was to be taken to

insure that the respondents' privacy was protected and that they could exercise

the choi 1- e not to participate if they so desir d. Specifically, written

permission from each respondent was to be obtained before the interview took

pl ace.

U

Agency Questionnaires

In the initial phase of the project, it was necessary to locate agencies

which had cactact with abused elders, in order t9 determine which agencies were

most likely to have such contacts for referral to the project. In order'to

accomplish this, a questiOnnaire was mailed to 302 Detroit area agencies (See

Appendix A ). Social agencies, senior centersi
/

and health agencies were included

In the survey. This appeared to provide the Most- efficient means of locating
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agencies which had contact with abused elders.

1/t

In rder to increase the likelihood that agencies would respond to the

ques ionnaire, the Institute of Gerontology co-sponsored this phase of .the

project with United Community Services of Metropolitan Detroit (UCS), UCS is

the major planning agency of the 4troit area supported by the United Foundation.

In this capacity, it has a good working relationship with Detroit's major social.

46
agencies. In addition, UCS had Sponsored a similar questionnaire concerning

spouse abuse in 1979, and one of the Principal Investigators (Dr. Sengstock)

i.

had been associated with this earlier project. Hence it seemed likely that a

more favorable reponse would be received from the agencies through a jointly

sponsored project.

Specific information obtained from this survey included:

- the type of agency reporting elder abuse cases;
- the number of cases of elder abuse in the agencies' files;
- the means by whichkagencies identify cases;
- the sex distribution of cases;

t number of cases requiring protective shelt4r and whether or not this
tamed.

Th questionnaire was mailed to agencies; together with a letter explaining

the pr ject, in February, 1981. A followup letter, along with a duplicate copy

of the original questionnaire, was sent in May, 1981, to those agencies which

had not resrbnded to the initial mailing. Responses were received from 108

agencies, or 36% of those surveyed.

Agency Interviews

Questionnaires'received froashlhe mail survey of agencies were examined to

ascertain whether or not the agency was in contact with elderly persons who

were victims of abdse. Twenty-five agencies.reported seeing such clients and

Ala
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were contacted by phone; appointrryents were made for inteirviews with agency

directors or their representatives and a Summary ofthe research proposal was

provided (Apbendi B). Interviews with these pgency directors offered the

opportunity to discuss the problem of abuse more thoroughly and also .to focus

on specific cases of abuse seen by the agency. Agencies interviewed ranged in

type from hospitals and visiting nurse associations to police departments and

crisis clinics. In addition, workers in these 25 agencies were asked whether

they knew of other agencies which would be likely to see elderly persons faced

with such a problem.' This snow ball technique provided us with an additional

20 agencies. Thus, a total of 45 agency visits were made by the principal

investigator and research assistant.

Agency interviews focused on the following issues:

- description of our elder abuse research;
- the nature of the elder abuse cases which the agency had seen;
- the means by which the agency identified these cases;

development of an agreement with the agency to provide us with .

information on the cases they saw, and, if possible to arrange
inteviews with some of the victims.

The interviews were conducted on an informal basis and the material obtained

was later subjected to a content analysis The coding sheet used for the

content analysis will illustrate the type of information obtained (See Appendix

C).

Agency Reports on Cases of Abuse

The third phase of the data collection process involved obtaining data

from agency personnel on the specific cases of abuse which had been seen by

their agencies. A formal report form'was,prepared for this purpose (See Appendix

D). Agency personnel were also provided with instructions for providing the

information requested. A separate report was filed for each of the 77 cases

of elder abuse which had been referred to us as a result of agency interviews.
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Specifically, data obtained'from agency ease reports included:

410
- basic demographic characteristics of the victim;
- social contacts of the victim;
- characterjstics of the abuser(s);
- characteristics of the abuse sustained: duration, symptoms,

possible causes;
- means by which the abuse was identified;
- professional intervention: its presence or absense; its effectiveness;
- professional background of the service provider filing the report.

Interviews with Elder Abuse Victims and Family Members

An additional purpOse of the agency report was to obtain information

concerning whether or not an.interview with the victim could take place, and if

not, why the interview could not take place. In 23 cases (30.6%), agency workers

beli ?ved that victims could be interviewed. In all but 3 of these cases the

victim was in fact interviewed. The remaining 69.3% of the victims reported

could not be interviewed (See Table 2.2).

It appeared that the most common reason why victims could not be interviewed

was, the need to maintain confidentiality. In 27 cases (32.1%), the agency

respondents noted that client confidentiality prevented referral of an ab-used

client to the project for an interview. In 24 cases (29%), the victim was no

longer seen by the mercy, making it difficult to make contact with him/her.

Other problems in obtkining an interview with the abused person were also

mentioned. Among these were theagency worker's belief that an interview about

the situation would exacerbate the victim's'problems (9 cases, 10.4%); the fact

t4t the victim was no-longer living (7 cases; 8,3%); or the refusal f the

victim to be interviewed (6 Cases; 7.1%). Further, some workers mentioned that

the victim was disabled, either mentally (4 cases; 4.7%) or physically (3 cases;

3.5%). It was also mentioned that in three cases (3.5%) the family woulpi not

tk
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_permit the interview to take place. Lastly, one interview '(1 %) could not occur

due to a language barrier.

The initial phase of the interview process was obtaining informal consent

for the interview. This was generally obtained by the agency worker who had

referred the victim to the project. In a few cases, howpecagencies felt more

comfortable with having us make the initial contact with the victim. . Once

informal consent was obtained from the victim a specific appointment was established.

Interviews were conducted by trained interviewers under the supervision of

the co- investigators at a time and place convenient to the respondent, Information

collected included the following:

- demographic characteristics of the aged respondent;
- nature of the relationship to family members;

,- areas of disagreement and,conflict in the family;
- other family problems;

- nature of contacts with social 'agencies;
- nature of contacts with other infoemal sources of help (such as other

family contacts or friends);

- nature of reactions under stress, both generally and with specific
reference to abuse;

- relationshipsin family over time, particularliwith reference to abuse;
belief in the appropriateness of physical punishment;

- perceived needs of the family which could be served by social agencies.

-Final forms for the interview were pretested prior administration. (See

Appendix E for a,copy of.the interview schedule.) It was estimated that each

interview would take approximately one hour to complete. Since it was recog-

nized that the topic of abuse would be difficult for respondenIs to discuss,

study followed Gelles's (1974a: 29-31) approach of focusing questions around

general family structure and problems, with the issue of physical violence

introduced at a later Point in the intview.

At the time of the interview, a formal consent was signed*bythe victim

(See Appendix J). Victims were also 'informed at this time that thdproject
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staff would attempt to refer them to agencies in the Detroit Area who might be

of assistance to them. Referrals were assisted by Mr. Robert Graham, community

liason for the Institute of Gerontology at Wayne State University.

Following the completion of the victim interview, the victim was asked if

he or she could refer us to a family member who would agree to be interviewed

for the project. We explained to the victim that we were attempting to get an

Overall picture of the,problems that family members have; thus, we wanted to

interview more than one family member when this was possible. Unfortunately,

only,six of the victims (7.7%) were willing to refer us to a family member who S

later agreed to be fnterviewd. In addition, service providers were quite

hesitant in
t

referring family members since they'felt thismight cause further

- problems for-the victim. Interviews with family members followed procedures

and an interview schedule identjcal to those followed with the victims.

Comparison of Interviewe with Reported Cases

de---"The major characteristi\which distinguishes this study from other studies

of elder abuse is the fact that \his study was_able to obtain interviews with a

sample of the victims of elder abuse. While we had hoped to interview many

more of the victims, we were able to interview about one fourth of the 77 victims

on whom agency data was available.

It is helpful at the outset to compare the characteristics of the inter-

viewees with the victims as a whole, in order to determine whether there are any

major respects in which the interviewees differ from the victims who could not be

interviewed. Of course there is clearly one important respect in which they

differ, and that is their willingness to allow an interview, since unwillingness

to be interviewed was a major reason for the absense of an interview. However,
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it is useful to determine whether any o her key characteristics di-stinguish the

two groups.

- As Table 2.3 shows, the interviewee were fairly similar to the sample as

a whole in terms of 'age distribution. A out 30% of both the interviewees and the

sample as 'a whole were-between the ages of 80 and 89. Similarly, about one-third

of each category was in the 70-79 age gt p. The two age groups which appeared

to be slightly under represented among they interviewees were the youngest age

group (60-69) and the oldest age group (901 and over). One interviewee,was not

quite 60 years of age (the stated minimum/age) at the time of the'study. We

can be fairly secure that the intervieweet are representative of the sample as

a whale in terms ()Lege compostion.
elMIMS,

As the Table shows, the interviewees also resemble the sample as a

whole in terms of sex and race. Thirty present of the interviewees and 26% of

the sample Were male; 65% of the interviewees and 74% of the sample were female.

Thus males are_slightly over represented among the interviewees, but this slight
4

difference ca;\scarcelji be eliminated in samples of this size. With race as

well thdre is a very slight overrepresentation
4sr
of blacks among the interviewees.

Blacks represent 40% of A reported victims and whites 56%. Thd interviewees,

however, are exactly evenly divided between-black and whites. Again this

difference appears negligible.

In.terms of the type of abuse suffered there is also a close correspondence

between the interviewees and the reported cases. Thirty-five percent of the

i$erviewees and 43% of the reported cases involved physical abuse or neglect.,

Fifty percent of the interviewees and 55% of the reported C-a-tes-involved

financial abuse'. Psychological or emotional abuse was slightly underrepresented0

among the interviewes (65%), as opposed to the agen y reports, - .which found this
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type of abuse in 82% of the cases.

., There is a very close correspondence between' the interviewees. and t he

sample as a whole in terms of the relationship of ihTe inditvidual wFio is 'thy_

alleged abuser. both categories the alleged abuser was the child of th6
. GA

victim 'in about half .of the cases. The spouse was believed responsible in 15%
,

of the interviews and 12% of the reported cases., while a grandchild was believed

responsible in 10% of the inter.views and 4% of the reported cases. Both of

the differences' are unavoidable with ,samPles of .t.his size.- Other persons

1

. A

0 A

-(cousins, siblir6s, nieces or 'nephews, roomers or landlords) were beltived

responsible in about ,30% of each category. Hence, the two categories seem
1

-

quite-'similar in termsof the relationship to the alleged 'abuser.

SIn conclusion, it appeai-s that we can assume that t, tims interviewed
1

are fairly reprevntative of the abuse victims reported b th age; ies. They

, , flo'

are fairly representalhve in age, with a slight underrepreselit 1ion of the

.

oldest and youngest age groups. The sexes are represented in about the same
,

. . .
-,

/proportion in both categories, with possibly a slight bias'toward m ale WO
41. .

4. 4 ,. . t
1-nterviewees, and victims of both-races are evenly .represented among the reported

-

cases arid those intenfiewed. Finally., the-alleged abuser appears to be similar '

in both:categories1 as-ciaes thAype of abuse.

- Control Group c

A

The final phase'of -the data collection process involved obtaining inte'rOtvs ,

With at least 50 persons:, age 60 Oder, who had not been reported to the

.

project as being victims of abuse. his aspect of the project was conducted t

for two reasons:' to provide a general estimate of. the prevalence of the

4
`,prevalence of abuse; and to pripvide a comp rison of the characteristics of victims

4
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istering a short interview (See Appendix F) t!S; 50 elderly persons by project

. personnel, agency p,?rsonnel, and advanced undergraduate and. graduate students

in the'Dep'artment of Sociology at Wlyne State University. Respondets were 4

obtained from senior centers and social and health agencies in the Detroit area.

These -interviews can be used to obtain estimates of the prevalence of elder

'to supposed nonvictims.

In obtaining this data, two methods were used._ The first involved admin-

'abuse. With these respondents also, formal consent was obtained prior to the -,

administration of the interview. The interview itself was a short, condersed

version of the interview schedule administered to victims and family members,

focusing on problems elderly persons may face and. the means by which they are

handled. '

,

The second met4d utilized involved conducting fifteen indepth interview)

with eldeilly pNes who were not identified as being victims a abuse. These

respondents received an interview schedule identical to that used to interview

victims and family members.(See Appendix E), Prior to its ad stration,e
formal consent was obtained.-

This subgrtup of control grbup respondents was obtai ed in order to provide

us, with a cd;gson of elderly victims to el4erly persons _who were not lden-
m'

41 vtified as such. _More specifidelly, it was felt that knowledge concernAr@
....,, . .. 4. ,..

comparison of demographic characteristics, social contacts and activities, and 4 ,

y

the types and methods of handling of problems would be beneficial in providing ,le

s me insight into possible key Variables affecting the likelihood of elder abuse.

-
s

ConiDis)on

This epport is based 'or information on elder muse obtained from four'

moor sources:
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1. agency questionnaires concerning the prevalence of this problem and

,the means by which.elder abuse cases are handled;

2. personal interviews conducted with agency persdnnel concerning the

the nature and extent of 'elder abuse;

° 3. agency reports on 77 specific cases of elder abuse;

4. direct interviews administered to 20-of the 77 elder abuse victims

in our sample.'

Within this report; we will provide a description of the following: demographic

le/7

haracteristics of victims and their'families; social contacts of victims within

and outside of their immediate households; health and physical impairments

exhibited by victims and their family problems. In addition, this report will

include a description of thd ways in which agencies dealt with cases of elder

abuse in our sample and the victims' appraisal of the assistance received.'

I
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-Table 2.1

Sampl e Composition

,

Coniposition o4he P;'o9posed Sampl e

Interviews,

;

Aged Victims of Domestic Abuse 50
as

.

Family -Members of Abused- Elders 50

Ag cy *Workers of Abused Elders , ,, . 4 .. . . .50

gA Persons Who Are Not Vi Kips (Control's) 50

Total Sampl e 20,0

Composition" of the Attual Sampl et

Agency Questionnaires

Interviews

4

Questi onnaires

108

Service Provider Jntervi ews 46

Agency C se Reports 77

Aged Vic
Viol

ims of Domestic

nce

N 4 20

*9

Family 'Members of Abused El ders 6

AreAged Persons Who Are Not Vi ct irn's 65

(Controls)s)

t

Subtotals

Total Sample .. I

34
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Table 2.2

SUMMAO OF VICTIM INTERVIEWS

Possibility of Interview

Number of interviews possible
'Number of interviews not possible

,

Total Sample

f

23 30.4
54 69.4

77 100.0%

VP'

Reasons Why Interview Could Not Take Place

co

Reason Frequency Percent*

Client confidentiality 27 ,50.0%,

Victim no longer seen by.the agency 24 44.4
Exacerbatioa of the victim's problems 9 16.6

Victim dead 7 12.9
Victim refused 6 11.1

Victim mentally disabled 4 7.4
Victim physically Ofsabled 3 5.5

Family would not permit 3 5.5

Language barrier 1 1.9

,

*Percentages add up to more than 100 since multiple responses were possible.
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Tpbl e 2.3:

=Characteristics of Interwiewees as Compared
with All Repocted Cases

Interviewees Reported Cases

Age: - 50-59

60-69 \,...f 1

3

5%

15

2

24
2.6%
31.2

'70-79 7 35 25 32.5
80-89 6 )30 23 30.0
90+ 3 3.9
unknown 3 15

Sex: Male 6 .30% 20 26.0%
Female 13 65 57 74.0

Race: White 10 50% 43 55.8%
Black 10 50 31 40.3

Abuse suffered (multiple responses possible): J
Physical Abuse 5 25% 5

35% 33 42.9%
Physical Neglect 2 10 18

Financial Abuse 10 50 42 54.5
....--

Psychological Abuse 13 -§5 63 81t'8

Abuser (Multiples possible for interviews)

Child 11 55% 38 49.4%
Spouse 3. 15 9 11.7
Grandchild 2 10 3- 3.9
9#er 6 30 21 27.3
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SECTION II.

DATA ANALYSIS

Chapter 3

AGED ABUSE VICTIMS AND THEIR SOCIAL CONTACTS

.

.

The problem of elder abuse is still an area which has received little atten-

t Lion in theesearch. Studies which exist are small and based upon limited satples.

In order for our knowledge pf the problem to increase, it is necessary to develop

profiles.of victims in various areas, in the hope that the cumulative effect will

be to provide us with a more complete picture of domestic abuse of the aged.

in this connection it is useful to provide a deserAtion of the abused elders

identified by our study. (See Appendix H for a brief description'of each case.)

r(
What categories of elders are more likely to be abused? What kinds of, citl

contacts do they have with family and friends? Which members of-the family

are more likely to engage.in.abusive behayjor?

In this section' we will provide a description of the characteristics of the

abuse cases which were reported by the agency workers. In interpretigg these
;

data, it is crucial that certain cautionsbe observed. Our study,ike other

studies of elder abUse conducted to date,Olock and Sinnott, 1979; Douglass et

al., 1980; Lau and Kosberg, 1979), relies upon reports of professional workers

with sufficient interest in elder abuse totake the time to make reports and

whose agencies will permit them to participate. Since it is impossible, with

a sample of this type, to determine how many ttses are not seen by agencies or

are served by agencies which do not agree to participate, no study of this type

can make generalizations concerning the prevalence of abuse in the aged popul-

ation as a-whole. Further, as we will discuss, the type of abuse seen is some-

what dependent upon the type of agency which observes the abuse. -Sihce some

types of agencies may be more _likely to identify abuse than others, it is invalid
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to draw conclusions concerning the prevalence of one type of abuse versus another.

Our studK does represent, .however, one of the largest collections of agency

reportson abuse cases which has been collected to date, and the only 'collection

of direct interviews of victims. Hence it is possible to analyze far more aspects

of the eldeli abuse cases seen by-agencies than has been, pos1ible to this point.

Wg can, for example, make a number of generalizations concerning the character-

istics of the different types' of elder abe, Ihe symptoms observed, the manner

in which-the aggricies handle them, together with a number of chankteristics of

the abused individual, the abuser, and the family situation which surrounds the

abuse. aids this type of generalization upon which our study will focus. We

begin with a description of the elderly abuse yictims.

Demographic.Gharacteristics of Victims

The demographic characteristics of the victims are summarized in Table 3.17'

As the table indicates, ninety percent'of the,victims were between 60 and 90

years of age, evenly divided between the three decades, with abo4 thirty percent

of the sample in each. Only three victims (3.9%) were 90 or over. Although our

instructions the agencies had specified that victims be 60 or over, two victims
IF

were reported who were age 59.

Previous studies have suggested that the majority of elder abuse victims are

women (Block and Sinnott, 1979:75-76). This predominance of female victims was

true of our study as well, with three-fourths of the cases reported involving

female victims, as opposed to only one-fourth male victims. In terms of race,

the sample was rather evenly divided between blacks and whites, with white victims

slightly more numerous that-blacks (56% versus-40%). Agency workers were not

always able to tell is the religion of the victims. For those cases in which the

religion was known, there is a clear predominance of-Protestants (35% of the

sample), with 17% Catholics, and only one Jewish vi;tim (1.3%).
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It is clear that the victims in our sample tend to be lower income persons,

with nearly -6'C/ percent Of ther6 reporting an income of less than $5;000 per year.

Another 25 percent reported an income of from $5,000 to $9,999 per year. Hence

over 80 percent of the victim had to.11ve on less-than,.$10,000 per year: 'It-fs

easy to see why they would feel quit dependent upon their families and unable to

escape the abusive situation. It shoul e noted, however, that the wealthy are

not immune to the problems of domestic abuse, ough they may be better able to,

hide these problems from authorities (Steinmetz and Straus, 1974:7-8). Five of

the victims had incomes of over $10,000 per year, and of thee, two had incomes

in.excess of $20,000 per year. Since the majority oft-the victims were women, it is

not surprising to learn that the majority of the victims (55%) had not been employ-

ed outside their homes throughout most of their lives. What is perhaps surpris-

ing s the fact that several (5.2%) w e professional or semi-professional persons.

Moving to an analysis of tie victims' households, it should be noted that

the greatest number of eases by far (over 80%) represented persons residing in the

%City of Detroit (Table 3.2). In part this'probably reflects the fact that older

persons are more likely to reside'in the central city than are younger persor4

(Midwest Res arch Institute, 1977)7 It may also reflect the,location and case

concentrations of the agencies participating, although several agencies in suburban

areas were-tyntacted for possible participation in the project. Another 9% of the'

cases resided in communities in the County of Wayne, and 4% resided in Macomb

*County. No eases were found in the third major section of the-Detroit Metropolitan

area, Oakland County. Again, this is probably due to the n -participation of

Fagencies in this area in the project.

As the Table 3.2 shows, the majority of the victims either lired alone (31..2%)
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.

or with one other person (42.9%). Fourteen«eictims
(18.2%) lived withtwo

illother people; six lived with three or more others, including one aged victim
-in a hotisehold which Included 6.,other persons.' It should be noted that living

alone does not. preclude the existence of abuse on the part. of family ,members,

whb may abuse the aged person during visits; or for whom neglect may be a form
of abuse. We will discuss further the tharacterltics-'of

these household

members in the next section.

One of the conclusions which has been drawn in'other studies of elder abuse
is the fact that persons with some t1pe of disability are more likely to be abused

than those who are physically strong (81ockrand
Sinnott, 1979: 76). In our stuqy

we did not find this to be true in the majority of cases (Table 3.3). Agency

.workers reported physical and/or emotional impairment in only 17 caps (22.'l %).

The degree or severity of this impairment may be gauged, to some degree, by the
'number of symptoms reported. Six of the victims were reported to have one

symptom of impairment; four others showed two symptoms; five exhibited three

and two showed four symptoms. The most frequently reported type of impairment

was some degree of emotional impairment (28.6%). Other common disabilities

were the victim's inability to prepare his/her own food (16.9%) and,the inability
to perform iAer own personal hygiene (13%). Smaller numbers of victims

were reported to be unable to prepare their own medicine (9.1%), or were totally

bedridden s7.8. %), or had other types of impai.nnents
(2.6 %).

Social Contacts of Aged Abuse Victims.

.One of the questions which might be raised about aged victims of abuse is

the nature of their social relationships. Are they many or few in number? Is an

aged person more likely to be abused if he or she hasa considerable number of
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social relationships, any one of which may bcome abusive? Or is there a .greater

danger in only one or two relationships on which the individual is extremely

dependent'

We have already indicated that these victims were most likely either to

live alone or with just one other person. In Table 3.4 we have indicated the

types of persons who lived in the households with the aged victims not living
4

in single person households. As the table shows, the moss" common types of

household members for the aged victims were a son or son-in-law (28.6%), a

spouse (20.8%),.or a grandchild (19.5%). The next most frequent household

members were a daughter or daughter-in-law (14.3%). Other relatives accounted

for 10% of the household members. Friends, roofers, and a landlord or landlady

were also found to be househcald members upon occasion.

We also inquired as to the number of"family members-which these aged

victims-had in the area who were not members of their household but who had

contact with the victim upon occasion. Again, it.is important to know whether

these victims had other pertons in the area upon whom they could call for help,

or whether the members'of their own household are the only social contacts they

have. As Table 3.5 shows, these aged persons arejargely people with other

family members who retain some degree of contact, with them. Only tne-fourth of

./ the victims were reporteCto have no other fami'y contacts besides those in

their own households. Most (29.9%) had contact With one other family member;

18.2% had two other non-househOld family contacts. Nearly 20% had more than

two other family contacts.

These contacts included primarily their. children, equally divided between

daughters (26:0%) and sons (27.3%). Next most common were brothers (11.7.%),

sisters (10.4%), and other relatives (15.6%). Twelve percent had contact with a

grandchild, and a-lew had contact with a son. or daughter-in-law (3.9%).
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These contacts included primirily visits (50.6%) or telephone calls (45.4%).

Only rarely did they include help with household chores (7.8%). As the table

also shows, the frequency of such family contact was most often once a week; this

was true of 33% of the victims who had non- household family contacts. "Fourteen

percent had daily contacts and 19% had contact with family members 2-3 times a

week. Another,12% had contact about twice a month, while about one-fourth had

such contact less often than this.

We could summarize the non-household family contacts of these victims by

describing them as limited or peripheral in character. Two-thirds had some

_type of non' - household family contact, but for abou) two-thirds of these, the

contacts consisted of a visit or phone call once a week or less often.

With regard to contact with friends, the picture is slightly different, but

it still suggests that these are persons with few contacts outside their house-

holds. While most of the victims had at least one non-household family contact,

nearly th red fourths of them were reported ito have had no friends outside the .

family with whom they had contact. However, those who did have such friends

tended to have more frequent contact with them. As Table
4
3.6 shows, these con-

tacts, like those with the family, most frequently consisted of a visit (51.4%)

or a phone call (40.0%) rather than help with household chores (8.6%). Contacts

with friends were more likely to occur on a daily basis than less frequently.

Thus the picture emerges of these aged victims as being persons with limitld

contacts outside their own households. Most have family contacts, but these

consist mainly of 'a\yisit or phone call every week or less. They are less likel

to have friends, but ttose.wfio do rend to have closer contact with them than most

victims have`With their families. One might suggest that the picture which emerg

is similar to that,which the Justices (1976:112;049-152) found with families in

abuse was a problem. They described the abusing family as one in which the
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abusing parent had very little social contact outside the imm a e family.

-Who is the abuser?

. Having described the social contacts of the aged victims of domstic

abuse, the major question which arises is: Which of these contacts i respon-

sible for the abuse?._ Is the abuser more likely to be a membeeof the household?

What sort of relationshipis most likely to result in abuse? Is the. buser mote

likely to be young or old? Previous studies have suggested -that the a user,

like the abused, is more likely to be female (Block and Sinnott, 1979:77). It

is also usually assumed that the abuser is one of the victim's own children

(Block and Sinnott, 1979:81). However, some haie suggested that the abuser may

often be somewhat advanced in age as well as the victim (Block and Sinnott,

1979:77). Our data allow us to suggest some answers to these questions.

As Table 3.7 shows; the abuser is more-likely to be a member-of the victimls

household than to live elsewhere. Sixty percent of the victims lived in the

same household as the abuser, while 33.8% lived in separate households. The

suggestion that aged persons are more likely to be abused by their own children

is borne put: half Of the abusers were the:Children of the. victim. However,

the pictureof the daughter as the most common abuser is not confirmed: Children

who abused their parents were almost equally divided between sons (26.0%) and

daughters (3.4%). It should be noted that spouse abuse is not unknown among

the aged, however. Twelve percent of the abusers were the spouse of the victim.

Grandchildren were the abusers in 3.9% of tht cases. Sisters were more likely

to be abusers than brothers (5.2% versus 1.3%). Other relatives (

nephews, cousins) accounted for 7.8% of the cases. In slightly over 10% of the

cases the abuser was not a relative., These included friends (5.2%), roomers

(6.5%). and landlords or landladies (1.3%).

The picture of the abuser as somewhat advanced in age him or herself is

also an accurate one. Ac the table shows, two-thirds of the abusers are 40
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years of age or over. Twenty:four percent arein theW40's and another 20%

ry
are in their 50's. Twenty-two pe cent of the abusers are in their 60's and 6%

are 70 years of.age or older - -w °11 into the .tegory of being classified as

elderly.themselves. Conyers y only 8% of t e abusers are in their 30's; 18%

are in their 20's; and are less t a 20 ears-of age.

Conclusion

\

Jo summarize the characteristics of the aged abuse victims in the sample,

they are most likely to be female, low income, and usually of the Protestant'

religion. ey were evenly divided between blatks and whites and also rather

evenly distrib ed across the age spectrum from 60 to 90. They were most

likely to live alone,on with one other person. Most also lived in the central

city.

Most of the victims who lived in multi-personhouseholdS lived'with z siPou e,

son, son-iriAaw, or grandchild. Others lived with daughters, daughters-in-law,

or other relatives. Most victims had some non-family members withiwhom they h

contact, but these contacts were usually a visit or phone call once a week or

less, most .oft n with one of their children, or less frequently, with .a

They were less likely to _have friends, but contacts with their friends- were More
.

frewot tti'an'the contacts with relatives. In general, the aged victims could

be characterized as persons with limited contacts outside the family.

04 can characterize the abuserof an aged person as most likely to be

1 eitaier the son or daughter Of the victim, with each sex equally likely to be

abusive. The abuser is most likely to be middle aged or older; and probably

shares a-household with the aged victim. In summarizing this picture, one

cannot help but conclude'that there is considerable validity to the view that

the tensions of in'tergenerational living and caring for an aged parent, precisely

at tne time when tote adult child is reaching the crises of middle age, may be
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largely re-sponsib.le for" the problem of elder abuse. As Mr. Robert Graham has

suggested, much elder abuse may indeede a "VILLAINLESS CRIME," in which the

unbearable circumstances in which the family must exist bring about family

violence, rather than the deliberate malicious action of any given individual.

One must suggest that as unemployment continues to ,rise; and the availability of

financial asistan sbcial services continues to decline, the IrfisplaceMent of

aggression onto helpless family members, including the elderly, is likely to

become even worst.
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Aged of

Sex of ctiFic:

Race of Victim:

-4,

Religion of Victim:

. v

TABLE 3.1

Demographic ChardlItertsti cs of

Aged Abuse Victims (N=77)

50-59
60-69

70-79
80 -89

90+

2

4
25

.23

3

Mal e 20 c
Female 57

White 43 ,

Black 31

Unknown
, 3

/

Roman Catholic 13

Protestant 27

Jewish 1

Unknown 36
. -':

<$ 5,000 , ,44

$ 5- 9,999 19

$10-14,999 2

$15-19,999 1

$20-24,9 2

Unknown 9

Semi -Prafes siongl/ 4

Professional
White Co1i gr, 1

Blue Col 1 ar 3

Nousewi fe/UnempVi,;d 42

., Unknown 27 .

LA,

46 ,

56

#'77-
q:c

2.6%
31.2

'32.5

29.9

3.9

26.6%
74.0

55.8%
40.3
3.9

16.9%,
35-TP

46.8

5711%
24.7,

2.6
.1.3
2.6

11.7

5.2%

1.3
3.9
54.5
35.1

0

'Zq
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Table 3.2

Residential Patterns of Aged Abuse Victims

Location of Victim's Residence:

Detroit 66 85.7%
Wayne 7 5.1

Macomb' 3,
unknown 1

, '3.9

1.3

Household Composition of Victims:

Lives alone -24 . 31..2%

Lives with-one other person 33 42.9
`Lives with two other persons !, 14 18.2
Lives with three or more persons 6 7.8
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Table 3.3

EvidenCe of Physical or Mental. Impairment
4 Among Aged Abuse Victims

, .

Number of Symptoms of Impairment:

. .

1 symptom
2 symptoms

3. symptoms

4 or more symptoms
None noted

. c .

6)

4) Total impaired: 17

5) (22.1%)
2) .

60

Nature of Symptoms

Bedridden ,
. .

6

,Can't perform personal hygiene 10

Can't prepare food able 13

Can't prepare own medicine 7

Emotionally impaired 22
Other . 2

48
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7.8% far'

13.0
16.9
9.1

28.6
2.6



C
Table 3.4

.Household Composition of Aged Victims

4

Household Members Mentioned Frequency Percent

Son, *Son-in-law 22 28.6%

Spouse 16 20.8

Daughter, Daughter-in-law 11 14.3

Grandchild 15 19.5

Other Relative 8 10.4

Friend 3 3.9

Rbomer 6 7.8

Landlord/lady 2 2.6

_f 49
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Table 3.5

Aged Victims! Contact with
Non-Household Family Members

J.
Number of Non-Household Family Members with Contact:

1 23' 29.9%
2 14 18.2
3 6 7.8
4 6 7.8
5 or more 2 2.6
None 13 16.9
Unknown 13 , 16.9

Family Members Who Have Contact:

Daughter 20 26.0%
Son ,k- ' ,.. , ,

21 '

, 27.3
Brother 9 11.7
Sister 8 , 10.4

6 Grandchild 9 11.7
Son or Daughter-in-law 3 3.9
Other Relative-in-law 12 . 15.6

Means of Contact with family members (Multiple responses possible):

Visit 39 50.6%
Phone 35 '45.4

Help with chores 6 7.8

\Frequency f Contact .(N=40)

Daily 11' 6 14.3%
2-3/week 8 19.0
1/40
2/month

14

5

33.0

11.9
Less Often 11 26.2

GO
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Table 3.6

Aged Victims' Contact with Friends

Number of friends with contact:

1 Friend 8 10.4%
2 Friends 7 9.1.

3 Friends 3 -3.9

'4'or more 5 3.6

not reported 54

Means of contact by friends (N=35):

Visit 18 51.4%; hone , .... 14, c, 40.0
Help with ch6res a , 8.6

Frequency of contact by friends (N=19):

. Daily 7 36,8%
2-3/week 3 15.8
1/week 3 15.8
2/month 3 15.8
Less Often 3 15.8

L
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61
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Table 3.7

Characteristics of the Abuser

Residejce of Abuser:

Lives in victim's household 46

Not in victim's household 26

Unknown 5

Abuser's relationship to Victim:

. Son 20

Daughter 18

Spouse 9

`Grandchild 3

Sister.

Brother 1

Other relative 6

Friend 4

Roomer 5

Landlord/lady 1

Unknown 4

59.7%
33.8
.6.5

26.0%
23.4.

11.7

3.9
5.2

1.S

.7.8
5.2

6.5

1.3

5.2

Age of abuser (N=50 cases in .which age is known):
.

.0

<20 1 2.0%

20-29 9 18.0

30-39 4 8.0

40-49 P 12 224.0

50-59 10 20.0

60-69 11 22.0

70+ 3 6.0

5Z
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Chapter 4

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ABUSIVE BEHAVIOR

Previous research has indicated that elder abuse is actually 'a variety

of behaviors, all of which threaten the health, comfort, and possibly even the

lives of elderly people. However, the nature of the threat and its effect on

aged persohs' health and comfort may take very different forms._ In this chapter

we will analyze the. types of abuse which were uncovered in our study and

analyze the characteristics of each.and the family members most likely to

engage in each type.

Types of Abuse and Neglect
.

Three major categories of abuse and neglect were included in our study..

Two of these types can be further subdivided. The three major categories,

with their subtypes arR.as follOws:

1. Physical Abuse and Neglect includes those actions on the part of an

4
individual which can bring about actual physical injury in_an aged person.

There are two aspects of this category:

a. 'Direct Abuse includes actions which are direct attacks and

are apparently deliberate. Included in this category are direct physical

assailts (slaps, punches, beatings, pushes, etc.), as well as threats in which

a weapon, such as a knife or gun, is directly involved.

b. Physical Neglect includes the failure to provide an aged

and dependent individual with the' necessities of life: food, shelter,

clothing, medical care. In fact, such neglect may be as injurious and life-

threatening as a direct attack. However, the major difference lies in the

fact that neglect does not appear to involve a deliberate attempt to injure.
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.4 2. Financial Abuse inckudesothe theft or misuse of.an aged individual's .

money or property. Examples would include the taking of money froma bank

account; sale of a home without knowledge ortpernission; cashing a SociaT

Security check and.not returning the money to the recipient; and so on.

3. Psychological or Emotional Abuse_and Neglect involves assault or the

infliction of ,pain through verbal or emo nal_means-rathier than physical-__

Means. This also can be-subdivided ifto two types:

a. Direct Psychological or Emotional Abuse involves verbal

assault (screaming, yelling, berating), and tffreats which induce fear but do

not involve use of a we4pOn'..

b. 'Psychological or Emotional Neglect is less overt and less

deliberate than abuse. It involves such behaviors is isolation, lack of

attentioc, or deprival of rights. Again, it is sometimes difficult to draw a

clear line between abuse and neglect.

In this section we will describe the types of abuse and neglect which

were seen in the cases we studied, as well as the frequency of each type, the

duration over which the abuse or neglect was endured, and the symptoms

observed for each type.

Frequency and Duration of Abuse Types.

I

The frequency with which each type of abuse and/or neglect appeared in

our study is shown in Table 4.1. Block and Sinnott (1979), in their study

of elder abuse, reported.that psychOlogicat or emotional abuse was the-most

frequent type of abuse of the elderly. As the table shows,.this fact appe'ared

in our study.as,well, with the largest percentage of cases (81.8%) suffering

some type oftemotpnal abuse or neglect. This pattern should be understood
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in context, however. As can be 'seen from the table, mutliple abuse types

in a single case were possible. In fact, the case which exhibited only one

type of abuse was quite rare. Emotional or psychologiiial abuse almost always

accompanied the other types, as well as existing independently at times.-

Hence it is not surprising if we should find that it is the most common type

of elder abuse. Since it often accompanies other types of abuse, there is a

gret need for service provider's to look further in cases in which emotional '

abuse or neglect is found; for it is quite possible that another type may

also be present but more difficult to identify/

Direct emotional abuse was found to be more common than emotional neglect

(58.4% versus 23.4% of the cases). Arlerly concern of the project had been

the fear that we would generate a large number of "imaginary" abuse cases- -

elderly individuals who were unnecessarily demanding upon their families and

defined themselves as abused when their demands were not met. The small

percentage of cases in this category suggests that this was an unfounled-

concern. Most of the cases referred to the study appear to be genuine cases

of abuse or severe neglect.

The second most frequent type of abuse was found to be financial abuse,

suffered by about half of thg cases in our study. The high prevalence of

cases of financial abuse in our sample may arise, in part, from the fact that

a legal aid.agency reported the largest number of cases to the project.

This would be the type of agency which would be very likely,to be consulted

by aged persons with vaious financial concerns, such as the claim that,

somedne has stolen money or misused property.

Physical abuse and/or neglect'proved-to be the least frequent type of

abuse suffered by the victims in our study. However, this type of victimi-

zation, with 'abuse and neglect Combined, was still suffered by nearly,half
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of the victiihin our sample (42.9%). Of this group, slightly less than

half (19.5% of the sample as a whole) suffered direct physical abuse. The

rest (23.4% of the sample) suffered physical neglect. We will describe the

symptoms observed in the next section.

As Table 4.2 indicates, most of the cases referred to us were cases of

current abuse. Sixty-one perdent of the cases were found to.have,suffered

6
the most recent incident 4firing 1981, the year of the study. Another 24.7%

had suffered the most recent incident during the immediately preceding year,

1980. Only 7.8% had suffered the most recent incident prior to 1980.

As can also be teen from the table, the abuse and neglect was not an

isolated incident for most of the victims. Agency workers were asked to

report on how many prior incidents of abuse or neglect were known to have

occurred. About one-third of the workers said they did not know of any prior

incidents or did not know whether there had been such incidents an the past.

The rest, however, all said that prior incidents had occurred." Six percent

of the victims were reported to have suffered one prior incident; 10.4%

suffered two prior it idents, 2.6% suffered three; and 7.8% were reported to

have suffered four

(36.4%), workers reported that they could not specify an exact number of prior

incidents of abus which the victims had suffered. They could only state

that they knew ere had been nseveral" incidents prior to the most recent one.

Clear l these victims have endured abuse of one type or another over an

extended period of time. This fact is further borne out when we look at the

Ata on the period over which the abuse has extended. Only 10.4% of the

r more prior incidents. However, in most of the cases

victims were reported to have suffered abuse for six months or less. Another,

14.3% were said to have suffered abuse for 7 to 12 months, with 3.9% enduriAg
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it for 13 to 18 months and 7.8% for 10 to 24 months. Nearly 17% were reported

to 'have endured abuse for more than two years. Again, the workers in about

. one-third of the cases were unable to specify any definite time period for

the abuse, but could only comment that, to their knowledge, the abuse had

continued for a substantial period of-time. If we may assume that "a long

time probably indicates at least one yeaOhen,,it would appear that about

60% of these victims have endured abusive family situations for a period of

one year or longer.

Characteristics of Physical Abuse and Neglect

The most serious type\of abuse and neglect is physical abuse and neglect,

because of its direct threat to life and health. In this section we will'

describe the characteristics of the abuk suffered by the 33 victims of physical

abuse and neglect in our sample. How many of these were direct abuse and'how

many were neglect? .What were the nature of their injuries?

As noted earlier, All under half of the cases (15) were direct abuse.

Workers were asked what symptoms they had used in identifying these cases of

physical abuse. As Table 4.3 indicates; the majority of cases had been

identified'by the observation of from one to four symptoms, with 36.4%

exhibiting one or two symptoms of abuse, and 27.3% exhibiting three or four

symptoms. Another 15.2% showed five to ten symptoms, but 21.2% of the victims

had had more than teh symptoms. One especially unfortunate victim was reported

to have exhibited 22 symptoms of physical abuse.

The nature of these symptoms is also detailed in Table 4.3. It should be
A

noted that these symptoms are not mutually exclusive, since several victims

exhibited more than.one siptom. The most common symptom exhibited was the f
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existence-of bruises or welts, with 8 victims suffering this. Beatings were

suffered by 4 victims. Five victims suffered cuts or wounds, and three each

suffered, bone fractures, internal injuries, and abrasions or lacerations.

Two had sprains or dislocations, and two had burns or scalds. One victim had

a skill fracture and another had shown evidence of having been frozen. At

A
least two victims were reported to have died of their injuries, both from

being pushed downstairs.

Thus the nature of the symptoms indicates that thNhysical abuse suffered

by these victims was quite seriots ip character. There may have been only 15

victims of direct physical abuse, with another 18 suffering physical neglect.

However for these 33 victims, the severity of the physical damage produced by

the abuse was considerable. Although they are few in number, the suffering

of these victims is sufficient to justify the provision of services geared to

their needs.

It should also be noted that these are the victims who were uncovered by

our project. One should also consider the fact that the data collection

period lasted only six months, that not all agencies were able or chose to

participate, and that there may be other victims who never go to a social

agency or whose ca s are not identified by the agencies with whiCh they are

in contact. In view of then facts, the additional victims needing services

is likely to be even greater.

We move now to the question of phySical neglect, represented by 18:cases

in our sample. Three types of symptoms were used by the workers in identi-

4

fying these cases. These included personal characteristics, symptoms related

to the absence of medical care, and characteristics of the environment. -In the

area of personal characteristics, as Table 4.3 shows, the single most common

Cs



symptompf neglect was lack of perso are', exhibited by +1 victims. Ten
tVP

-

victims showed symptoms of lack of food and five of legi of needed supervision-17

Other types if symptoms were evident in 16 cases. These included sing tied

to chairs, evidence.oi, force feeding, lack of shelter; orodor housekeeping.

One victim was locked in the bedroom at night. Another was highly malnourished

C
0

in spite of having meals delivered daily; she was too cqnfused to eat them

. and all owed them to rot.

Medical care related.characteristics included: the lack of needed visits

14k to the doctor, exhibited by 7 victims; a lack of various medical aids such as
%T.

glasses or hearing aids, exhibited by 3 victims; and a lack ofnecessary

medicine, exhibited by 4 victims. Turning to characteristics related to the
.

environment, the presence of dirt in the 1ouse:was the symptom mentioned aP

most often, in 10 of the cases. In 4 Cases, workers noted the presence of a

urine smell in thelid-ose., The absence of any food the home was mentioned

in 2 cases, and in one case the worker Doted .that ttp was ilidequate hgt

in the hOme. Other characteristics of the environment were noted in two

cases. These included one case in which the. house was untidy anth cluttered,

and anotherin which the victim lived in an unhealthy basement. ,

In summarizing the picture regarding physical neglect appears that

5 the most cbmmon consequencesgf neglect for elderly persons are lack of

,personal care, lacj( of adequate food, and dirt in the home. Other common

consequences are the inability to see a doctor when necessary and-the lack of

supervtsidn when necessary. Less frequent were lack of medicine or medical

Yaids, no food in the hoUse,= inadequate heat, or the smell of urine, indicating
A

inadequate per''sonal care.
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to suggestis more difficult to Suggest means by which'to deal with the problem

of neglect than with direct.abuse. Much nebect may indeed be indelibenate

ati

.6
410,,

on the'part of the caretakers; Or it ay actuaily,involye a:situation in

1

-which the family Of'the4aged neglect!vict* is placed in an untenable position.

Often they maybe unable-t* provide the degree of assistance and/or super:-

vision,which tile aged person needs. Or, in fact, the,aged person may. resist

the assistance offered, preferring to retain n much independence as pos-°

sible. As Ward (1979:104) teas noted, the transition from playing' an active

and independent role to Playing a dependent one, especially when one is

dependent upon one's own children oropon strangers in a formal agency, may

often be more than a proud aged person can bear. In one case we saw, an

aged couple as in considerable need oA

i

ssistance, especially as result

tilkof the wife' ealth. She had becometedr,idden and was unable to care for ,

herself or the home anymore. Many offers of assistance had been made to the

couple, but the husband insisted that his family took care of their own

problems and didrt,q4,assistance from others. As a result, his wi*was

often lacking in tht care and medical-attentiqh she needed. Clearly-she-w4s

'a victim of. neglect. Yet-the .alternative would have been to force'thefccuple

to accept assistance, perhaps in the form of,a visiting nurse; or perKaps
.

,

the placement of the disabled wife in a nursing home. And'thtS tould.be.

defined as a different form of abuse,'since it constitutes depriYalOf-their
4

'

right to self-determination. Much neglect-may in fact involve suchAifftcuit

choices. q a
pc. ,

finangial Abuse

Some evidence of financial abuse was found in 42.caSes: Or.;a*fittle over

half of our sample. As Table 4,4 indicates, 28 cases(66.7%)%6owed one

6 0 '
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symptom of financialabuse, while 25 cases (59.5%) showed two symptoms. Only

2 cases showed evidence of more than two symptoms. The most common type of

financial abuse was theft of money, suffered by 21 victims (52.4%). This .

included cases such as the elderly woman whose granddaughterIcaMe to visit,'

her and took her bankbooks, from which she then removed all of the money, or

the mbn whose son stole more than $80,000 from'him. It also included some

cases in which the family 'Members may have had some disagreement as to who was

the actual owner of the money. An example is a case in'which a son refused to

,

repay $5,000 borrowed froni his parents several years ago., the parents, sought

helpefrom a lawyer in regaining their cash. The son, however, insisted that

the money was rightfully his, either as a gift from his parents, for services

he had rendered to them, or as his rightful inheritance.

The .second most common type of financial abuse is,the misuse of money

which haS been given to I family member for some purpose. Thvisuse of

money was suffered by 20 victims in our sample (47.6%): This included cases

'such av the aged woman who gave money to her grandson iro pay her bills. He
7

then used the money for himself and his grandmother's,).1s remained unpaid.,44

Apparentlypt-Oerty is more difficult for family members to obtain,

because theft or misuse of property is less common than theft. or misuse of

Money., And misuse of property is more common tharrtheft of property, probably

also because it is easier,. to misuse a relative's property than actually to

take total control of it. Seventeen victims in the sample (40.4%) suffered

misuse'f property, and 14.vittims (33.3%) suffered theft of property. An

example of misuse of property is the case of man whose niece lived with him

in his home and twas charging him rent for living'there. Direct theft of

property is usually accomplished by trickery. Such'a case was the aged

debit
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man who spoke only Spanish. His son convinced him to sign a document which,

unknown to the victim, was actually the deed to the elderly man's house. The

P
son then- mortgaged the house and convinced his father that he must make the

payments to the mortgage company in order to avoid' losing his home. The aged

.man was making the payments, still convinced that the home was his, although

legally, all rights to the home now rested with the son.

Twelve victims (28.6%) showed othtr evidence of financial abuse. These
"

other cases included a variety of situations. In one case the victim was left

with the responsibility for raising her grandchildren, which she could ill

afford. Several victims had relatives or/roomers living with them who refused

to pay rent. One victim vials part owner'of a home which she wished to sell and

the co-owner refused permission. Another had money in a savings account

which was needed for her care, but a family member held control and refused
9

'to.release the money.

To summarize the picture with regard to financial abuse,. the most Common

type is theft of money, followed by misuse ofmoney, misuse ofpropertY, and

theft of property. In many of the cases reported,to us, the valUe of the

tp

stolen or misused money property was considerable, often representing the

aged person's major savi gs,, the faMily home, or money side for the

payMent of thecaged perso s neceasayHexpenses. Many of the Cases of

financial abus referred to the Pr'oject were referred, by a.legal aid agency.
. "

Is

It is probable that the major solution to financial abuse will also be legal

in character. Ff money, and/or property have been sto4nor misused, the.

appropriate means of redress is, through lawyers and the courts.. If it became

, known that such means were available, it is also possible that much of this

type of abuse would be avoided, since would-be abusers of elderly persons'

lor

I
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money and property would become aware that their victims had means for redress.

Emotional or Psychological Abuse and Neglect

Asoindicated earlier, the most common type of abuse and neglect observed

in the victims in our sample was psychological or emotional. This problem

affected 63 or 81.8% of the victlms. About 30% of the victims exhibited one

symptom of emotional abuse; 27% exhibited two symptoms; and 28.6% exhibited

three symptoms. Fourteen percent showed four or more signs of emotional abuse

(tee Table 4.5). These symptoms can be divided into two ty s, those indi-

cating direct emotional abuse and those representing less dire t neglect.

Included in the category of direct abuse are verbal assault (yelling,

severe criticism), verbal threats, and fear. each of these symptoms was

relatively equally represented in the sample. Verbal assault and fear were

each experienced by 58.7% and verbal threats were expetenced by 55.6%. In

someintances these were all combined. One such case involved an alcoholic

man whose wife was constantly fearful of her husband's behaVior. He subjected

her to constant threats and verbal assaults, including yelling, shouting,

accusations, and criticism.
6

All of the types of direct emotional abuse were more frequent tnan the

more indirect emotional neglect. The most frequent type of emotional neglect

was isolation, suffered by 42
4
9% of the sample. Violation of rights through

forc,ed change of residence was suffered by 27% of the victims. Included here

were fording the individual to remain,in the home against his or her will, or

forcing a move out of the home, often to a nursing home, when the aged person

wished to remain in'the home. Again it is often difficult to determine,

whether this constitutes real abuse, on whether the alternative might not be

more abusive. One victim insisted that her children had abused her and her
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disabled husband by moving him to a nursing home; the children and the worker,

however, claimed that. the mother had abused the father and failed to provide

him with proper care. They insisted that the move to the nursing home was in

his'best interest.

'Other violations of rights were reported in 22c2% of the cases.*These

included an instance of an elderly nursing home resident whose son tried to

prevent his marriage. Several victims were forced to stay in their bedroods

or prohibited in certain parts of the house. Some victims were prevented

from visiting loved ones or were not given information concerning their loved

tones' welfare.

With all types of emotional hological maltreatment, whether in the

nature of direct abuse or more irect n glect, the manner in which they

should be handled presents serious questions of public policy. Physical

abuse and neglect and financial abuse are overt actions which are
threatening

to the health, welfare, pro even the ife of other persons. As

such, it may be expected irect action on ofapublic agencies,

such action may take is

debatable. Some would deal with domestic abuse thr gh action;

others throughIegal action of a civil nature; still o' hers through social

programs of various types. But it is not difficult to d fend overt action of

some type as a remedy for injury caused by overt, action ca ing physical

may. be taken to correct the abuse. The form wh

injury or financial loss.,

Emotional abuse,or neglect is another matter, however. Mi of the

behavior in this area is sTry subtle. Most family life involves yychological

or emotional conflict of some sort. This would usually be defined by the -

participants as "abuse." Further, members of 'families inevitibly feel, at
I/

times, that they are receiving less attention than they would like, or that
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their rishts have been violated in one way or another. These would be likely
4

to be defined as "neglect." However, in most such instances, it would be

difficult to determiee which of the participants was the offender and which

the `victim, since each could probably claim that he/s"he is the real victim.

In such cases it is difficult to justify the use of measures which force
A

family members to redress the grievances of any given member, either old or

young. Rather, these cases would best be handled by making social and

Psychological counselling services available to the family members to assist

them in dealing with whatever difficulties they may have, including the claims

of various members that they have been subjected to emotional assaults,

threats, denial of rights, or isolation. Such voluntary treatment is prefer',

able in all types of abusive and neglfttful behavior. It is probably the

only solution which is possible with psychological -abuse,or neglect.,

The Abuser as Related to the Type 'of Alros:

One question which should be considered is the relationship.between

types of abuse and the abuser. Are certain types of abuse more likely to be

inflicted by one type of abuser than anothP? As Table 4.6 indicates,

physical abuse is most likely to be inflicted by the son, who was the suspected

abuser'ih over half of these cases. This 'finding is contrary to that of an

earlier study ?BloCk and Sinnott, 1979:77), found that most elder
4i

abuse was perpetrated by women. But this study also found that psychological

abuse was'-most common, and this is the type of abuse in which 'daughters are

more often involved, astwe shall see. The remaining physical abuse is rather
.% .

evenly divided among daughters, spouses, other relatives, and unrelated

persons, each of which, has one or two,perpetrators. No siblings.were involved
, . ,,,

in physical abuse. Physical neglect is more likely to be perpetrated either by
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mesons or siblings, but,differenceS a're very small.

The abusers most likely to be-involved in emotional neglect are

daughters (44.4%) and siblings (33.3%4. It is interesting to note that no

sons or unrelated persons were believed to be guilty of emotional neglect.

It might be suggestee"that the persons accused of emotional neglect - --

daughters andsiblings --- are persons from whom the elderly would be most

likely to believe they can expect emotional support: This would be particularly

true of daughters.- Emotional support, on the other hand, is not usually

thought to be the responsibility of men, so parents would not be likely to

express disappointment if their sons failed to provide such support. Neithef-

wpuld they be likely to expect such help from unrelated persons. Hence we

suggest that theprevalence in this category of daughters and siblings may

be due priMarily to the expectations of the elderly rather than to a different

type of behavior on the part of the alleged abusers.

Direct emotional abuse,fon the other hand, is more characteristic of

sons, who make up the major portion (29.5%) of the alleged abusers, in-this

category. This type of abuse includes more direct action -- verbal assaults,

41.' -creating mar --- and might be seen as more appropriate masculine behavior.

This might account for the greater representation of sons in emotional abuse

than in the more passive emotional neglect. Daughters, however, were almost

as likely to engage in'direct emotional abuse as their brothers (22.7% versus

29.5%). Unrelated persons (15.9%) and other relatives (13.6%) also appeared

in considerable numbers.

Sons and daughters were also the, most 'likely to engage in financial

'abuse, with each representing about one-fourth of the cases. ther relatives .

and unrelated persons were the next most frequent offenders (17.1% each).
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The data suggest that the sons and daughters are the major perpetrators

of most types of abuse, as they are of elder abuse as a whole. It was noted,,

however, that sons'were more likely to engage in active, direct abuse

They were responsible for two-thirds of the physical abuse and nearly 30% of

the emotional abuse. Daughters were also responsible for direct emotional

abuse and were accused of a great deal of the indirect emotional neglect

(44.4%). Other relatives and unrelated persons tended to as suspected

accusers primarily in instances of direct abuse. They were less likely to be

accused of neglect, probably because the aged victims do not depend upon them

for help and would not recognize its absence as neglect.

Conclusion

To summarize, the most common type of abuse seen in our sample is

emotional orlpsychological abuse,, -but this is in large part due to the fact

that victims of other types of abuse are likely to suffer emotional abuse as

well. Financial abuse was suffered by over half of the victims in the sample.

Direct physical abuse was suffered by one-fifth of th.e victims, and physical

neglect by one-fourth. For most of the victims the^abuse has involved more

than a single, isolated incident. Rather, several incidents of abuse have

been suffered, over a period of several months or even years. Further, the

abuse is a continuing pattern, with the most recent incident likely to have

occurred within the past year.

Physical abuse and neglect may be the leas --;pimmon types, but the evidence

suggests that those cases which do occur produce consikierable pain and

suffering for the victims. Physical abuse resulted ip cuts, bruises, welts,

burns, fractures, and internal injuries. Some victims died of their injuries.

,/
Physical neglect tended to have less serious consequences, primarily involving

lack of personal care, food, or supervision. A serious problem which occurs
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with physical neglect is the possibility that aged persons may require

supervision and assistance, but their pride prevents them from accepting it.

Financial abuse is most likely to take the orm of theft or misuse of

Money. Theft or misuse of property was less frequent, probably because it is

more difficult for family memberk to obtain control of property. More legal

assistance for the elderly would Kelp to prevent such misuse or theft of

their money and property.

Emotional or psychological abuse or neglect, while it is the most common

type of abuse, is also more difficult to handle in terms of public policy.

Agency action may be appropriate
.

to deal with direct physical injuries or

threats or financial lOss,' The same action tosdealiwith emotional threats,

however, raises se'ious questions of invasions of privacy. Psychological

abuse or neglect, more than arTy other type, is likely to be handled only

through counselling or persuasion.

Certain types of abusers were more likely to be associated with specific

categories of abuse. Sons were more likely to engage in direct abuse,.both

physical and emotional. Daughters were also responsible for direct emotional
©

abuse and were accused of much of the emotional neglect, probably because

parents often depend upon their daughters for emotional support more than

their sons. Di6tant relatives and unrelated persons were sometimes involved

_in direct abuse but were rarely accused of neglect, probably because of a

lack of expectations of assistance from them.

While it is not clear that family abuse and neglect affects a large

proportion of the elderly, it can be-said that the problem of abuse and

neglect has fairly severe consequence's when it does occur. It would appear

that measures to identify and assist victims are a serious need.
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Table 4.1

Type of Abuse Suffered by Aged Abuse Victims'

Type of Abuse (N=77):

I. Total Physical 33(42.9%) (Abuse 15(19.5%)

(Neglect 18(23.4%)

II. Total*Financial 42(54.5%)

III. Total Emotional 63(81.8%) (Abuse 45(58.4%)

(Neglect 18(23.4%)

4
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Tabl e, 4.2

Recency and Duration of Abuse for Aged Victims

Year of Most

1
,Recent Incident:

Before 1980
1980 7

1981

Unknown

6 -

19

47

5

44

7.8%
24.7

.61.0

Number of Prior Incidents:

None 14- 18.2%
1 5 6.5
2 8 10.4
3 2 2.6
4 or more 6 7.8
Many (unspecified) 28 36.4

lUnknown 14 18.2

Length of Time Abuse has Continued:

6 months or less 8 10.4%
7-12 months , . 11 14.3
13-18 months' 3' 3.9
19-24 months 6 7.8
More than 2 years -13 16.8
Long time (unspecified) 24 31.2
Unknown' 12 15.6
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Table, 4:3

Symptoms of Physical Abuse and Neglect

Number of Symptoms Noted (N=33 cases):

1 or 2 12 36.4%
-

or 4 9 27.3
5 to 10 5 15.2
11 or more 7 21.2

!1(max. = 22)

r
Type of Symptoms Oberved:

Symptoms kDirect Physical Abuse (NN5 cases):

\
v Bruises, welts 8 53.3%

Beatings 4 . 26.7
Cuts, wounds 5 33.3
Intern-al injuries 3 20.0
Bone fractures 3 ..s. 20.0
Abrasions, lacerations , 3 20.0
Malnutrition . 3 ,40.0
Sprains, dislocations 2 13.3
Burns, scalds 2 13.3
Freezing 1-

,

6.7
. Skull fractures 6.7

Symptoms of Physical Neglect. (N=18 cases)
Personal Characteristics:
Lack of personal care '14 . 77.8%
Lack of food . 11 61.1

Lack of supervision 38.9
Other 16 88.9

Medical Care Related Characteristics:

Lack of required ddttor visits 7 4ML 38.9%
Lack of glastes, hearing aids, etc. 3 22.2
Lack of medicine 4 16.7

Characteristics Related to Environment:

Dirt in house 10 55.6%
Urine smell 4 22.2
No food in house 2 11.1

Inadequate heat 1 5.6
Other 4 22.2

,rte
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Table 4.4

Symptoms of Finantial Abuse

`Number of.Symptoms'Observed (N=42 cases):

1 4 28 66.7%
2 25 59.5
More than 2 2 4.8

Type of Symptom: 5

Theft of money 22 52.4%
Misuse of money 20 47.6
Misuse of property 17. 40.4
'Theft of ppopePty 14 33.3%
Other' 12 28.6

72 82
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Table 4.5
,

Symptorps of Emotiontl or Psychological AbUse and Neglect

Number- of Symptoms. Observed (N=63 cases):

1
9

2

3

4 or more

-,.

19

17

18

9 *
30.2%
27.0
28.6

-14.3

Type of Symptoms Observed:-

Direct Psychol ogical 'Abuss:

'Verbal Assault 7,
v

58.7%
Threats 3 55.6
Fear 3 58.7
Other

...j
' 8 ''. 44 12.7,

Psychological Neglect:'

27 42.9%
Forced Change of ResiderIce 17 27.0
Other Violatikeof Righs 14 22.2 tit
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Table 4.6

Abuse Type by juspected Abuser-.

Abuse Type

Suspected
Abuser

Physical
Abuse

AO'

Physical
Neglect

Spouse (1) /6.7% \(1) 8.3%

Daughter (2) 13.3 (2) 16.7

Son (7) 53..3 (3)'5.0

Sibling -0- (3) 25.0

Other Relative. (2) 13.3 (1) 8.3

Unrelated (2) 13.3 (2) 16.7

Totalt, (15) (12)
Atze

A

.

Emotional Emoticonal Financial
Ne121Eacht Abuse Abuse

(3) 33.3,

, (9)

IS\

(.4)* 9.1% (3) 7.8%

(10)'22.7 (11) 26.8.

(13) 29.5.. .(11) 26-.8

( 4) 9.1 ( 2) 4.9

( 613;6 ( 7) 17.0

( 7) 15.0 , ( 7) 17.0

(44) . (41)

o
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Chap* 5

ABUSING FAMILIES: MANY PROBLEMS FOR MANY YEARSt.
VInepreceding chapters we have discussed the charatteristics of the

abuse victims, their families and friends, and the nature of the abuse'they

suffered. .However, these factors do not suggest the causal prtcess which
.._

, ,. \
may be operating in the development of elder abuse. In order to deal

.,.

effectively with the problem, we must develop. some iderstanding of the
.

factors which produce abuse. Why does abuse exist in some families and

ea

not in others? What types of families.are more likely to abuse? In a study, .

of this type-we can establish no final one ns. However, we attempt

in this chepter_to_suggest some_of the_ factors which appeared-to:--be4n-oper,
0

atiOn in tree families of the abuse victims repoeted to us.

Family Problems of Aged Abuse Victims

Some experts have suggested that child abuse occurs more frequently in
00

families which are experiencing a multitude of problems iJuttice.a4Justice,

106: 25-30). They believe that a family is more rikely to engage in abusive

bghavior toward their-children if: they have had a umber of problems to deal

with in a short petiod of time. It pcissible that a similaritituation

May exist in families characterized by elder abuse. That is, abUse the

elderly may exist in families which are plagued with a-large number of

.2-

Problems, serious and otherwise. \

\

\.

Consequently, victims interviewed were asked to indicate whether they

change in or loss of a, job, changes in living arrangements, and so on.

75
%

or members of their families. had experienced any of a list of 46 possible

problems ih the past year. The problems i9cluded such items as death of a

spouA orAther family member, the 6istepte of dets both., large and small,

1

(L. -.
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As Table 5.1 indicates, one characteristic of these-victims is the

large number of problems they or Their families had experienced. Twenty

per cent of the interviewees told us that members oftheir families had

experielgd20 or.more of these problems in the past year. Another 30%
4

reported having hadfrom 11 to 19 problems; 35% had from 5 to 9 problems;

and only 15% had had less than 5.

Clearly we can characterize'these victims' families as "multi7problem"

families. It is probible that the abuse of the aged person could not be:

corrected until the accompanying prOblems and tensions in the family had

beerl 411eviared as well.. As has been found with other types 'of domestic
z

Y violent treatment pf the entire family and its problems is necessary

before the abuse can be eliminat

Several previous studi s (Block and Sinnott, 1979; Douglass et al.,
. 4

1980; Lau and Kosberg, 1979), and our owas well, have examined agency

workers' perceptions of the difficulties of aged abuse victims.°Our interviews

with victims provided a unique opportunity to investigate the manner in

which the victims themselves viewed these difficulties.

We dti not consider it wise to address the aOusive situation - directly.
'-N

,

'.

However, all victims interviewed were asked to tell us* What their threg
',

t
7 ,

..

most serious problems of the past month were, and then to tell .us which-one

upset them most It is interestingi note that thee majority of the abused
, . t

elders we talked to did not mention the abuse as the majorproblem,in
\

thkir lives. Only 30% listed the abuse. they` had'suffred as the worst thing

that had happened or the most bothersome problem for thorn (see Table 5.1).

v
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/
, It is also interesting tharin several of these instances, the abuse was

: financia) in nature. Presumably financial abUse,is fairly obvious and

straightforward in cfiaracter (more so than psychological abuse, for example),
.

.

but it is-also lessemotionally difficult to admit or discuss than physical

1
.

or psychological abuse.

For another 25% of the victims, the worst problem Imentioned was similar0

to the abuse reported. For example, an aged victim with an alcoholic

daughter who subj Artpd \hor to severe psychological abuse cited her "relation-

_ ship with'her daughter" as the worst problem, rather than the specific abuse

or the alcoholism. Another victim, phyOtlly abused by her husband to

the point of requiring hospitalization, listed as her major problem the fact

that her; husband did not respect her.

In these cases it is apparent that the victims are viewing the abusive

situation in more global--- an riiaps more realistic - -- erFits. They appear

to recognize that tRe problem does%t.sfem from a single abusive incident

but rather from the entire -pattern of the relationship between themselves

and the other members f their families.
a

e.

In cohtrist,.45% of the vict\ims. mentioned major problem areas quite

different from the abuse suffered. In one Instance, a vicim had a schizo-

phrenic son who beat her and other children who neglected her; her most

,distressing problem7"Viesaid, was that she had no friends'. In twoothe'r

' cases,' the victim\had-cOdren who were verbally abusive, and one was even
, 0

physically .abtAille; both claimed their mo t disturbing problem was the fact
?Se

fiat the house was dirty. Still another case 4as an elderly, disab ed man

q\ whose wife and children, had takem .111 his money and abandoned him; his main .-
, 1

problem, as he saw it,was the fagt thlt the landlord critcized Kim.,
,

4

I
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One might conclude, from these instances, either that the aged pert

iinds the abuse so unsettling that he/she is unable to admit how upsetting it

really is, or conversely that they have concluded that.the abuse is inevitable

and nothing can be done about it. Consequently, they may focus on the more

mundane, less important items about which something can be done, certainly a

very healthy approach in the face of insurmountable 4fficulties.

To conclude our picture of the family problems of abused elders, it

appears that the families of these victims have been beset by a large number of

'problems in a relatively short span of time. We'suggest thatalleviation of

these other problem's is required for a 1,ong term solution to the elder abuse.
,

Further, it appears'that most of the abuse victims define their most'- serious ,

family problems in terms other than the direct abuse aserved. 'Fersome this

-.5.
may represent a denial of th -problem or a resignation to its inevitability.

o

.For others it seems to indicat a recognition of the fact that the abuse is

..4simply,a segment of the much broadeuharacter of the difficulties they and

their families face.

Violent Experiences and Attitudes of Victims

It has been suggested by
4

sbme authors that domestic abuse is part of a

general \attern of "norm'tive violence;" in Which violent behavior is accepted,'

'even approved, as a normal part'of family life. This was an area which we wished-

to investigate among our interviewees: Are these victims persons who ire more

likely to use and approve of violent, behavior, espially in family'relationships?

We asked the victims if they had ever been punched orhit, or if they

had ever been threatened with a knife or 'gun. These could include'the abuse

reported,pther family incidents, or incidentS outside thefamily. Table 5.3

shoWS that 45 of these Ql .clerly-people reported that they had been punched }nor



444

hit. Ten pemeqt had been threatened by another person wielding.a knife.

What is most shocking is the fact that 35% of these aged persons

Had, at one time or another, been threatened with a gun. In contrast, a

'study of domestic violence using a national random sample found that 10% of

personi h'adbeen hit or kicked some time during their marriages, and 4% had

been threatened with a knife or gun (Straus et al.,,1980:33). While the

studies are not totally comparable, the national data do sugbest'that our

victims had considerably more violence in their background.

Apparently these are people for whom violent behavior is not unusual.

In faCt, one of our interviewers becale somewhat dismayed at the comments of

one respondent. This elderly gentleman patted his pocket and announced: "I

gdt my gun right here. I always carry my gunIcause you can't trust nobody!"

If these people, are part of a "subculture of violence", it would not be

surprising if they came to accept violent action as "normative" or appropriate

(Wolfgang and Ferracuti, 1967:271-224).

We can get some idea of the views of the elderly abuse victims from

the data in the second part of Table 5.2. We can see that 55% of the victims

interviWed believe that disagreem4nts in families are normal. ,Certainly it

is not surprising that families with abuse severe enough to come W,agency

attention would consider family disagreements to be normal.; The reverse is

interesting, however, for 45% of the victims either did not bel1jeve or were

no sure that family disagreements Were normal.'' Clearly some of ehese.aged

victims believed their families shOuld be more placid than they are.

There is,some disagreement among these derly victims. regarding the

manner in which family di6agreeMents should be h ndled% Thirty -five percent

of the victims believe that families should deal pith their diftreementc
4

thrctigh discussing them among the Members of the family. HOwever, mot (55%

t
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were reluctant to state that members of families should discuss the points on
5

which they disagree. It is-possible that this may represent a basic philosophy

that families should be placid groups.in which disagreements should not. be

brought into the open. However, opposition,to the discussion of disagree-

ments may result from a realistic appraisal of the seriousness of the disagree-

ments, the volatile tempers of family members, and the futility of any

efforts at resolution.

If these victims do not believe in discussing disagreements, how .do they
f

resolve family conflict? Is force an appropriate method? Victims were asked

whether they believed children should be spanked, and whether they believed

-force was .sometimes necessary to get what one wanted. If they answered ''yes"

- ----

to either question, they were considered to believe,fofTe was approprlate

in families.. Forty five percent of the victins believed that forc, was

appropriate in families: Hence V.;

family violence is normative. 1,- mig t wonder whether, belief in%spanking

children is a good measure of.the appropriateness of violence in families,

since spanking of children enjoys the support ofa large proportion of

the population (over 70%; cf. Straus et, al., 1980: 55). However, it is

quite likely that a parent who regular/.0spanks.his or her children'

may be teaching them that vio4% lent behavior may bye ,Used by the st4ng against.

parents_the weak. 'And adult childreri may turn this forte against their hen

4rthe balarte of power is reversed in their parents' aging ',years.'
. .

,
.

. 1

Another area of conflict resolution over which family members may differ

is the appropriateness of getting outside help for faMily probiems: Some
. 4 4

4. A

people consider it\quite legitimate for families\tp4seek outside,help in.iime
C

,
of trouble, while others. believe that it ise4igracef61 if,a family cannot

A"

80'
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nearly half of this sample of victims
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handle its own problems 'internally.' It has been suggested that abusive'parents
A e

tend to be people who are lacking in such helpful contacts outside the

family. As Table 5:2 shows, the majority (60%) of the victims in our study

considered it appropriate for families to get outside ,help. One might hope

that, for this group at least, it might be possible to break the cycle of

violence that plagues theni. However: it should be noted that these cases

were referreeto us through agencies, so it is not surprising that they

support getting outside help. One wonders how many other aged abuse victims

-

remain in their misery becauseof a belief that families should handle

their own problems, dnd getting outside help is a disgrace. In fact, the

families ef-some-v+et-imsattempted to prevent- -- often successfully ---
.

research interviews or agency intervention in their parents' problems,'

because of a belief that faMily matters should not receive outside.atiention.

In summary, these aged abuse victims appear to come from quite violent

settings. Nearly half of them have been punched or hitt; a few have been

threatened with a knife; and an astoundingly large number have been threatened

with a gun. There was no clear picture which emerged, hwever, concerning

the nature of conflict in families and how it should bexesolved. Slightly

over half believed disagreement was normal in families; just under half

believed that force was normal. About two-thirds were reluctant to tee.

families discuss their disagreements, pos 'bly because they have found such

discussions non-pr ) ductive. F nallY, jority of these victims were willing

to accept the notion that outsi 'should be obtained if families, Gould

not handle their problems alone, a view which the victims' families did not

s share.
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Family Situations Conduci.ve to Abuse

The nature of the problems which the aged victims of abut encountered

were often extremely serious, and burdensome, as' will be illustrated by a few

of thf cases uncovered in our' study. Certain family situations in particular'

emerged as establishing a likely setting in \which elder abuse may occur.

These may be sutivnarized as .follows:

1)' The abuse of alcohol or drugs by a member of the family (including the

aged person) has the potentiality for producing physical, emotional, or

financial abuse.

2) The presence of mental oremotion'al illness on the part of family

members is also capable bf producing abusive. situations.

3) Some el der abuse is a manifestation of a general ly abusive gettern

on the part of the whole family, a pattern which appears to have continued
.

for a number of'years.

4) While most of the: abuse we found was inflicted by a child of the

certain situations between spouses were particularly likely to result

in Oder \abuse by a spouse. One particularly dangerous siAati on exists when
4

one spouse is considerably younger and/or stronger than the other.

5) P'recipi tation of the abuse by. the victim was found infrequently; how-
,

ever, it does appear in a sufficient number cif cases to require consideration.
4

6) Financial need and/or greed on the part of members of the family

produtes considerable abuse, much of it financial, but also involving other

. types of abuse. .
r

I

7) Taking in of strangers or near - strangers into one's household wi tlut

sufficient knoWledge ,or inquiry iflto their backgrounds is also capablk of
6

of generati ne el der abuse.
ti

..
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Substance Abuse

Two cases will illustrate the role which substance abuse may play in

generating rider abuse. Mrs. 109, a lady with heart trouble and widowed

only a few months, was serving as the guardian of her three grandchildren,
S

a task for which her health and mental state'at the time did not really

equip her. She had taken over the care of her gran, children, all in their

teens or immediate pre-teens, because her divorced daughter was an alcoholic

and incapable of caring for them herself. The grandmother was subjected

to emottnal abuse by her daughter, who lived near, visited almost daily,

and resented her mother's inteference in the care of her children. Mrs. 109

was also dealing with the difficulties of caring for three active youngsters
.

,'%410 had rec:ently suffered the trauma of their parents' divorce and their
3 s.A

mother's drinking. Her dOCtor had advised that her health would not perMit

this situatfdekto continue, yet she did not feel free to return the'childre%n
4-

to their mother. She was referred to us by the minister of her church, who

was trying to fihd to'the problem.
, .

Another gxalilie* of alcohol related abuse is Mrs. 112, whose alcoholic

.1
graqson lives with hEtr on Occasjon. Mrs. '112 often gives her grandsor1 money

. . 1

with which to pay her b ills and thgrandsori uses the money for his own needs.

Mrs' 112 is also ariexamIple ofine"ficittiai abuse of tile elderly l'slofterL a

4. /
-

. continuation of abuse which has gone on for-several yea'Ps, for Mrs. 112 reported

that she had been physically abused by her husband when he was alive.

Menfal'or-TMotional
-

Another type of family patter which generates abuse.of the aged member
I _

of.the family is the existence of mental or emotional illness On the part
Q
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oaf a member of the-family. Mrs., 103 is an 81 year old lady whose daughte is

- eidotionally-ill'and has been under a psYchiatrist's' care for several years:

The daughter subjects her mother tb constant verbal abuse and haS also

Sto,len money.
.

%. An even sadder case involved a lady whose son lives with her, is
4 4

1--r a sthizophrenic, and has beaten her severely, She is also neglected by '

1

her daught0 who calls her on the telephone but refuses to <L_V-t her Mother.
, 4-

The daughter's behavior sounds inconsiderate, but the agency re- porting the

case, found that the daughter'had also been beaten by her. brother in the past,

and the daughter avoids visiting her mother out of fear of her brother. Thus

the mother i.s not only,subjected to the mental and physical abuse meted out

by her son,but is also deprived of the companionship of her daughter who fears

for her safety if-he visits when -her brother is.there. Yet she is reluc-

tant to deprive her emotionally ill son Of a place to live.

Whether she would be successful if she were to'ask '\him to leave is

another question. Such an action might Ogte her in the position of another

.

case we studied. Mrs. 124 also had'an-emotionally,ill son whom she evicted

from her home. Yet the son kept returning-Ad, often broke into the home
,

while the mother was at work. .Mrs. 124:had sought legal assistance from

several, sources in order to remove her son from the home. She had already

sought-the help of the county prosecutor anp had tried to,have her son'
" ' ° 2

committed to a mental institution. As of the date of otfr study Mrs. 124 was

still seeking assistance in freeing .herself from the abuse "of her mentally

ill sorr;-------

Long -.Term Abusive Patterns in.the Family
-

tr

Perhaps the most tragic cases which our study uncovered were those in

which there was evidence of a long-term abusive pattern in the family, in
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(
which abusive behavior continued for the duration of .a marriage, or'was

ik
passed down fron.parents to children, and the victims of abuse alternated

between one generation and nother. Mrs. 100'is !alady in her 60s, recovering
,

from a'stroke suffered two years ago. She had been abused by her mother

0 I

as a child, and had married a man who abused her for most of her married

life. The incident which brought her to the attention of the study was a,

hospitalization following a home "accident" in which she had allegedly,

fallen down the stairs. Unlike many abused elders, Mrs. 100 quite open
tk

in indicating that she had actually been pushed down the stairs by her

husband. In planning for her release from the hospital, tfle hospital staff

attempted to develop alternative living arrangements, so that Mrs. 100

would notnot have to return to her abusive husband. They arranged for her to

live wit her daughter instead. 'However, our interview-with Mrs. 100,

indicated that this may not be an altogethe.r satisfactory. arrangement, since

Mrs. 100 told us that her daughter's husband was even more abusi'va th4Fher

own husband. Hence this family is now in its third generation 1)f abuse

and, is rearing a fourth ,generation of young people who view abuse as a.

well - established and seemingly appropriate dimenion of family life.

Another manifestation of this family-baseb abuse-pattern is the.

asefof Mr. 159, one of the male victimsour study di covered: Mr. 159's

daughterthad had he children removed From her custody because she had

abused them. Subsequent to the removal of her children, she 'assumed a role

in the care of her fathr who was somewhat of an invalid. Mr. 159's case

came to light when the Iaughter poured boiling water over her father, scalding

him badly. 1

Case h as this suggest that the common pattern of removing

a victim from an.abusive situation does little to resolve the situation.
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While it may protect the pecific individual victimized e.t.a given time,-
p

it doe's nothing to ..clks.i)t the abuser in controlling his /her behavior., As

a result the abuse may simply be transferred to another likely victim:
r
from

. s`

child to aged parent, from aged parent to spouse, or perhaps to an unsuspecting Y ..

friend or neighbor.

Abuse by Spouse of.Loverin Old Age

While abuse by children was more common; we did see Several instances.

in our sample of abuse in marital of pseudo-marital relationships. This
. 4r; 4,

-,type af,abuse qas. especially common in cases im,,whichone member of a couple
.

. .

.,

was itrter coricnerry older or more infirm than the other. '14e,haie already
..: ; , y

4 seen the example of Mrs.100 who had"fted'a stroke,E ind whore healthy husband
, ,,, T

'

.

..

.
(

.

. .

pushed Her'down the stairs, _In this case the victim wes a woman, the abuser
. .C)

.,
% '

.

. a man. However, i.ri several of the cases bf this'type-wh:fat we saw, the'trel
. .

us
,

. ,- . .

domestic violende sex roles were reverSed,.with
A
the'woM ianbeng.the abuser

'It

'andand the man the'victim6 In two separate cases we saw erWenoe of children

removing an infirm father fraf the home.because they saw evidencethat their
.

o

i
.

mother was abusing their father, either emotionally Or physically or bath. In

both i\istances the mother claimed that her children were-abusing her because
.

,

' they had deprived her of her husband's presence-,in the home. Yet-in oneN. ,
....

instance a medical'examination showed clear evidence of malnutrition in.the

father, whose condition improved greatly after being,rpmoved from his wife's

care. A caseworker reported that one of these women had- stated that her

husband had made her suffer for most of her life and it was now-his t

suffer InsStili a, third case, the wife and children together took the

"

husband's Money and.abandoned him.

la6
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Another situation which portends a strong tendency flr abuse is the life

style of the aged single male. Whether widowed, divorced, or Dever married,

4

these men often find that their ability to attract women has drastically

deCreased; yet they still have the same sexual needs and desire for female

companionship. As a result they often place themselves in situations in

which they can easily be taken advantage of by younger women, who promise

companionship and sexual favors and then abuse them,, usually by stealing money.

Victim Precipitation Among the Elderly

A common explanation which is usually given for domestic abuse is that

of victim precipitation: the victim "asked for it." pat is, through his/her

own misbehavior or goading, the victim forced the'offender.to tat' revenge -.

This view is found often with regard to spouse abuse (Gelles, 1974a: 59;

85-86). We found little evidence of this situation among the aged victims

we studied. Only 8 (10.4%) of the cases gave ,Iclear evidence of mutual abuse;

in another 25 (32.5%) it was unclear as to whether mutual abuse had occurred

(Table 5.3). However, these cases together constitute 33% in which there is

a possibility of mutual abuse, and these merit some attention.
A

Some service providers believed abuse to have been precipitated by the

victim, at least in part, when an aged parentattempted to' retain more control

over his/her children than most young adults were likely to allow. It is

interesting to note that 4 of the 8 cases of mutual abuse involved sons,

possibly rebelling agai4Ist such parental control.' In one case we studied

(Mrs. 152), an aged woman had been abused by her husband who was schizophrenic.

The son continued the father's abusive pattern after the father's death. How: 2)

ever, the referring, agency also noted that the mother and son adran extremely
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psychologically dependent relationship, and the son wished to get married..
. .

The abuse of the mother occurred when the mother attempted to block the

marriage.

In inothiF mother-son case (Mrs. 150), the mother was tiescribed as an

extremely religious woman who had' been "saved by Jesus," and who-wished to

convert her son as well. She constantly berated her son in an attempt ta

force him to g6te up his sinful ways. He responded by abusing her

psychologically, his most Defiant act being to bring his girlfriend to his

mother's home and have sexual relations with her in front of his mother. In

cases such as these, agency workers suggested that the abuse would probably

not have occurred, or would not have been so traumatizing, if the elders had

not engaged in the provocative behavior. In one such instance, the worker

commented:. "Mrs. 150 is her own worst enemy." In such instances also, it is

Clear that the, abuse is not likely to cease unless the elderly person can be

induced to give up, at least to a degree, the behavior which provokes the abuse.

It is also interesting to note that in all but one of the 8 clear cases

of mutualkabuse, the victim's abusive behavior was reported by the worker to

have been psychological in'character. In the other case, multiple abuse

types wereinvolved. It is difficult to justify the serious physical and'

other abuse which is inflicted on some of these victims by pointing.to

existence of psychologically abusive behavibr oh,the part of the victim.

FinancialNeed or Greed

A considerable amount of the abuse we uncovered appeared to be provoked

by financial need and/or greed qn the part of one or more members of the'family.
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The time of a"death and the distribution of the decedent's property seemed

to be a particularly vulnerable time for an elderly person.to be victimized

in this way: Abusers included siblings, spouses, grandchildren, and unrelated

persons as well as children.

The most frequent abusers in this type of setting were still the children,

however. In one instance (Mr. 136), a son was known to have taken $80,000

from his father's bank account while his father was in a nursing home. The

father, a widower, then decided that he Wbuld like to marry a co- resident. of

the nursing home. The son, fearful that the prospective wife would receive

a share of the,remaining property, attempted to block his father's marriage.

Another man 01r. 160), who spoke only Spanish, was induced by his son to

sign over his.noTe to him. The son then mortgagedithe home and informed

the father that he must make the payments or lose\the home. Handicapped by

his lack of knowledge of English, the father was making the payments,

believing that the horrie was still his own. In one of the most pathetic

cases of fin'ancial abuse we uncovered, the abuser was a great granddaughter

about z0 years of age, who visitecktrpr great - grandmother (Mrs. 158).quite

f'requently. The elderly lady, flattered by her great-granddaughter's

attention:failed to watch the young lady while she was in her house. The

great granddaughter proceeded to go through her great-gi'andmother't records

find.her bank books,Which she then used to empty her great-grandmother's

accounts. We also saw an instance of an aged brother and sister, both deaf-

mutes, in which the brother was. stealing his sister's vital papers.

.
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In a few of these cases it appears that there may indeed be true finan-

'

cial need on the part of one or more members 'of 'the family which occasions

(the temptation to take money from the aged person, who is probably seen as

having little use for it. In most instaxes, A0Owever, such as in the case

of the son who had already taken $80,0P0 and still wanted `to insure that

he would receive the rest,, it ts impossible to escape the conclusion that

downright greed motivates the actions.

Opening One's Home to Strangers or Near-Strangers)

One hears a great deal 'about the fear,of crime which pervades the aged

poOulation(Sundeen and Mathieu, 1976: 55-57): One would think,, therefore,

that they would be extremely cautious in admitting unknoWn persons to their

homes. Upon occasion, however; aged persons may be lesS cautious,. 'OM'

with, sad results. Elderly people often find themselves alone, either with"Out

family nearby on whom they can rely, or with f.am4ly who cannot or will not

assist them. Hence they may Ye willing to trust a friendly outsider who

offers assistance, perhaps more willing than might be, altogether prudent.

One lady, a-stroke victim, was unable to remai'n alone after her return from

the hospital: She and her fa'Mily arranged for :a homemaking service agency

to provide care in her home, but as'the cost'becamelrbhibitive, they accepted

the offer of a distant relative to come into thd home and provide this service

at a lesser cost. Unknown to the family, however, the willing housekeeper

was a drug addict. She was extremely abUsive to the aged lady, screaming at

.

her and refusing to assist her tn going to the bathroom or the and

even attacking her physically. ,Anoi'her agecOady,'Mrs. 138, took in a boarder

who was presumed to 'be a good risk; however, she kept late.hoursamd.was
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very loud, making it difficult for the elderly/landlady to sleep. Upon

being asked to move she refused and the lady had to*get legal assistance

to get her out of the house.

Such instances make it clear that extreme caution should be exercised

by aged persons before taking anyone into their home or their confidence.

With family and close friends, they are likely at least to have some idea

of the person's behavior patterns and the likelihood of risk. With strangers,

they often will not know anything about the risk until after it is too late.

Conclusion

One factor which stands out in analyzing the family patterns of the

elder abuse victims was the fact that ttiese were families with a large number

of problems, large and small. They were what have been called "multi-problem"
ti

families. In terms of the victims' pet'ceptions of their Own problems,

itwas noted that;only about half of them indicated, either direct1i or

indirectly, that the abuse they suffered was their most serious family

problem. The others focused ori some other problems. Pbssibly the abuse

was too painful to discuss or they considered it hopeless and were focusing

on more attainable' goals.

We also found that violent behavior was not a novel experience in

the background of the victims and their families. A substantial number

reported having been punched, hit, or threatened with a knife or gun. They

tended to be evenly divided on the question of whether it was advikable to

discuss differences of opinion, and whether the Use of force was approp-

riate in families. The majority believed families should get outside help,
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but thefew family members we met tended not to share their views.

Finally, we identified seven family situations which were conducive to

abuse: They included: substance abuse; the presence of mental or emotional

illness; a generally abusive situation in the family; financial need or greed;

taking strangers or near- strangers into the home; and an occasional instance

of victim precipitation. In addition, although- abuse by children was the

most common type, spouse abuse among the aged wag also found, especially

when there was assubstantial age difference between spouses.
4

Clearly the abused aged and their families have had a great many diffi-

culties to deal with. As has been suggested, it is unlikely that domes -ic

abuse of the elderly can be dealt With simply by moral corldemnation of the

abusers (Block and Sinnott,'1979; Douglass et al, 1980). gather it will be

needsary that support sbrvices be made available to older people and their

families, such that their problems do not become too burdensome.

4
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Table 5.1

Family Problems of Aged AbuseVictims

Number of Problems Mentioned (46 possible responses):

20 or more 4
.

20%

11 - 19 6 30

5 - 9 7- 35

less than 5 3 15

1

Similarity of Victim Reports of "Worst" FamiTy.Peoblem to Agency Abuse Report:

Victim Report Same as Agency, Report 6 30%

Victim Report SiMilar to Agency Report 5 25

Victimi.Report Different from Agency 9 45
Report
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Table 5.2

Violent' Experiences and Attitudes of Victims Interviewed

Victim-Reports of Violent Experiences:

Have Ever Been Punched .or Hit

Have Ever Been Threatened
With a Gun

Have Ever Been Threatened
With -a Knife

9 45%

7 35

2
L 10

Victim Attitudes. onFamily Dispute Settlement:

Disagreement in Families
'is Normal 55%

Families Should Discuss their
Disagreements 7 ) 35

Force is Appropriate in
Families* 9 45

It is Appropriate for
Families to Get Outside

Help 12 60

I

*Agreement with either: "children mu be spanked" or
"sometimes yo have to fight to get what you want"
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Table 5.3

A

Agency Worker Reports of Mutual Abuse in Aged Abuse Cases.

Worker Believes Mutual Abuse Occured

Yes 8

4.
No 44

Can't tell 25

10.4%

57.1

32.5

Person with Whom Mutual Abuse AllegedlysORITred: (N=8)

Spouse 2 25.0%

Son 4 50.0

Sister 1 12.5

Several persons 1 12.5.

Aged Victim's Role in Alleged Mutual Abuse:

PsychOlogical 6 75.0%

Violation of Right's 1 12.E

Several types 1 12.5
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CHAPTER 6

_THE AGENCIES ,AND THEIR- RELATIONSHIPSWITH- THE VICTIMS

For most'people the family is the major source of assistance in time

of need. This has been shown to be true of the elderly in particular (Troll,

1971;Shanas, 1979). Howevers when the family is the urce of, t e aged

person's problem, the major source of assistance must be outiide of the
41

family. Social agencies are the major source of such help. In this section,

we will analyze the nature of the agencies reporting cases of elder abuse

and the relationships which they have with the victims they serve.

As we noted previously, one of our initial project goals was to

ascertain the degree to which elder abuse was seen among agencies in the

Detroit area and to identify those agencies which were,in contact with such

victims. A questionnaire was mailed to 302 Detroit area agendies which

might be in contact with such persons. In the following section we present

a brief description of the 23 agencies from this survey which reported that

they had cases of elder abuse victims in their files during Februaryi'1981.

The reader is referred to Appendix G for a more detailed discussion of these

findings.

Of the 23 agencies reporting that they had cases of elder abuse victims

in their files for February, 1981, most (14) reported that they had one or
, . M

two cases (see Table 6.1). Three agencies noted that they had three or four

active cases. In addition, six agencies reporting stated that they had

case loads greater than this, all but one of these having between 10 and 1

cases. The final agency reported cases covering a geographic area larger

96
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than the study area. By extrapolation, it was estimated that this agency

saw about 172 elder abuse cases in the Detroit area, Agencies reporting

the largest number of elder abuse clients-were public health departments,

state funded social agencies, and agencies primarily concerned with the'aged.

Male victims accounted for 35% (86) of the Cases reported,,wh le females

accounted for 65% (160). Other studies (Block and Sinnott, 1 have also

shown that most victims are female., In addition, the agencies teported

that 16 (6%) of the cases involved abuse so severe as to require emergency

shelter to escape the abusive setting.

Since we do not have data concerning' the total number-of cases of all

types seen by the agencies reporting cases of abuse, it is impossible to

estimate the proportiong agency cases suspected of involving elder abuse.

Neither can we estimate'the total number of cases of elder-abuse in the

Detroit Metropolitan area, since the percentage of abuse cases coming to the

attention of agenbes is not known. However, these figures represent a total

of 266 Cases of elde abuse in betroit area agency files during a one month

period, 198 of c were actively seeking agency assistance. As§uming that

most cases regain in agency files for a three-month period, we estimate that I

these cases represent approximately 1,064 elder abuse cases identified by such

agencies annually.

Ar
We must note, however, that.only a limited number (13) of agencies

responding to the survey state's that they maintained statistics concerning

the existence of abuse among their elderly clients (Table 6.2). Thus it is .

,probable that our estimates underestimate the extent of elder abuse in the

Detroit area. This belief rests on the findings of others (Cf. United Community

Services of Metropolitan Detroit, 1980) that agencies which do not look
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for certain types of problems and maintain records concerningtheir prevalence

may 'consistently overlook these'problems in dealing with clients all

together. Consequently, while we feel that our mail survey was able to shed

some light on the problem of elder abuse, we are also aware that.it is'limited

in' some -respects..

In addition .to the other areas of elder abuse which we have just described,

4

data were also' collected concerning the ways in which cases came to the atten-

tion of agency personnel (Table 6.2). Sixteen agencies noted that a Teport

Av by the client of his abuse was at least one of the means by which the abusiye

. situation vas identtfled. Seven agenCies. reported-tiat they learned'of the

abuse through a report from another agency. Physical symptoms such as cuts

and_bruises were a source of identifying abused elders ,for fiveof agencies,

while three.mentioned that they became aware of elderly victims from police

reports. Ten agencies noted that "other" means of identifying abused elders

were also used. These other means ilicluded symptoms of neglect such as mal-
.

0

nourishment in an elder not living alone, andreports from family members,

Aeighbors and friends.' Ih addition?, dentists were particularly mentioned

by some agencies as a source of referral. Most agencies (17).reported that

-two'symptoms. of abus'e were present in cases' in which they had identified'

as abused elders.

Vict' vices:vices: De Agencies and Workei-s.
.

The first.point which must be made'is the fact, that some agencies, and

some workers in every agency, are more likely to identify'abuse cases than
/

k
.

are other agencies or workers. An analysis orthe types of agencies aid

w8rke4 who described cases to us will illustrate this point.
._ .

. ti
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As Table 6.3 shows', fhelargest number of. cases by far was i-eportelli
. ? ".

by a legalraid. agency, hich .repOrted 30 cases, .or nearly 40% of the cases.

There are two reasons for this prevalence. One is the fact that a legal aid

agency would be every Jikely to be consulted by persons, with serioils physical

and/br financial abuse in an .effort to deal with the problem: Second, it was

quite clear thaftWo workers in this agency were verb concerned about the

abuse, to the extent of.rereading old case rebordsin order to make' accurate

reports on the cases. This agency vividly Illustrates the fact that agency
s.

service to elderly abuse victims is quite dependent on,,two factors: the

nature, of the agency and the interest of the indi4fidual worker.
)

Agency Type"and the'Observation of Abuse

As 'noted earlier, some autttrs.suggest Oat agencies are more. likely to

obser-ve.abuse in the area they are accustomed to treating (Douglass, et al.,

1980). Our data, prOvide some additional support for this view. :A7s Table 6.4

Shows, one out of four'instances (26.7%) of'physical abuse Was reported by the

health agencies.* Only the legal aid agencies, which reported the largest

number of abuse cases by far, reported a larger percentage of Physical

abuse cases (33-3%). One would expect health related agenCies to be more

likely to note physiCal abuse since they would be called upon to treat the

resulting injuries and are accustomed to observing such symptoms.

. Physical neglect,.on the other hand, is more likely to be observed by

;senior service agencies, which reported half of these'cases. Again, this is

, not surprising since these agencies are often Xalled upon to assist aged

*It should benoted that in Table 6.4, each type of abuse present in multiple
abuse cases was considered independently. Hence, more than 77 instances are
considered.
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. . . i. , .

persons who have need of food, shelter, or housekeeping assistance, all of

it i
. . .4 .

!which may=be related to neglect. Such agencies are also mbre likely to

observe'emotional neglect (38.4% of the observed cases). It is surprising

,

. .
. . .

to note, however, that the health agenciesreported the next largest fre-

.

quency of this type of case (27.8%). Apparently healthpersonnel can observe

emotional problems if properly trained and motivated..

Both direct emotional abuse and'financial abuse were most'frequently

identified by the legal aid agency which identified half of the former and

two-thirds of'the latter. Legal aid attorneys would be in a particularly

good position to learn of 'such abuse, since, victims would be very likely".

to bring these problems to'an attorney. Persons who believe they have been

cheated'out of money or pr,e4rty are likely to seek;a lawyer to regain what

they believe to be rightfully theirs. Seeking aid from an attorney would also

seem appropriate when one is the victim of verbal assault and fears for hiS/her

safety. In fact, the legal aid agencies appear to be highly promising as a

inechanism for identifying elder abuse cases of all types, iarticularly those

which involve direct action.(e.g.ftbuse as opposed to neglect). The legal

aid attorney haS the opportunity to interview a client and elicit information

congerning all aspects of life, thus aking it possible to uncover symptoms

of abuse in all areas. Fortunately, the Administration on Aging has recently

made the identification of elder abuse a priority for agencies p4ikiding

legal aid to the elderly (Vintage, 1981:3).

We have reported earlier that agencies tended to identify abuse victims

largely though the victims' own reports. Tnis,information is confirmed

by the cases the agencies reported to us. As Table 6.5 shows, in



over half of the cases the initial report of the abuse to the agency ,was

made by the victim him or herself. Other sources of reports were hospitals .0,/

or clinics, other social service agencies, both public and private, r.public

health agekies.% The police were a source of referral in only two cases. Six

cases came to agency attention'through a referral by a' member of the family

and two through referral by afriend. Five cases.were regular cases of the

agency and Ouse was uncovered as a part of normal handling ,of the case.

ClOrly, one factdr which made identification of victims More difficult

was the fact that each agenby is geared up to "notice" only symptoms which

characterize the problems treated by that agency. Thus hospitals are likely

to observe physical abuse but will miss psychological or financial abuse.

Social agencies al more likely to observe psychological abuse; and will learn

of physical abuse only by reports of the victim or if the symptoms are partic-

ularly obvious. The one agency which reported. the widest variety of cases

was tht legal aid agency, to which persons with all types of Problems were

referred for possible consideration of.a legal remedy. It,appearslikely

that more abuse would be uncovered if agencies which serve the aged would

become more aware of the symptoms of abuse other than those which their

agency is used to observing.

Having-Ventified a case of abbse, what is the response Of theitgency?

In 18 cases (23.4%) the client was,refecilb to another agency, which the

referring agency presumably believed was better qualified to serve the victim

(see Table 6.6). In nearly as many cases (17, or 22.1%) legal action was(

taken. These involved primarily the legal aid cases and involved action _such

as filing suit to remove a roomer from a home or to regain lost property. .

. V
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Counselling was also commonly_used-. In 13 cases (16.9%) the victim was

counselled% Nearly as many attemilis were made to counsel the abusing family

(12 cases or 15.6%). Other direct:action-was taken in 16.9% of cases. This
fe

included assisting victims in obtaining f p housekeeping services, a change
o

in residence, financial assistance from So ialJ Security or the Veteran's

Administration, and soon.

And what of the resultS"of these efforts? Did the agencies believe their

efforts had led_to a change in the situation? In neprly two-thirds of the

cases'(62.3%) the agency WorkersfOt that their efforts had led to a change
.

i'n the situation (see Table'6.6). Another 28.6% said that they had not, produced

a change in the situation. The rest did not respond or did not know whether a

change had occurred.

The Interest of the Individual, Worker'

One clear problem isethe.uneven quality of service provided to abuse victims

by'different'agencies:Soma,fMedical institutions were quite likely to observe

abuse while others avoided the probled;religious institutions were me4tioned

. by some victims as being unsympathetic,. yet some churches and ministers referred

cases. to us:and were quite concerned about them. It became clear that the
. .

major factor generating effective service for abused elders was a high degree

of personal concern and interest on the part of the specific case workers. It

wa'snot enough for the agency as a whole to have a general policy of helping

abused victims, because individual workers could avoid the problem if they

wished. Conversely, some workers in "gencies which had a clear policy of

disinterest in the problem-kppeared to be among the most helpful, spending

much time and effort to unravel the bureaucratic red tape which was often

placed in the way of effe'citive service, to the abuse victims.
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Hence certain worte S in anagency are more likely to develop an

41t'

interest in the area of dom4ticabuse and to search' for, this probleM among

their clients. One mi ht say 'these workers have had their "consciousness

raised" regarding the problem of domestic abuse. Consequently they inquire

about th sit,uation and are more likely to learn of abuse if it

exists. Furthermore, agency workers in personal conversations told us that

family abuse was a*problem which was'not likely to be uncovered very easily.

Rather,"'a substantial number of visits and a considerable rapport had to be
AW

developed with a client before most clients were willing to discuss family

abuse.'

As Table 6.7' indicates, the professions represented by the reporters

;,

dior
of abtise varied widely. The two most frequent reporters were legal aid

attbrneyse which is not surprising since this agency reported the most cases

by far.' Leaving these, aside, however, other professional's reporting sub-

stantial numbers of cases were social workers (18.2%), and staff workers of

senior centers (15.6%). The category "educational worker" is artifically'

high, since the project became known in the community and victims would Call

the project directly. Other professionals- reporting were nurses (6.5%), psy-

chologist's or counsellors (3.9%), and religious workers (5.2%).

One is curious as to the type ot, professionals who would be most likely

: to become concerned about domestic abuse and to take the time and effort )

necessary to develop the Professional-client relationships which would enable

them to learn of abuse on the part of an aged person's family. Are these more

likely to be well-teasoned professionals, highly skilled in their profession?

Or young persons with fresh new ideas they are anxious to try? As'Table 6.7.

shows, the answer is somewhere in between. They are not likely to be at

either extreme, neither fresh new workers just out of school and working, in
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S the agency less than two years, nor long term participants in'either the
ft

profession or the agency in which, they are employed. Most of'ihe cases were

reported by professionals who h,c1 been in their profession as well as in '

the agency which employed them for a period of more than two but 'less than

ten years. However, most of them had lived in the "metropolitan Detroit com-

munity for over 20 years.

It is pirobably not surprising that'the "middle stage" professionals are

those'most likely to uncover abuse. We -have suggested that the discovery of

this problem is.likely to require the development of considerable rapport, and .

this is a skill which probably requis a few years for a new prbfessional to

develop. Hence we should not expect a young worker to uncover such difficult
. .

problems. This is especially true since there are few accepted skills' in

searching out this problem, making it difficult to tdech this skill in

professional schools. Conversely, however, it is not likely that persons

far advanced in their profession will have the extensive client contact

necessary to, uncover abuse. Many such professionals have probably moved

into supervisory positions and have less client contact, leaving it to thiir

subordinates to develop thecMent relationships necessary to learn of

abusive Situations.

Finally, it should be mentioned that some workers, and some agencies as well,

had difficulty dealing with family abuse because of a preference for viewing

the topic as a "private matter", an approach which is often taken with regard

to other types of domestic abuse, such as child or spouse abuse. One agency

worker told us of a wOman referred to a hospital for injuries suffered in

an ins of physical abuse. The worker stated: "I really have no right to

interfere in this case. If she wants to go back to live (with the abuser),
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then that is her right. He's her son and she wants to live with him, and

111
that's the way she has worked out her life. I shouldn't interfere." However,

she wA not willing to consider the possibility that she might have had an

obligation to suggest pbssible alternatives which the aged woman might not

-even have known existed. As a result the abuse victim sees-ho alternative

to accepting the abuse. What is even more tragic is the fact that this

worker also described another case of abuse which resulted in death.,

Victims'''Views of the Agencies

One type of information whiCh can only be obtained from the victims

themselves is their opinion of the quantity and quality of care which they

have received from community agencies for their problems. How many and what

type of agencies have they approached in an effort to receive assistance for

problems? ThiA would include the abuse itself as 'well as any other problems

which they or their families may have. Do they feel these agencies, have

helped them? Which have helped and which have not? Are there any agencies,

which are rejected by the victims as sources for help? Are there any which

are preferred?

As Table 6.8 indicates, the majority of the victims made considerable

use of social agencies, such as food and friendship agencies, churches, etc.

One fourth used 7 or more; another one-fourth uted five or six; 40% used three

or four. Only 15% used one or two. All victims had used at least one agency,

Which is not surprising since all victir9-5gferred to the study came

through social agencies.

While the victims all show a likelihood to use social agencies, ,it is

not se clear that they are wiiling to use these agencies'in'dealing withs
family problems. As the table shows, the victims have not used as many
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agencies for family problems as for other reasons. Only 5% (1 individual)

used-7 or mare agenciesjor family problems as opposed to 25% for all

types of problems;-20% used 5 or 6 agencies. Most used from 1 to 4'

(30% for:li to 2 agenCies; 30% for 3 to 4). Teh percent had not used any

agencies' for their family problems.
,

Victims' were also asked' whether the agencies they consulted for their
4

farnily problems had been helpful. Most (70%) reported that the agencies

had been helpful. Only 20% said they had not. This response also may be
4

affected by the fact that the agencies were the referral source for the study.

The victims might consider this fact in evaluating the agencies' effectiveness.

It is also possible that agencies may be reluctant to report cases in which

they may be perceived as failures.

It is, also notable that some victims (30%).indiCated certain agencies

which they would not ever use for family problems. One type of community

agency Whic'h was specifically singled out by three victims as a resource

which they would definitely NOT use4in aeling with family problems was the

institution.nstitution. These victms reported that under no circumstances

would they go to a church or synagogue or to a minister or rabbi for family

problems.. Two of these victims .imply stated that they would not use a ik -

church for such things, but th- third indicated that she had tried getting
"'A

assistance from a chOrch for er problems and thAt,it had not been useful.

This is similar to the findi gs of the Michigan Women's Conrnission (1977) on

wife abuse, which' found that spouse abuse victims often indicated that religious

. 0°.°

ministers were quite inef ective in dealing with problems of domestic abuse,

since they were anx1,1s:to.preserve the family status quo at all costs, ,and

were therefore often Jnsupportive of abused .lembers' complaints.
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In fairness to the agencies, however, Lt must(be,noted that many of

the abused elders were somewhat resistant to any-attempts to assist them.

Several agencies which reported cases indicated that:the victims they saw,

had refused to accept hel. In one instance,'an aged lady was being abused

by her grandson, an alcoholic. The agency had,made several suggestions as to ,

how she could remove either her grandson or herself from the usive situ-

ations but the lady refused to .alter-the.situa,tion. The case, mentioned

previously, of a lady who had experienced salvation and was urging her son

to be saved also, was another example of this. The case worker stated that

she would not listen to arguments that the abuse might cease if she stqpped

her attempts to convert him, but she was determined to persevere. A third,

and very sad case, was the case of an eldeNV couple in which the wife was an

invalid and in need of assistance. The husband received many offers of help

from various agencies to assist them in the care of the home, preparation of

food, obtaining medical care, and so on, all of these being items which the

invalid wife needed. The husband, however, was a very proud man and determined

to pro,K that he was still "the boss". Hence he refused all offers of help,

insisting that he could take care of his family himself.

Problems of Agencies in Identifying Cases and Providing Services

As we analyzed the reports of abuse which came from agencies, as well

as th4 kinds of agencies which saw abuse versus those agencies'which reported

few or no cases, it became clear that there are a number of problems which

agencies have in identifying elder abuse among their clients. We have dis-

cussed a number of these problems in another paper (Sengstock and Barrett,

1981). Some of the more important ones will be summarized here.
,
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One major problem was that many agencies, either through lack of interest

or overwork, fai] to take notice of symptoms of abuse or to inquire into

those which are presented to them. We received reports froriv agencies which-

had uncovered clear cases of abuse, some of which had resulted in serious

injuries or death, and had reported these cases to other agencies with a

request for, assistance in serving the abuse victim. The referral, agency,

with fairly strong evidence on the part of the referring agency, would make

a perfunctory inquiry, often by telephone and without even meeting the

alleged victim, and draw a conclusion that there was no problem.

A final difficulty which was noted is that the identification of

abuse is made more difficult by the fact that'the use is often masked by t0

characteristics of the normal aging process. Thus dne case which was reported

to us was a case of an elderly lady whose horge was q 'teodirty and littered
A

with food. She exhibited symptoms of physical neglect. However, the agency,
4

also reported that there were indic'ations of severe mental-deterioration, and

the lady often misused food which was provided for her by the Meals on Wheels

program:either "saving," it in various corners ofthe room or feeding it to

the dog. It is difficult in such cases to determine whether the difficulties

the indiy,j401 faces are actually the result of abuse or related to the aging

proces. 4

Conclusion

Agencies' relationships with aged abuse-victims tend to be highly uneven

in character. Some agencies, and some workers in the agencies, identify a

great many aged abuse victims and are able to provide them with considerably

more assistance than other workers and other agencies: We found that a single
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legal aid agency reported far more cases than any other; however, this was

related to the-presence in this agency ofmspecificsworkers-with an intense-

interest in the problem. Another legal aid agency might Cncover relatively

few cases if their staff attorneyi place'priority on different issues.'

Conversely, a clinic or family service agency might discovenconsiderably

more abuse if its workers consider domestic abuse of the aged a high priority

prOblem.

The uneven character of tW quality of service to these cases is probably

the Most serious problem in dealing with domestic abuse. The effectiveness'

of the assistance which a'specific victim will receive is highly depenObt

on the individual character of the specific agency from which the victim

happens to seek help, and the worker to which the case is assigned. .This

makes effective referral extremely difficult.

It was found that there was a relationship betweem the type of agency

and thilitype of abuse they were likely to observe. Medically related agencies

were likely to obsei-ve direct physical abuse. Senior service agencies observed

most of the physical neglect cases. Together these type of agencies reported

Most of the emotional neglect cases. Financial abuse and direct emotional

abuse were most often observed by the legal aid agency. Thus, in general,

agencies tended to observe and report abuse and neglect in aspects of the

elderly person's life whiCh were related to the area which the agency was

accustomed to observing and treating. It is quite possible that they may

miss cases of abuse which are not in these familiar areas. .

Most cases were brought tb the attention of the reporting agency by:

report?Of.the victims themselves, again suggeiting that cases might be missed

if victims are reticent to report. Agencies deal with-abuse victims primarily
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through counselling Dr referral to other agencies. Legt1 action or the

411 provision of other direa services also occur. In aboult two-thirds of the

cases; workers believed their efforts had effected a change in the situation.

Most of the victims report using social4agencies for their family--
. .

problems, 4 fact which is not surprising.since agencies were the sobrce of

referral to the project. It.is also not surprising that they usually expressed

the_belief that the agencies had been helpful to them. Presumably, victims

who were note being helped would cekse,to go to the agencies and their abuse

would not have been identified or reported to our project.

Lastly, we noted that the agencies themselves experienced several

problems in identifying and assisting e1, cier abuse victims. They had inadequate
o

staff and other resources. Agencies to Which they normally referred cases

were often ineffective in handling the problems. Victims themselves were

. sometimes resistent to help, perhaps because of fear of the abuser, reluctance
4

to expose .a( family member, Or other reasons. The question of individual and

family privacy Was a stumbling block for some Workers who were reluctant to

) intervene in cases which they believed infringed upon their, clients' rights

of personal choice. Finally, a serious problem of identification also occurs

because §ymptoms of abuse and neglect'are often masked by the norm aging '

process.
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Table 6.1

SUMMAVY OF ELDER ABUSE REPORTS BY SOCIAL AGENCIES IN THE DETROIT METROPOLITAN AREA

Number of Agencies Questioned
Number of Agencies Responding

302

108.(36% response rate)
Number of Agencies Reporting Elder Abuse 25 (21% of those reporting)

IluMer of Elder Abuse Cases Known to Agencies in February, 1981

Number Number of Number of Percent of Agencies
Reported 'Agencies Cases Reporting Elder Abuse r

1 or 2 ' 14 20
3 or.4 , 3 10
5 or more 6 236

___.

Total Number of Elder Abuse Cases Seen By Social Agenties
in the Detroit Metropolitan Area in February, 1981:.

Projected Annual Frequency of Elder Abuse Cases Seen
Over a Twelve Month Period*:

61%
-13

26

100%

266

1064

Number of Elder Abuse Cases Actively Receiving Service in February, 1981

Number of Cases Number of Agencies Reporting Total

1 ) 5 5
2 4 . 8
3 3 9

4 or more 6 176

Sex_of Victims in Reported Elder Abuse Cases

, .

Fredueky 6. Percent
Male.

>,!. 8 35%
Female . 160 65

TNT

4

* fhe Projected Annual Frequency was obtained by multiplying the one-month frequency
by 4. This figUre was, used on the assumption that most cases are seen for an
average period of approximately 3 months. Thus an agency is likely to experience
a turnover of cases about 4 tires each year
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Tale\6.2
,dr

Characteristics of Agencies Reporting Elder Abuse

,Number of Cases Reported by, Type of Agency Reporting
crigit

Type of Agency
Number of q-

Cases Repdrted percentage **

Police - .13 4.8
Adult ProtectiVe Service 48 18.0

I CrisisCounseling 20 7.5
Information and Referral 51 19.1
Public Social Service Agency 186 70.0
Health Agency 8 3.0
Family Services 19 7.1
Legal Aid '6 2.2
Emergency Shelter 0 3.7
Other Agency Type .3.0

.

Means Used by Reporting Agencies (N=25) in Identifying Cases

Report from Client 16 54%.%

Report from Other Agency 7 28
Cuts, Bruises 5 20
Report from Police ( 3 12
Other Means 10 40

Agency.Involvement with Elder Abuse .(N=302)

Number of Agencies Providing Services to Elder Abuse Victims. . . 31 (10.3%)

Number of Agencies Keepiiig Statistics on Elde'r Abuse. . . .. 13 (4.3%)

** Percentages will not sum to 100% because of the possibility of multiple
responses.
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Table 6.3

0

...

Type of Agencies

,Agency Type:

Identifying AbuSed Elders .

30 ,
39.0%

8 1.0.4%

8 10.4%

Legal Aid,

'Health,
flomemaker.Service

Family/Mental Health -5 ,
f ste 6.5%

Senior Center 4 5.2%
Hospital ,

3. 3.9%-
Law Enforcement ,

2 ,,' 2.6%
\,----1 Religious Organization 2. 2.6%

.,EauCational Institution 2 1 2.6%
.' No Response , 13 16.9%

o.

a

e I

lr

e
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Table 6.4

Abuse,Type rReporting Agency

Reporting

Agency
Physical
Abuse

Abuse Type*

Emotional
Neglect

..,

Physical
Neglect

:Iv V
Health (4) 26.7% (1) 5.6% (5) 27.8%

Family,, Menta) (2) 13.3 (2) 11.1 (2) 11.1

'Senior Service (1) '6.7 (9) 50.0 (7) 38.9

Churches, Schools (2.) 13.3 (1) 5.6 (1) 5.6
0

Law Enforcement (1) 6.7 (1) 5.,6 (1) 5.6

Legal 'Aid (5) 33.3 (4) 22.2 (2) 11.1

Totals (15) . (18) (187

I

Sc

Emotional Financial
Abuse Abuse-

1
(8) 18.2%

''''''t.1(-3) 16.8

(7) 15.9

(2) 4.5

(2) 4.5

(22) 50.0

(44)

(2) 4.9%

(3) 7.3
vt

(5) 12.2

(2) 4.9.
--i

(1) 2.4

(28) 68.3

(41)

4
*In this table each of the multiple types of abuse present in some cases are
considered as separate instances. Hence more than 77 instances Ware listed.
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. Table 6.5

Means by Which Agencies Obtained Aged Abuse Victid Cases:

I.
Source of Initial Abuse Report to Agency:

ri Victim 46

3

JJ

59.7%

Police 2 2.6
Public,Social AWcy 4 5.2
Private Social Agency 5 6.5
Public Health Agency 4 5.2
Family Referral . 6 7.8
Friend Referral 2 v 2.6
Regular Agesncy Client 5 6.5

I
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Table 6.6

Response '0 Agencies to Cases of .Elder

Action Taken by Age.nty% 4

4 . si.

Referral
,

., 18 ,

Counsel Victim 13
Counsel Family 12

23.4%
16.9

15.6
Legal Action , 17 22.1
Direct Action 13 16.9
No Response ',', . 4 5.2'

.

Workers' Perceptioq of `Agency Effectiveness:
._

D-

Has Agency Action Produced a Change?

, 2 .

Yes 48 62.3%
',No' 22 28.6
No Response 7 .9.1

.1;

4
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Table 6.7

`Characteris.tics f Professionals

Profession of Agency Worker:

Attorney

Social Worker

Reporting Abused Elders

Number of Cases Percent

30'

14

39.0%
8.2

Senior Center Staff 12 15.6
Educatizonal Worker 9 11.7
Registered Nurse 5 6.5
Religious Worker' 4 5.2,

Psychologist/Counsellor 3 3.9

Years in Profession:

Less than 2 years 9 11.7%
'2-4 years 40 51.9

, 5-9 years 17 22.1
10-14,years 4 5.2
15--19 years ,

20 or more years
3

3

3.9
3..9

Years in Agency: 4

Less than 2 years 9
if

11.7%
2-4 yArs 43 55.8
5 -9 years 15 19.5

10 -14. years 6 7.8
15=19 years, , 2 2.6
20 or more years

Years in Community:

Less than, years 4 5.2%
2 2.6

5-9 years 1 1.3
10-14 years ....

5 6.5
15-19 years 7 9.1
20 or more years 56 72.7
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Table 6.8
A04

Victim Reports of Agency Contacts
///,

.
Number of Agencies Used (9 agency types possible):

,Frequency Percent

None 0 --%
T-2 3 15
3-4 8 40.
5-6 5 25 /
7 or more 5 25

of Agencies Used for Family Pr9blems:

None 2 10%
1-2 6. 30
3-4 6 30
5-6 4 20
4 or more 1 5

'Victim Opinions of Agency Assistance *:

3 Agency(s) helpful :, . 14
.

70%
Agency(s) not helpful 4 20
Victim would never use. 4k-

.. certain agencies - '6 30

* Does not sum to 100% because of multiple responses.
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Section III

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

'Chapter 7

DEALING WITH THE PROBLEM OF DOMESTIC
ABUSE OF THE AGED

DomestiC abuse of the aged is a topic which has received increasing

attention in recent years. Several other research projects have centered on

the topic, investigating the nature elder abuse and suggesting ways of

alleviating the abuse. In our study we attempted to examine elder abuse from

two vantage points not used heretofore. First, we wished to identify and

analyze a larger number of specific cases of elder abuse tilan had been studied

to date. Second, we wished to conduct.direct interviews af actual victims of

elder abuse, which had not been attempted by any study thus far.

We were able to identify and obtain'specific case data on 77 cases of

elder abuse. Of these cases, slightly Over 40% included ewlidence of physical

neglect or abuse; roughly 'half of these cases with symptoms of physica1 damage

involved direct abuse, the other half more indirect neglect. Slightly over 50%

of.the cases involved financial abuse. The largest categorinvolved psycho

logical or emotional abuse or neglect, which was found to exist in 80% of the

cases. However, the high perc,entage of psychological or emotional cases is

due,,in large part, to the fact that psychological abuse or neglect almost

alWays accpmpanies the other types of abuse or neglect as 'well.

We ere able to condUctdir4Ct personal interviews with 20 of.the, victims

identified. The victims interviewed resembled the entire sample of reported

cases, rather closely, 1)90 in the abuse types represented and also in the

et
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demographic characteristics of the victims. The victim. interviews allow us

for the first,time to preient the victims' views of the family situation and

the abuse, and also to evaluate the victims' perceptions of the services which

they and their families are able to receive in dealing with their problems.

The preent study has had a direct practical goal: to understand the

factors related toAomestic abuse of the elderly in order to assist victims

more effectively. Ln4the preceding chapters we have presented the results-of

\our research. In this chapter we will attempt to draw together the major con-
,.

clusions_of the research, and based on these conclusions, make recommendations

regarding future services to victims. Our recommendations will focus on two

majorareas:1)We_wil I delineate the factors which have been found to be

associated with domestic abuse of the elderly. In this regard we will discuss

related theories of domestic abuse and indicate the degree to which they,apply
4

to.our data. We will also make recommendations conceiving the nature of serf

vices which these vic are likely to require.' 2) We will discuss the manner

in which agencies identify and serve victims of elder abuse.' We will also

indicate problems of identifying and serving elderly doMestic abuse victims and

make suggestions as to how the identification and assistance of victims could be

improved.

Factors Associated with Domestic Abuse of the Elderly

In the initial thapter of this report we have indicated a number of theo-

ries which hal been proposed to explain the naturq and cause Of domestic abuse,

both in general and with particular regardto the elderly. In this section

we summarize our data\in reference to these theories. Five major theories will

be considered: theories 'related to psychopathological behavior 011 the part of

the abuser: the victim precipitation theory; learning theory; the situational

stress theory; and the theory of the abusing family as an isolated family.

qZ.
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Psychopathological Theories

It has been pointed out by several authorities that domestic abuse.in

general h often been explained as being related to the psychopathological

state of the abuser (Gelles, 1974b). In essence, these themi-es suggest that

the abusive individual is essentially mentally ill and the abusive behavior is

the result ofthis mental illness,. Miolders of this theory would suggest that

the abuse victim simply has the misigrtune of being a member of a household or

family in which one of the members is mentally ill.

'A closely related theory associates domestic abuse with the misuse of

alcohol or other substances (Gelles, 1974a: 111-112). This approach is often

taken by persons with a serious concern about substance abuse. They sug-

gest that persons who are alcoholics or drug addicts are highly likely to

engage in abusive behavior. In contrast, some theorists suggest that the

alcohol is not the basic cause of the abusive behavior. Rather the substance

abuse- is used by the abuser as a "cover -up" for abusive tendencies which are

already present (Gelles, 1974a: 112 - 118).

In el nstance; the cause of the abuse is sought in the psychological

state of abuser. Either he/she is thought to be mentally ill and therefore

incApable of controlling behavior. Or-the abuser is thought to be under the

influence of alcohol or drugs and therefore incapable of controlling behavior.

In either case, the solution is clear: remove the factor operating in the

abuser and the abuse will be solved. Hence if we can cure the alcoholism,

drug abuse, or mental illness, the abuse will cease.

This approach seems highly tempting since it provides a very clear factor

which is responsible for the.abuse, and also a relatively clear solution,

ti
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allleit one which might require considerable time, expense, and difficulty.

However, in the cases we stud ed we found clear evidence of Mental illness

and/or substance abuse in a relatively small percentage of the cases. In

I

only 5 cases (6%) did the professidnal worker mention that the abuser was an

alcoholic; in one case the abuser was known to be a drug addict; in /another

3 cases (4%) the abuser had been diagnosed as mentally ill. This leaves a

total of only 9, or 12% of the cases, in which the abuser could be clearly said

to possess a psychic state which made behavior control difficult or impossjble.

Hence we conclude thit the psychopathological state of the abuser is a causal

factor in relatively few cases of elder abuse.

Several other factors should be.mentioned, however, in relation to the

psychopathological theory of domestic abuse of the elderly. First, while

this did not appear to be a factor in the majority of cases, in those cases

in which mental' illdess or substance abuse was a factor:the abuse was particu-

larly serious and difficult to control. Second, we have reported on the cases

in which the professional specifical=ly reported that mental illness or substance

abuse was present; it is possible that this may not have been mentioned in some

cases, and that further analysis of the cases nay reveal additional instances

of these Tactors. Third, it is also possible that undiagnosed mental

illness, alcoholism, or drug abuse may be .present in some of the cases and the

agencies themselves, are not yet aware of this. HoViever, the data we have

analyzed to date do not indicate that these factors play a role in th majority

of elder abuse case. For a small number of cases, psychopathological states

of the abuser are important, and these*endto represent relatively serious

problems.
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In terms of providing service to victiMs, it does not appear to be

advisable to rely heavily. on the notion that the abuse is caused by such

factors as mental illness or substance abuse. If an agency should find such

problems to be present in an ipstance of elder abuse then,, of course, it is

imperative that these problems be treated as a part of the entire family

problem. However, an assumption that such factors must be invOved whenever

elder aase occurs would prevent workers from looking for other factors which

are likely to be present as causal variables in:the great majority of cases.

Victim - Precipitation

A causal factor which has been mentioned quite frequently in reference

to general domestic violence is victim-precipitation (Gelles, 1974a: 157-163).

As we have noted previously, this theory states that the reason why domestic

abuse occurs is that the-victim of the abuse precipitates or causes the abuse

by-his/her own behavior. Thus the victim is ultimately responsible. If he

or she had not tempted, taunted, or goaded the abuser into taking action, the

victim would not have been abused.

AgainWe'found this to be a factor in a relatively small proportion of

the cases. In only 8 cases did the worker indicate that he or she believed that

the victim had-played a role in the abusive pattern. Of course, it is also

possible that the wor4ers who reported to us had become sympathetic to the

plight of their clients and,faired to see the manner in which they had brought

their abOse upon themselves. It is also pOssibl.e that the so-called

ftecipitating behaviors had occurred years before the present abuse #nd the

workers would be unlikell to know about them. At this state of our knowledge,

however, we must conclude that deliberate and immediate victim precipitation

is probably not a causal factor in the majority of elder abuse cases. ,e,
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In those cases which did involve victim precipitati , the victim

appeared to have been engaged in psychological abuse, with the abuser

responding with sychological as well as other forms of abuse. Hence even

in cases in which victim precipitation occurred, it is questjo able whether,

the victim's action justified the lesponse received. The issue f victim

precipitation is probably one of thelest difficult for agencies t handle.

If this factor is a problem in a given case, then the victim must alter his/her

behavior in order for there to be any hope of altering the abusive pattern.

On the other hand, suggesting to an abuse victim that he/she may b responsible

for the injury suffered may add insult to injury by inducing a seng of guilt

for something over which the victim has no control. Workers would b well

_advised to suspect victim precipitation only in cases in-which the f ctor is

clearly involved and after a thorough knowledge of all relevant facto s in the

cases has been obtained.

6

Learning Theory

As noted in our review of the literature, some authorities suggest

the existence of a well-established pattern of violent behavior on the par

of an individual need not necessarily suggest the existence of an aberrant

psychopathological state (Gelles, 1974b: 199). Rather, such behavior, like

non-violent behavior, can be learned in early life. We found-some evidence t

suggest that the elderly victims in our study, as well as the members of their

faMiilies, may indeed be persons for whom, abusive behavior has been learned as

an, appropriate'approdch to the solutit of life's problems. At this point we

will indicate. three items of data which suggest that this may bethe ,case.

First, it was noted that the elderly victims we.interviewed were . persons
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who had experienced a great deal of violence in their lives; A considerable

III

number of our aged victims, reported having been hit, punched, or threatened
a ,..

with a knife. An unusually high proportion of them had been threatened with

a gun. In settings in which such violent behavior is commonplace, it'is

likely that the participants, including the victims' children and other

companions, will come to accept violent behavior as a normal part of life.
.44

Second, many of the victims expressed their belief that physical punishment

of children was appropriate and necessary. This belief may cause children to

grow up with the idea that physical responses are appropriate in instances in

which a larger, stronger person has his or her will thwarted by a stIlalTer,

weaker person. It would not be surprising if abuse victims learned,the lesson

that such behavior was appropriate when and.if they should move into such a

position in reference to their parents. In effect, the aged parents, through .

their actions when their children were small, have taught them that abusive

413,avior was_ appropriate.

Third, it was also noted that the'abusive behavior is closely related to

the social role which is generally associated with certain types of abusers.

Thus wefound that. sons were more likely to engage in direct abuse, either

physical or emotional, while daughters were more likely to be responsible

for abuse which was emotional in character or for behavior which was related

to neglect.. As,we suggested earlier, this 'difference in the types of abuse

engaged in by sons and daughters is closely related to the role patterns'

which society has traditionally assigned to, men and to women. Men are expected

to be -more direct and assertive, women to be indirect and emotionally supportive.

,-These patterns-are taught to children from very early childhood. It should

or not be surprising that these children, now grown, adopt these patterns in
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dealing-,with their aged parents who may'n7 have becQme less capable and may

exhibit some problematic behavior. Faced ith such problems, men have learned

to react in direct.; often physical ways. Women have learned, on the other

.

hand, to react with emotional outbursts and lyinthholding of affection and

support. The fact that this is what we find,to have occurred provides some
4

support for the learning theory, of domestic abuse.

.'We are suggesting, therefore, that there is some support for the view

that abusive behavior in domestic settings is a learned response. In terms

of assisting victims and altering the abusive patterns of their families,

this conclusion is a highly pessimistic one.. Once behaviOr has been learned,

and the learning hl% been reinforced through several years of obtaining

satisfactory results, it becomes almost impossible to extinguish. Hence

abusive or neglectful children have learned that abusive behavior results.

in 'compliance with their demands and enables them te\ avoid responsibility.

Consequently, they are Rot likely to be deterred easily from continuing the

abusive behavior. A complex and difficult relearning process, requiring

extensive assistance, will probably be necessary.

It is possible that a program such as that which has been proposed for

abusing parents, might be effective for periOns who turn i.heir abusive actions
ve

against aged relatives. The proposal contains a number of components, such as

teachin6 new methods of family management, the establishment of suppOrt groups,

and placement of_ abusing parents in settings (cooperative dad care programs,

fet. example) in which"theycan observe non-violent families \n action

(Justice and Justice, 1976: 135-143; 156-158; 205-209). However, such programs.
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are likely torequire a greldeal of motivation on the part of the abuser:
.

.,

..

Such moti vation is more likely to,be present in
.

the,case of

.

an abusing
.

x . . . .

\

parent who fears he or,she might lose custody of chil-dren, than it Auld belt..

$ .

of persons caring for aged relatives. While one wishes to beencoUreging,'it 1
U

G it

...

is likely' that with this type of abuse-.,, 'in which abus3e behavior ,is part of a

well established process, reform of the abuser ishighly, unlikely or would
s

,

require years, at beft. 'Consequently, these are cases.in which agencies would
,

be wel advised to Trovidealternative liVing arrangements for the victim.

Situational Stress' Theories

Another theory which,, has been proposed to explain domestic abuseis thti,

situational stress theory. According to this theory, families which engage '

.
,

, 7
in domeSstic abuse are'families which have or are experienc treme difficul-

ties of one type or anoker. We have suggested that this thet?ry s to apply

rather well to a.consi,derable number.of_families in our sample. Situational

. . .

stress has beeq. divided into two, types: 'stress which is general in character
r

.
and stress which is directly relatlito the person who betomes the victim of a .

..

),-4 subsequent abusive behavior. Some Avidence of both types of.situational stress

was found in the cases'in our sample. Several items of evidence have been iited

0.
to illustrate this high degree of sittlikOonal, stresS'.

6

With reference to general stress, we found that the vicpims who were
ss

interviewed indicated that their ftmilles had experienced an unusually high ' /
.1,

number of problemS.in the past year, ei e noting as-many as 19.or 20 problem.

situations. With such'a high degree qr 'ituationai stress, it would not be

surprising jf these families had difficulty managing, the additional stress

of an aged relative to care for.t It was noted that about half of the
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abusers were children of the victims, and that roost lived with the ofictims.

Again this suggests that the abusers and their victims are participants in
vt

intergenerational hodseholds. Such 'households, as Block and Sinott (1978)

have pointed out, bear a high propen4 sity for tension and stress. It was also

'noted that the majority of the abusers of the aged were middle-aged, and quite

4

likely to,be-in the period of stress which accompanies this time of life.

That is, the women may be undergoing menopause; the men may be facing employ-
.

ment problems or lack of advancement in their,occupations; children are 'in

the difficult period of adolescence or are marrying and leaving homg.

age is a generally stressful time in itself, without the added responsibility

of an aged parent.

The was-less evidence of victim-related stress in our sample. Only

about one victim in'five was reported to have some degree of impairment, and

in these cases the, mpairment was usually emotional. However, for. these

cases, the impairment could be an additions] source of stress f the caretaker.

seyrther., there may have been other families in which the agei ctim may

. have been a soyce of stress for the family for other rea ons which may not

have been oby1 to the case worker.

Where stress is high, whether from the general situation or from a specific

"--
individual, the pusibility of acting out one's frustrations through viole ce

is alsd high, and this Could be a cause of the abuse in these families.

sugges , However, that the tPlokfof services which these families require can

-
-be more easily delineated than those df the types we have previously discusskd%

If ncles can provide not solely the victim but the entire family with

.assistance,and support, then they may reduce the stress to a level which can
w . ,, A --

0 more easily managed and-the abusie behavior can moreeasily be controlled.

1r,
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. It is important to stress'.that in cases such as these, the entire family

is hurting and_in need of assistance. A helpful, non-accusatory posture must

be taken toward the abuser, in order to encourage him/her to accept assistance

(Justice and Justice, 1976: 130-432).

) We agree with Douglass, et al (1980) .and with Block and Sinnott'(1979)

that these are families that need help in their relationships with an aged

rel ive. An ideal program would focus on both the abuser and the aged victim.

Fir the abuser, assistance would involve the provisionof services which might

actually eliminate some of the stresses. (assistance with economic probleMs,

for example), as well as assistance in coping with the stresses which remain.

The aged victim, on the other hand, must be provided with protection until the
. -

k

qthreat of abuse has decreased;' might also be reuired to alleviate
%.

characteristics of the aged person, such as physical or mental impairments,

which may be stress-producing in themselves.
ar*

While we have suggested that it is fairly-clear what types of services

these victims and their families require, it is by no means clear that such a

program would be easy to implement. The multi-problem families In our sample

all had a large number of very difficult problems to deal with. Providing

services which would alleviate these problems even a little would require

considerable time, staff resources, and financial support. We see in the

1980s a decreasing willingness of the population-to pay for services to the ,

elderly or to families. Hence it-is,not likely that a great many resources

will be available to provide these services for aged abuse victims and their

families.
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Family Isolation as Related to Domestic Abuse

It has also been: suggested that the family, which engages in abusive behavior

tends tube a family_which tettw-from otlier--persens--a-ndf-ami-lj es

(Justice and Justice, :1976: 149).!%t i not clear whether this'i solation is a

-

cause or a result of their abusive' aviCir:' Thus it is suggested that the

.isolation may cause the abuse, since isolation limits the family's ability to

obtain assistance and social support and leaves, the family members 'to deal

with the stresses of, temily Ti_Ong alone. On the other hand, the abuse may

cause the isolation, since abusive behavior patterns are embarrassing to the

fami and. to outsiders as well, causing both parties to withdraw 'from social

interaction with. each other (Gelles, 1974: 108). Ip either event, the

Isolated famTy .finds its'e'lf in the position,of not having needed social

support to deal with daily problems. '

Our data strongly 'suggest, that the abused elders 'in our sample-were

rather isolated from persons outside of their own households. Most had a

relative-with whomtkeY:'were in contact, but the contacts consisted primarily

of a visit or telphQne call once a, week or less. Very few had friends they

could call von, although those who did' reported 'having closer relationships

with their i ends than thfeeir family: Such i sol ati on ,makes it difficult

to obta ip a i stance in coping with the problems of ,life; it al so makes it

less likely that tt,victim will have resources to turn to in attempting

to escape the abuse; .Such victims indeed have, as Gelles (1974:93-94)

has said, no place to go."'
M1

Not only was It ev "fdent that the aged victim had' few contacts outside

their flOtes, it alSo appeared that their, families did ,not support the idea
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4
that assistance from outside the family was appropriate. While the majority

of the victims believed it appropriate for families to seek help from others

if necessary, the -few family members we had contact with did not share the

elder-victims' views on this subject. Rather most of them resisted any

contact, either by our project or by the agencies, stating that they did not

feel outsiders should know about their family's problems. Some agency workers

-and victims even told Cs that members of their families were angry that the

victims had sought the agency's.he10:

We suggest that the isolated failify As a causative factor in domestic abuse

mDf the elderly is not likely to be, the only vAriable operating in a given case.

Rather it is likely to be an exacerbating factor. 'Thus a family.which already

has abuse problems because of an extremely high stress level or the existence

of some psychological faCtor may have the problem complieated by the fact that

the' family is so isolated that they cannot obtain assistance.

In such cases, the proper course of action would be to encourage the family

to accept help from outside, to provide whatever assistance-was dictated y the

-Otuee of the underlying problem, and ail so . to 'develop social Ves, su h as

support groups, for example, to help decrease the family's-isolation. Ft s ould

be noted, however, that families which have a deeply rooted belief'that i is

improper to accept help from the outside are likely to -be highly resista31 o

attetts to assist theM. These cases, like those which represent a we 1-

established'learning pattern supporting abuse and violence, may represent such

intractable cases that provision of a safe environment for the abuse victim may

be the only possible answer.

Summary; Aiding Differtent Types of Abuse Victims

In the preceding sections we have suggested that the appropriate techOques



for dealing with aged abuse victims must be very different depending upon

the underlying causes of the abuse. Psyclipathological states, brought about

by mental fitness or. substance abuse, represented the causal pattern in a

relatively small percentage of the cases reported to us. In such cases the

answer would clearly involve the treaty 1 of the abuser's illness, a task

which is likely to be very difficult if not hopeless. Other types of abuse

which.we believe to be relatively intractable are those involving a long-term

learning pattern in which violence and abuse have been well-egtablished over

a 'considerable period of years, and those'in which the members of the family

carry a strong conviction that families should handle their own problems in

strict isolation from outsiders. In all of these in ancei- we have suggested

that the most effective measures which an agency may take might be the

provision .e.f.-a safer alternative living environment for the aged victim.

In dealing with cases in which victim precipitation is suspected of

being a factor ilr-the abuse, We have suggested that the worker should .handle

the victim, with great tact, in order, to avoid adding a. sense of guilt to the ,

injury which the victim has already suffered. In any event we found that

victim" precipitation was a factor in a relatively 'small number, of cases.

Finally, we suggested that the cases which provided the greatest hope

for alleviation of the abuse by means of outside agency assistance were those

cases, of which we found quite a few, in "which the family appeared to be

beset by a large number'of stressful situations at the same time. In such

cases, if the family can be encouraged to seek help, and if services can
V

eliminate. some of the stresses and assist the family in coping with those

which remain, then there is hope that the abusive behavior can be stopped
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and the family can be reestablished on a non-abusive basis.

Agency Problems: Identifying Victims, Providing Services

In the first half of this chapter we have "suggested a number of ways i1h
/

which social, medical, and senior service agencies might assist victims of' -/

elder abuse. The programs we have suggested-for proper treatment of these

victims have not been simple. Rather'they-would involve extensive agency

'time and personnel effort.' Training would be required for proper identifica-

tion of victims, classif prication into appropriate causal types, and ovision

ofthe treatment appropriate to the specific case. In this section we shall

4,
attempt to. view domestic abuse of the aged through the eyes of agencies,

faced as they are with probable decreases in their already meager resources

What are their problems as they go about the task of identifying and Pioviding'

assistance to victims?

Problems in the Identification of El'ider Anise

One concern which was clear in most agencies contacted was the fact that

the process of identifying abuse victims was not an easy one fOr them'. There
40

were several reasons for this difficulty.

Dependence upon Victim Reports., We learned that the major means which most

agencies depended upon for identifying elder abuse cases was the self-report

of the victim. Yet it has also been noted'in several studieS of domestic

violence Oat many victims are reluctant to report the abuse for a variety of

reasons. Either they are frightened that a report would incur the wrath of

the abuser and generateeen greater abuse, or they wish to protect the abuser

who may be a beloved child or other relative. Also, many victims frankly do

not know where they can turn-,,they Ore confused and do Rot know where to go

for help. Hence dependence on self-reports is very likely to result in a
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considerable under-estimation of the amount of elder abuse, And, what is

worse, a. lack of assistancefor the many victims who are unwilling to report

the abuse. It was clear that agencies needed a different method of identifying

abused elderpo one which made it -unnecessary for them to rely upon self-reports.

Symptoms of Abuse Masked by Normal Aging, Another problem which was encountered

in agencies in the identification of eldeabuse was the fact that much elder

abuse can be masked by le characteristics of the normal aging process.

Hence it is difficult to determine whether an aged person's malnutrition or

poor skin rendition are due to ,poor eating habits or to neglect.' And z

complaint of abuse on the part of an aged person can easily be dismissed-as

the product of a confu;ed mind._,Again, it 4s obviods that agencies could be

assisted in the task of identifying- abused elders if there were a more

accurate method for identifying abuse and distinguishing it'from the normal

aging. process.
4

4

Agency Identification of Familiar-Abuse Types. It was noted that certain

types of abuse were more likely to be observed by certain types of agencies

than by others. For example, medically-related agencies were most likely to

identify direct physical abuse; legal aid agencies identified most of the

financial abuse; senior service agencies identified 'most of the neglect cases.

In general, agencies"tended to identify abuse which was most closely related to

the types of symptoms and presenting problems which they were most accustomed

to seeing, clh other cases, where the abuse was in an area which they were

not accustomed to recognizing, it is quite possible that these zgencies might

be seeing cases of abuse but not recognizing them as such. It world be quite

helpful in the identification of victims if agency personnel could be provided
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with a list of symptoms of abuse in-a variety of areas. Such a-list could

serve as a guide whereby professionals could identify elder abuse more

--readily, even typesAff abuse with which they are not familiar.
,

1....---
. , .

Uneven Character of Agency and Wonkier_ Interest.: It should alts" be stressed v

that not all agencies, nor all wor ers in a given agency, were equally concernedk
.

about elder abue___amiriIter-lin c itifying cases and providing services.

The quality of services provided by agencies, and their concern with finding

means of identifying abuseevictims was highly varied. This variation occurred

,between agencies of different types, between agencies of the same type, and

between workers in the same agency.

Hence it was noted that some hospitals and health agencies wea quite

interested in elder abuse and willies to go to considerable effort to identify

and assist' victims. Other agencies of the same' type, on the other hand, had

policies which discduraged worker from getting involved irk -the private lives

of their clients/patients, and encouraged a tendency to "look the other way".

in instances in which abuse was suspected.

Similarly, in a given agency, one worker might be quite interested irrthe

problem and willing to take considerable time and effort with victims, while

another worker might place priority upon other types of clients and problems.

This nonvolvemenf was assisted by a belief, on the part of some workers,

that domestic abuse was a private matter and should not be tampered with by

outsiders.

This uneven character of the services provided to e er abuse

/
victims by

community agencies makes the task of concerned agent es even more difficult.

Most agencies serve their clients, in large part, by referring them to

other agencies which provide services fitted to their needs. Where there is



(

ins

no clear pattern of the type and-location of services available, however,

such referrals become''almost impossible. -In7effect, a refefring agency needs

to be able ,to give the name and telephone:number,of another agency to a client

and be fairlq certain that the client will get the proper service from whomever

he/she happens to see in the other agency. With elder abuse victims, however,

this assurance cannot,be made.

Rather, the duality of the lervice which the victim wil'l receive depends

almost entirely upon the specific earacteristics of a given agency and an

individual worker. Hence one cannot generalize that legal aid agencies are

good places to.refer such victims; some are quite good while others are not.

And even in a specific agency known for h,Igh quality services to abuse victims,

a specific victim may have the misfortune to be assigned to a worker who does

not share the dominant interest of the agency. Clearly, services to aged abuse

',-

victims would be much improved LI a clear standard for the nature of assistance

which' should be prove IO them.

We rioted that the victims interviewed were generally satisifed with the

agency services they received and, with-a few exceptions, would seek help -for

their familliproblems fromthe same types of agencies. It should be noted,

however, that the victims referred to us were those who were receiving

assistance for their abuse problems. In fact, they were probably receiving

the best of service currently availdble, for they,. were being served by agencies

and workers who were in the forefront of the provision of services to elder

abuse victims. Thence(if4y had been identified as victims, and, at least to

the extent that they were referred to our study, attention was being given to

their abusive family problems. We c,aflot know, however,.the opinion which

'7")0 victims not identified or l'eferred'may havRe of the services they receive.
4

'
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Summary of Recomgendations for Agency Services

in summary, we have noted" a number of ways in which agency services to

elder abuse victims could be improved.` jhese include:

1) Development of a clearly-defined set of symptoms by which elder

abuse victims may be identified;
4

2) Education of agency workOcs so that they will be more able to

identify victims and will know what types of services are available to victims

and ?there to find them;

3) Standardization of agency services such that inter-agency referrals
4

will be simpler and more effective;

4) Institutionalizatiod'of standards for service in each agency, such

that services will be less dependent upon the interest of the individual

'worker.

Abuse of the elderliipby the families is not a widespread problem.. Most

aged persons have loving, caring relationships with their children, spouses,

and siblings. However, for these few to whom this does not apply, the

physical pain and emotional stress of domestic abuse is enormous. These

elderly victims, and their abusers as well, are Persons in need. Social

agencies, public and private, should develop programs geared toward helping

them to alter their-abusive family patterns, or to develop alternative living

arrangments if'this is impossible.

J
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Institute of Gerontology United Community Services
Wayne State University .of Metropolitan Detroit

Report on Spouse Battering and Elder Abuse Cases, February, 1981

Agency:

Please return by March 15, 1981

Telephone:

Person completing Report: Position:

Definitions:

"SPOUSE BATTERING"

"SPOUSE" is intended to apply to any unmarried as well as married adult
(or emancipated minor) who has been involved in a consenting, continuing
sexual relationship with another adult or emancipated minor.

"BATTERING" is defined as actual or threatened violent physical attack
by an assailant aga*st a victim.

"ELDER ABUSE"

"ELDER" refers to persons 60 years of age and older.

"ABUSE" includes battering (as defined above); also deprivation of
necessities, neglect, misuse of funds, or emotional, abuse.

. Of the clients or families your agency saw during February, 1981, are any
experiencing either ofthe following:

Spouse Battering Elder Abuse

2. Number of clients with SPOUSE BATTERING or ELDER ABUSE seen during February,
1981, which were known to:

police department
adult protective

services`
crisis counseling
information Vreferral

agency
department of social

services
health agency
family service agency
legal aid
emergency shelter

. facility
other (specify type of

facility)

SPOUSE BATTERING ELDER ABUSE

OVER



ti
Institute of Gerontology
Wayht'State University

AGE 2

United Community Services
of Metropolitan Detroit

3. ff your agency has seen any cases of .ELDER ABUSE in February, 1981, which
of the following ways did such abuse come ti your attention?:

worker observed cuts, bruises, etc.
report from client
report from police
report from other agency
other means of identificitiR7Specify)

4. Do yoti'provide service to these clients or families regarding either of these?:

a. problems of SPOUSE BATTERING yes no
,b. problems of ELDER ABUSE yes no

NOTE: IF your answers to both of the above questions were NO, you may disregard the
remainder of the questions. THANK YOU for your help. Please return in'the
enclosed envelope.

5. Are you currently keeping statistics ?:

a. on the number of SPOUSE BATTERING cases? yes no
b. on the number of ELDER ABUSE cases? yes no

6. How many of the cases which were active in your agency during February, '1981:

a. have SPOUSE BATTERING as a problem #
h. have ELDER ABUSE as a problem

' #

SPOUSE BATTERING' ELDER ABUSE

7. Cases obtaining
emergency, shelter 11

rt tr

8. Cases needing but
not obtaining
emergency, shelter

9. Sex of
victim male W female W male -,`

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION.
PLEASE RETURN TO:

Dr. Mary C. Sengstock
-Institute of Gerontology
Wayne State University
Detroit:MI 48202

female W
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4106 IDENTIFYING AND CHARACTERIZING ELDER ABUSE

(Abstract of Research Proposal)

Mary C. Sengstock, Ph.D. Jersey Liang, Ph.D.

Institute of Gerontology

Wayne State` University

June, 1980-

$

Increased attention has been given in recent years to the problem of

abuse of the elderly by members of their families or by persons who are respon

sible for their care. This problem is rendered all the more serious by the

fact that the aged victims of such abuse are often helpless in preventing the

abuse, or are reluctant to report it due to the:fact that they are related to

and often dependent upon the abuser. In many respects, these abused elders

are in the same position. as abused wives and children, who are powerless in

preventing their own mistreatment because they are dependent upon they

victimizers.

Very litri,e,tesearch has been done on the problem of elder 'abuse_

Furthermore, existiny research tends to be impressionistic in nature: it is

either based upon nly a very few cases which come from a social (agency's

files (Krasnow anc31 Fleshner, 1979), or it is. second hand information, based

upon agency work reports of their own impressions, of the Cases they have

seen (Doug1ass et al., 1980). Using such data, it is nearly impossible to

obtain an accurate picture either of the amount or types of elder abuse, or

of the types of elderly persons most likely to be so victimized.

This study proposes tp identify and analyze a sufficient number of cases

of elder abuse to obtain a more accurate estimate of the number of abused

elderly and Of the situations in which such abuse is likely to occur. It

will attempt to test some of the preliminary hypotheses which have been

1 P 9
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developed to describe and explain elder abuse. Fur.thermore, additional

hypotheses and directions for further 'research will be suggested.

The methodology to be used in the study will be that of personal inter-

views of individuals who are referred to social agencies as cases of suspected

elder abuse. Cases will be obtained from workers in social agencies which

serve/the elderell; such as the Visiting Nurse Association, Meals on Wheels,

Senior Centers, and from law enforcement agencies, such as prosecutors and the

police. In addition, an equal number of cases will be obtained from senior

centers of elderly persons believed not to be abused; these will serve as a

control group. Participation as a respondent will occur only with the consent

of the individual. Because of the extreme difficulty of obtaining abused

elders who may be interviewed, we believe it reasonable to attempt to develop

a sample of approximately 50 abused elders, with a similar-sized group of

controls. Family members and agency workers would also be interviewed.

The study would attempt to answer such questions as the following: What

is the frequency of elder abus hich isreported-to social agencies? By

comparison with the control group, are there any types of elder abuse which

may go undetected by social agencies? What techniques might be used by

agencies to help them in identifying such abuse? What characteristics, if.any,

distinguish abused elders from their non-victim cohorts? What are the

dynamics which may lead to abuse among the elderly? Which*Individuals in

an elderly person's family are more prone to engage in such abuse? What type

of assistance could be provided to an aged person and his/her family to

alleviate the abuse?

Because of the sensitive nature of the material, it was considered prefer-

able to' develop a questionnaire which focuses more generally on the topic of

family problems and the means of dealing with them. Hence the questions will

not be specifically concerned with incidents of abuse. This approach should



make the interview far less threatening for the respondefit. The questionnaire

include: standard demograph4 data; types of problems the family has

endured; ways the family has dealt with their problems (both at the present

time and in the past); degree of contact of--- members of the family with other

persons, and with social agencies; general attitudes toward violence as a means

of dealing with problems. IntAviews may be done by the staff of theme- project

or by the referring agency, if they prefer.

N.
It is hoped that the study will be of assistance to elderly persons in

the following ways: providing greater understanding of the causes and

consequences'of elder abuse; providing social agencies and law enforcement

agencies with the means of identifying elder abuse at an early stage so that

assistance can be provided to the victims prior to the onset of seriotis harm;

calling the attention of the community and of the political arena to the

problem of elder abuse, so that greater assistance can be provided to the

victims of elder abuse.

DEFINITION OF ELDER ABUSE:

"Elder" is defined as over the age of 60.

"Abuse" may take any of the following forms:
1) Physical Abuse (the inflicting of physical injury; assault)
2) Financial Abuse (the misuse of funds)
3) Neglect (failure to provide the necessities df life)
4) Emotional Abuse (verbal abuse, deprival of social contact, neglect

of social and psychological needs)
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v
CODING $13BET7'AGEICY VI

.

1. Agency Number

4

2, Agency Name

3. Agency Location

4. Numb4 of Contacts by 'Phone

5. number of '&sits to igpiley

6. Number of Cafes Agency has Reported

7. Number of eases Agency will fill.qut,Agency report on

8. Number of Cases that Can Be ,Interyiewed

9.Number-.of cases which were Interviewed

10. Who did interviews?
. OP

Number of interviews done by agency uorArs
Number of interviews done by or interviewers

11. Probleus allky had in finding cases (list):
,

i
4

a.

b.

cC.

d.

e.

12. Problems agenCy had in cavillang interviews (list):

4
a.

b.

d.

e.

13. Veans by which agency identified cases (list):

a.

b.

. ,

e.
1 C
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AGENCY WORKER REPORT

9,11 A SUSPECTED CASE OF ELDER ABUSE

To the Professional Worker: Please complete this Questionnaire for the Elderly .

Abuse Case yoll have reported to us. if there are questions for which you do
not

I.

I.

2.

3.

have the answer, please

INFORMATION ON VICTIM

indicate this. ,

4

NaMe of victim (optional)

Andress (or nearest

Date of Birth

cross streets)

4. Sex; Mal e Femal e

5. Race; White Black Other

6. Ethnic backyrouftd (if known):

Polish Italian Scandinavian
Irish Enyl ish Other (specify

7. Religion: Cath Prot Jewish 'other (specify

8. annual Family I ncome

a. less than $5,00.0

b., $5,000-9,97

c. $10,000-11699

d.' 9,49

e.

49-

$20,000-24,949

f. $25,00 or more

9: Occupation (present)



II. INFORMATION A HOUSEHOLD AND FAMILY

411 10. Members of Household
go

Relation to,Victim

10a.

10b.

10c.

10d.

10e.

Sex 'Income Occupation

AP.

(us=e baCk of page to list additional members if necessary)

11. Other family members who have contact wit victim:

Relation Types' of Contact Freqdency
to Victim Aye Sex (e.g., phone tIrf Contact Occupation

calls, visit
,.. household chores

11c.

lie.

12,. Friends who have contact with victim:

12d.

Types of Contact
Aat- Sex (e.g., phone

calls, visit,
household chores)

Frequency
,of Contact Occupation

a
r

.1C3



111. ABUSE SUSTAINED

.

13. Which person(s) listed above is (are) suspetted of being responsible for
the abuse? (List the identifying letter(s) of the person(s) responsible).
(e.g., 10a, 11b, 12c, etc.)

a
P4. Initial Source Reporting Incident (how did you get this case?)

Self report

Private medical doctor
Hospital or clinic
Police

PubliC social service agenc3k
' Private social service agencCi(includiny nursing hoems, rest homes)
Public health

_
4

Other (specify

15. 'What was the victim's. presenting problem?

_If6a. Why was victim Teferre

16. What was the approximate date of the most recent incident?

17. Approximately hpw many prior incidents have there been (as far as you
know?)

Id. FOr how long.a period has,the abuse continued (6 mos.,ftl yr., several
years, etc.)

2
19. Is there anything specific which might have precipitated this 9eob)eo?



IV. SYMPTOMS OBSERVED

20.

WIII

bruises, welts
sprains, dislocations
malnutrition
freezing

burns, scalding
abra'sions, racerations

wounds, cut's, punctures
internal injuries
dismemberment
bone fractures
skull fractures
direct beatings
lack of personal care
lack of food
lack of medical care
lack of supervision
tied to bed
tied to chair

other (describe

none apparent

4

4

211' Psychological Abuse Sustained

verbal

threats
fear
isolation
other

none apparent

22. Material Abuse Sustained

theft of money
theft of property
misuse of money
misuselof property
other

none apparent

23. Violation of Rights.

forced to stay Ii home by others' (can't go out when wants to)
forced from home

forced into nursing home
other

N
none `appa nt

1."111.



24, 'Medical' Abuse Sustained

no visit to the DOctor when needed
no medication purchased when preS'cribed
no false teeth when needed
no hearing aid when needed
no ylasses when needed

Z5.

none apparent

Rating of Environment

dirt in house
vennin in house
inadequate 'heat

smell like urine
no food in house
did not have opportunity to observe

no apparent ,probl ens

5

26. Deyree of Physical Impairment

bedridden

cannot' perfonn basic personal hygiene w/out help (bathing, toil etiny)
cannot prepare own food
cannot take own medication

none apparent

27. Deyree of Mental Impairment

Evidence of mental impairment: (Symptoms and diaynOsis if available)

none apparent

V. ACTION TAKEN

28. What did you do for tnis case?

29. To your knowledge has a change occurred ill the victim's situation as a
result of your ,intevention? If so, what, is it?

"et,

172
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30. Are there any addiional factors which you,believe'should be considered
in analyzing this case?

VI. INFORMATION ON PROFESSIONAL FILING REPORT

31. My professional affiliation is:

MD

RN

LPN

social worker
nurse's aide
household aid
senior center staff
Os chologist/counselor'
other (specify

32. Number, of years in-above profession

less than 2
2-4

5-9

10-14

15-19

20 or more

33. Number of years in this agency

*Less tha-n 2

2-4

5 -9

10-14
15-19
20 or more

34. Number of years in this community

0
less than 2
2-4

5-9

10-14

15-19

20 or more

173



VII. POSSIBILITY OF INTERVIEW OF,VICTIM

35. Can an interview De held with this client?

a. Yes
----

b. No

es.

IF NO: What factors make it impossible to interview this victim?
(check all that apply) /

i

t

1) victim is aeceased

2) physical disability of victim (what?

3) mental incapacity of victim
t

tr), victim refuses to be interviewed

7

)

5)
# victim's family will not allow interview

6) worker believes interview will create more serious problemS for
victim4#

and/or family

7) victim is no longer seen by the agency

8) other (please specify

i

0

,

N

1
...I

I

0

4,
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Questionnaire on Family Problems for'Three-Generational Families

Institute of Gerontology
Wayne State University

June, 1980
a

Part I Demographic

Hello, my name is .\ . I'm from Wayne State University. As

we arranged on the telephone, In here to talk to you about attitudes on family problems.

1. Location of household [address or nearest cross streets]

First, would you please tell me who lives in this household? / .

Relationship to
Respondent

Marital
Sex Age Status Education

Respondent
../

"ma

2. come older people have a friend or relative-who doesn't live with them but

who visits a lot, goes shopping with them, and that sort of thing. Do you

nave a friend or relative who does that?

1. yes

2. no

3. (IF,YES) Who is that?

\\,Relationship to

Respondent
Sex Age Marital

Status
Education

173'
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4. About how many years have you lived at this address?

0.' less than 1 year (code actual number of years)

5. (If less than 5 years):

Where did you live before moving to the present address?

Addresi or Crossroad City State

6. How long did you live there?

O. less than 1 year (code actual number of years)

7. ssio you own your home, pay rent, or what?

1. owa
2. rehlt

3. other
Specify

8. Where were you born?

1. City of Detroit
2. Metropolitan area outside Detroit
3. Other Michigan
4. Other U.S. (what state?
5. Other country (which? )

9. From what countries or part of the world did your parents and grandparents

come?

10. Whdt is your reliyidus preference?
1. Protestant

, 2. Catholic
3. Jewish
4. Other

Specify
5. None

11. (DO NOT READ AND CHECK THE APPROPRIATE CATEGORY BELOW)

. The respondent's race:

1. White
2. Black

3. 'Other

Specify

AW

1
"R
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Fr

12. Are you presently working fb11-time, part-t
1. working full-time
2. working part-time hrs/wk
3. eetired

4keeping house
5. other

keeping house or what?

(-/
Specify

13. What kind of wOrk have you done most of your life?

41111-.

14. (IF MARRIED) is your spouse working full-time, part-time, keeping
house, or what?

1. working full-time-

2. working part-time ( hrs/wk)
3. retired
4. keeping house

.

5. otner (What's that?

15. (IF MARRIED OR WIDOWED) What sort of work, has/had your spouse One most
of his/her life?

16. In.which'of these general groups did your total family income fall last year --
before taxes, that is?

2.-$2,000 - $2,999 8. $10,000 - $14,999
3. $3,000 - $4,999 '9. $15,000 - $19,999
4. $5,000 - $5,999 10. $20,000 - $24,99
5. $6,000 - 55,999 11. $25,000 - $29,99
6; $7,000 - $7,499 12. $30,000 - or over
7. $8,000 - $9,000 13. Don't know; refused

ESTIMATE: $

4-

z



. Part fI Family Probl ems

There are many -rprbol ems thatAcome up in every family, and we' re doing a
study of .the pr01 ems people have and the way they try to sol ve them. I 'm
going to read you a Li st of -some,of the, problipms fami 1 ies, hve. P1 ease tel 1
me, which of tileSe your family has had ill' th4past -year.

17. Death of a family member
18. Divorce

ac 0
T9. Narita) separation

-.

Check if till's
occurred
1. 'yes 2. no

20.: Persohal injury
2l .1----P-ersonal illness
22. Marriage
23. Laid off at work,
24. Marital reconcil iatjon
25. Retirement.,

26. Poorer in health for ,family member-
27. Better iv, heal th for 4f alai Ty member. ,

28. Pregnancy
29. Sex difficulties

.30. Gain of riew family member
31. Business readjustment .

32. Change in financial state
33., Death of close friend
34. Change to different line of work.
35. More arguments with pouse
36.. Less" arguments- spouse .
37. Mortgage over $10,000

tp 38. Fbreti.osure of mortgage or I oan
. ''. 39. Char1:4e i.n. res onsibi 1.i ties at work,

Z ..40., Son or daughter leaving home . -

\ 41. Grandchilg, 1 e avi ng home
,42. Trouble with in -laws
43. Outstanding personal chi evemerit
44. Someone began or stooped woft
45. Someone began pr, finished school'
'46. Change in living- conditions
'47. Rev si n of personal habits
48. Trou e iwith boss

. -4.9? Change in work hours or condition;
-50. 'Change i n residence. . '
,5-1. Change in school s .

..._52. Change: i n recreation.
.- 53. ChaQye "iri church ac: Ai ties '-

.54. Change in social activities oe

Mortyaye oah 1 $10,000-55.. .or'.1 es,s'than
56. \ Change jn sl eepi ay. habits

(For all mentioned)
Who did this ,happento?
(e.g., R,..spouse of-R,
child,, grandchild, etc.)

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2 ,

1 2 .,
1 2

s'i 2 '' ,.

1 2

.1
41r

2
1 2
1 2 , .
1, ,2

-....1,.,. 2
1 2"
1. 2
1 2

, 1 2."
, 1 2 ,I . 2

1 2

1-, _. 2
1 , 2
1 2

-

1 2.
1 2

. .1 2 i'l
1 1
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
I . 2

1 ", W
1

1

1 .. 2
1 2 <
1 2

1 - . 2 4
A.

t
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Check if this
occurred

5

A
(For all mentioned)
Who suffered tnis?
(e.g., R, spouse of R,
child, grandchild, ,

etc. ),
1. yes no

57! More.,fahlily get-togethers*' 1 2
58. Fewer-family- get-toyethers 1 2
59: Change in eating habits - 1 2 -.
60: Vacation 1

61. Someone coming to visit overnyht 1

62. Mindr violations of \the law 1 2

,

0

r

0
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lerPart III - WI Attitudes Toward Family Situations

I am going to list a number of things about family life. I want you to tell,
me if you agree or disagree:

1 2

63. Agree Disagree , It is'.normal 'for people in families to argue a lot.
4

64. Agree Djsayree. Most parents and grandparents thi4P, differently about how
children should be raised.

'

65. Agree Disagree When two people disagree about something, it is better if
they keep quiet about it.

66. Agree Disagree Di scussi ng family probl ens creates more trouble. than it solves.

67. Agree- Disagree 1.ihen someone is very\ stubborn, 'sometimes hitting them 'i s the

_ 68. Agree Disagree_

69. Agree Di sagree

70. Agree Di sagree

71. Agree Diagree

72. Agree - Disagree

73. Agree Disagree

74. Ayred . Disagree

75. Agree Dikagree

76.. Agree Disagree

77., Agree Di sagree

78. Agree Di sagree

79. Agree Di sagree

'only way to get your int

4.0
When ra is-i , --a good spank ing-i s ofteri-necessary -.

I get very aggravated with things that happen at work.

I get very aggravated with things that happen at home.

When I get frustrated I want to hit someone.

When something goes wrong I just want to cry.
.

A person who isn't willing to use force once in a while
gets pushed around.

Sonietimes families may have to get, help from people outside
the family. '

Air, , Ai

Grandparents really ought to do something if they think their
grandchildren aren't being properly taken care of.

A' real man has to be Willing to fight-for what he wants if necessary

Women are really better off than .they realize.

.ramilles should be able to take care of their own probleMs
instead of asking for help from anyone else.

It is really better if people from different generations keep
their rives separate.

181
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For each area of life I :am going'to name, tell me the number that

111 shows how much'sati,sfaction you get frdm that area.

SHOW 80. The city br place you live in.
CARD
A

ti

Very
.Satisfied

4

1 2.

81. Your non-working activities -- hobbies and so on.

.'82. Your family *life.

83. Your friendships:

Very

Satisfied
1 2

7

Not at
Sat i ed

5/

NO't at a11'

.Satisfied
3 -4 5

Very Not- at al 1

Satisfied sat tsfi ed

1 3 3 4 5

Very \

Satisfied`

1 2 3 4

Npt at al 1

Satisfied
5

84. The things you have, like your home, furniture, car?

Very

Satisfied
2 '4

.

A
85. The amount of money you have?

6

Very
Satisfied

1

-Not at -all

Satisfied
5

. Not at al 1

Satisfied
3 4 5

1 °)

i.

ts)



C86. Your health and phys.ical condition.

Very

Satisfied
1 2

...1

3

871. Taking things all together, how,4ould you describe your
SHOW you say that your marniage is ye?y happy, pretty happy,
CARD

B Very
Happy

1 , 2 3

OW

8

Not at a l l1

Satisfied 1
4 5

0

marriage? Would
or not too happy?

Not at al 1 ,

Happy
4 5

88. Taken all together, how would you say things are these' days -- would you
say that you are very happy, _pretty happy, or not too happy?

Very

Happy
I 4 2

o

3

Not at' al 1

Happy
5

89. Now I'd like you to think of the things which aggravated you most -- made you
most unhappy -- in the past month..
Would you list tne 3 most important'

1.

2.

3.

9G. Would you think rth4 a,minute about the one that bothers you th'e most.
which orie is .that? 't

#1

#2.
#3

ft

or



Nov, for this (name item) would you please tell me:

411 91. Where did it occur?

'.1 home
2 work
3 other (specify

7

92, Did it involve another person?

1 yes. (go on to Q 93)
2 no (go to Part IV, p: 10)

93. (IF YES)

Who was it?

1, spouse
2 child

boss
V

co-worker4

5 otner relative
6 friend

ND4

.7 neighbor
8 other Opeci.Y

,

94. How did you feel?

I wanted to:

1 hit. him /her

2 cry
3 talk to that person
4 talk to saneone- else

4 5 have .a arink
6 other (specify
7 do nothing

95. that did you do?

411

1 hit him/her
2 cry
3 talk to that person

,

4 talk to someone else
5 had a drink ?

-776 btherisplicify)
7 do nothing

96. What did the other person do?

hit-jou
cry .

talk to-you
talk to soideone else

had.a drink
other (specify)
norfting' '

-

F'

k
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PART IV Handling Family Conflict
.

.

97. In all families where there are children, there are times when it is
necesspry to .punl'ish tnem or to correct their behavior in some way. Tell,
me, wne'n you were a child, what kinds of measures did your parents use to
correct your behaviOr?
1. Yes 2-No a. Spanking .

.

1-Yes 2-No b. Talking or discussing it
1-Yes 2-No c. Taking away treats (TV, desserts, Candy)
1-Yes 2-No d. "Grounding" (e.g., keeping you in the house)'
1-Yes . 2-No e. Assigning extra chores
1-Yes 2-No f. Other (

98. -When you were a child, who usually-did the punishing?
1. Always father
2. Both, father more than mother
3. Both equally
4. Both, mother more than father
5. Always mother
6. Grandparent
7. .0ther (Who?

43 99. -(If R mentioned' SPANKING): About how often did your parents punish youby
spanking?

1. --Daily

2. A few times a week
3. A few times a, month
4. A few times a year
5. Once a year or less
,0: Inapp. (never spanked)

100. (If R has, children)' With regard to your, own children, what kinds of measures
did you use to make your children behave? -

1 -Yes 2-No , sa. Spanking
1-Yes 2-No b. .,Talking or discussing it
1-Yes 2-Nb c. Taking away treats (TV, desserts, rlady)
1-Yes \,2-No a. "Grounding" (e.g., keeping them inl the house)
I-Yes \2-No ,e. Assini-ng extra chores
I-fes 2-No ,f. Other ( . -

ri

01. With your own children, who usually did the punishing?
1.- Always father
2.. Both, father more than 'rather
3. Both equally
4. Both,. mother more-than father
5. 'Always mother
6. Grandparent
7. Other (Who?
O. lhapp. (no chi dre

r

'1 132. (If R mentioned SPANKOG):
P4:)ut.how.often did 'you fiiid it necessary to spank your childrenq.necessary

1. Daily

2.. A few times a week
3. A few times a month'
4. .A few times a4tar
5. Once a year or less
Q. . .(no children or no spanking)

10'7

\



153. No matter how well a family gets along, there arAimes when they disigree on
major decisions, yet annoyed about somethinj the other person does, or just
have spats or fights, because they're in a bad mood or tired or something.

111
They also use many different ways of trying to settle their differences.

I'm going to read a list of some things that you 'and your(wife/husbdhd)
. might havd dune when you had a dispute. I would-first like you to tell

me whether either you or your (nusband/wife) ever-did each of these things.
a. Had a drink so we wouldforget about it

I SHOW b. Insulted or swore at the other
CARD c. Sulked or refused to talk '

0._ Cried
e. Threw, hit, or kicked something
f. Threw something at the other

CODE g. Pushed, grabbed, orshoved the other
BELOW h. Slapped the other

i. Kicked, bit, or punched the other
j. Bea; up the other
k. Choked o'r tried to choke the other
1. Used a knife or gun
m. Tried to use a knife or gun
n. Other (-

104. --(Far each.mentloned): About how often did happen betwe-enyou and your (wife/
'husband?)

1. - Once a year or less
'CODE 2. A few times a year
BELOW 3. A few time's a month

4. A few times ek

5. , Everyday
O. Inap (never

105.
0

CODE

BELOW

Which one of you has (mention action)?
1. Husband

.r2.

Wife
y Botn
0 Inapp. (never did).

of

t

Q. 103

Ever
Happen

yesiN8

,1 /yr

or
1 ess

a. DRINK 1-.2 ' 1,4

b.'INSULT, SWAZ r 2 1

c. SULK, 'REFUSE TALK I ,2. 1

d. CRIEY 1 #2 1

e. THREW,HIT,KICK OBJ. 1 2 -. 1

f. THREW OBJ. AT OTHER 1 2 1

y. PUSH, GRAB, SHOVE 1 2.1 1

'n,' SLAP 1 2 1

i. KICK, BITE, PUNCH 1 2 1 ''

J. BEAT UP* I 2 I . 2

a k. CHOKE, TRY CHOKE 1 =2 1 a

.1. USE KNIFE, GUN 1 2 1 ,

m. TRY KNIFE, GUN I 2 1

n. OTOER ( / 1 2 1

104w

How Often?
few I feo few

I

times trimes times
a yr. a .mo. a wk.

2 3 4'

2 3 ,4
2 3' 4 -

2 3 4

2 3 4'
2 .3 4

2 3 .". 4.

2' , 4.

2 3 E,4

4

-2

2

2

2

3 .

3 4

3 4
,

3, 4',
4

every
day In-ap.

Hus-
band

105

Who Did It?

Wife goth lInap

, 5 0 1 2, 0
.-5 . 0 4 1 2 3 '0

5 0 1 2 3 0

5 0 1 2 3 0
5 . 0 1' '2 3

4.

0

5 0 1 0

= 4,5 0 1 2 0

5 0 1 2 3 0.

5 Ya. 1 .2 3

5 0 1 - 2 -3

5 0 1 2 3 'Lt9

5 0 1 2 3

5 0' 1 2 ,3

5 0 ..1 . 2 3
.

i

C1 11
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106. Probl ems al so some up in families after children grow 'up. Somet imes people
have disagreements with their adult children, and they react to these
disagreements in different ways. I would like you to tell me whether you and

. your (sops/daughters) have done a-ny of these things in the. past few years.
a. Had a drink so we could forget about it
b. insulted or swore at the other
c. sulked or refused to talk.
c. q.cried

e. threw, hit, or kicked something
f. threw something at the other

CODE g. pushed, grabbed, or shoved the other
BELOW h. sl apped the other

i. kicked, bif, or punched the other
j. beat up the other
k. choked or tried to choke the bother
1. used a knife or gun
m. tried to ise a knife or gun
n., Other.(

101. (For each mentioned): About how often did this happen between you and your chil deer
,

--I, oncea--yea-r---o-r less

CODE o 2. * a few times a year
BELOW 3. a few times a month

4. a few times a week- .

O. Inap. (never did)

108. Which one of you has.. '(mention action)?

1. child -

CODE 2. parent

BELOW 3. both
O. Inap. (never did)

J a. DRINK,

b.. INSULT, SWORE
c. SULK, REFUSE TALK
d. CRIED
e. TH-REW,HIT,KICK OJD.
f. THREW 08J. AT OTHER
g. PUSH, GRAB, SHOVE
h. SLAP
1'. KICL BITE, PUNCH
1. BEAT p
k CHOKE ,Y CHOKE

. 1 . USE KNIFE' GUN

m. TRY .KNIFE, GUN
n. OTHER (

Q. 106

Ever

Happen 1/yr
or

Yes No less
1 2
f 2

1 2

2

1 2

1 2
1 2

1 2

1. 2

1 2

'1 2

1 2

1-- 2

1 2

Q. 107
How Often?
few few few

I times' times! times
I a yr. I a mo. I a wk.

1 . 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2-
1 2
1

1 2

1 2
1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

3 4

3 4

3 1 4

3 ' 4

4
.4

3. 4

43

3 4

3. 4

3 4

3 4

3 4,
3 4

Inap.

Child

Q. 108
Who Did It?.,

InapParent Both

0 1' 2' , 3 0
0 1 2 , 3 0
O. 1 2 -3 .0

0 1 2 3 0
0 1 2 3 0

0 1 2 3 0

0 1 ; 2 . 3 . 0
- 0° 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 ; 2 3 0

0 1 2 3 0

0 ,1 2 3 0
0 1 2 3 . 0
0 1 2 3 0



109. Have you ever been punched or beaten by another person including any
you have mentioned already?

. 13

a
1. rEs (ask Q 110, 111, 112) (including any you have mentioned already)
2. NO

(GO TO Q 113)

110. (If. yes) Did this happen to you' as a child or,asan adult.

1. Child
2. Adult
3. Both

I0. dk,' nap

111. How many times woul d, you guess this happened to you?
1. Once
2. 2 or ,3 times
3. 4 or more times,
4. Not sure
0. In'ai)

112. Who did this to you? (chetk .al 1 that apply)
1. Parent
2. Spouse
3. Child
4. randchild
5. Other family member
6. . Friend,
7. Stranger__

8. Other?(W- 1)O

113. (For Everyone) Have ever been threattned with a

1. Yes (ask. Q 114,4115, 116)
2. No (see note' at top of p..14)- .
0. dk

114. (If yes')

-e

gun, or shoi.. at?

Did this ,h4ppell to you as child or as an adult?

1. Child

2. Adult
3, Both
0. clic

4
115. HoW many times would you guess ttiis h4s happened to' you?

1. Once

2. 2 or 3 times
3. 4- or' more ti,;2s

Not sure

11;.' Who did, this to you? (check al11.hat apply)o

1. Parent -,
2. ' Other relative
.3. Friend /44

4. Stranger
16 Other

a

S .4
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If R ansered.YES to Q 109 or Q 113, go on to Q 117]
[INTERVIEWER:

If R answered NO to Both, go to Part V, p. 16]

(If Respondent has indicates ahz incident in that he/she was hurt or threatened)
ASK:

t

117. You have told me that you were once (mention incident). When this
. happened to You, what kinds of things did you do? (check all that apply)

)F10YES,.

i
r 2

V.IOW 1 2

CARD 1 2 ..

E 1" x 2

1 2

2

1 - 2
'4

a ..

1 2 ,

1 2

2

A

[Q- 118. If more than One incident mentioned

Did every Nearly every Less
time, time often

1. called police 1 2 V. 3
2. called a doctor
3. called ambulance

1 2

1 2

3

.3
4. ,called a relative 1 2
5. called a friend 1 2' 3
6. called a neighbor 1 2

4'
3

7, called someone else 1 2 -31
(Who?

8. went to a hospital 1 2
, 9. too dazed tc do anything 1 -2 $3
-s10.' don't remember 1 2 3

.

, ..

118. (If more than one threatening ,inc lent was mentioned):
Did you do each of..these things every time you were hurt or threatened
or only some- of the time? , .

.

. *
1., -Every tine,1 '

2. ,Nearlevery tjme cOde above] .

3'. Lass often ' . :

0. Inap.. ti . ,,.. . .j" %'

119.' (If R answered 6 or 7 ask): You have'said you tall (list person )in entvoned).
,

ir,

'What did that. person dot(the.ck all that apply)

(If 6 or 7 not checked, yo to Q 120)

1. called police
2. called a doctor
3. called,ambulance
4. called a relative
5. called a friend '

1 ' 6. called a neighbor ' ..

7. c lled, someone else (Who?
8. w nt to _la hospit,

9. t o dazea to o anything
10. don't ,remember' .

1,c'J

-V.

)
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120.0. Did you have any,vrobl eras after you were hurt fir threatened that wer*relatedto or caused by the experience?
<,)

1.° ,Yes
2. No'
0. Don' t know

141. (1F,YES) What kinds of problems were they? *heck al 1 that apply)

on

I

'1°.° heal th problems (sick, injury)
2: financial

, 3. f ix i ny or rep.' aci ng damayed property
4..

, .

feeling upset
5. t. otheriwtcat?)

f.

122. Did yOu try to get help from anyone in dealing with these problems?

. Yes
'2. No

123. Who did you gp to, for he) p? (check al 1 that apply)

1. Police
2. Lawyer
3. Obciot-
4. Minfgter
S. Friend
6. Relative
7. Social Agency (What '0 ndn
8. Other (Who?)

124. Did you receive any help from. them?

1. Yes
2, No.

If yes, who in Question 23 hel ped;yoti?

125. What did they do? (list all that apply)

Help with health problems
2. Help with 1 ey-al probi ems ,

4 3. Help with mongy probl ems
4. Hejl p with errands
5. .takKed to me about it
6. Of-her

1.26. How satisfied were you with the help you received?

Very satisfied

2 \3

190

Not at al I
satisfied

- 5



'127. Were there any kinds of help you needed but did not ask for?

1. Health Prdb) ms (sick, injury)
2. Financial
3. Fixing or replacing damaged, property
4. ,Feeliny upset
5. Other (What?) -,

"t

128. Why didn't you ask for help with this problem?

1. Didn't Know who to ask .

2. No one would care
3. Other (

PART V: OER ABUSE

16

.r

D

129. Some older people complain that other people try to gerthem to give up
-their money. .This'could be people they meet on the street or their children or
someone else in tne family.

Has apyone-ever none this to you tried to get you to give them your
money or property?

IL
yac Np

130. (IF YES) Who was this person?

a. friend
b. neighbdr
c. spouse
d. child
e. graodchird
f. other (specify)

31. Some older people complain that they aren't4allowed to decide if they
nt'to move dr enter a nursing borne; that other people such at family members

make this decision for then.
P

Has anyone ever or tried to do this to ,you?

1. Yes 2. 'No

132. (IF YES) Who was it?C

a. friend
b. neighbor
c. spouse
d. child

grandchild
other (specify)

1 9 4
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133. Some people complain that when they become older,. they have .0 hard time
getting the medical care that they need, such as not being taken to the- doctor's
when they feel sick.

Have"you ever had tr one gettiny needed inedical care?

Yes No

134. (IF YES), what happened?

. a. Couldn't yet to the doctor
SHOW b." Couldn't get medicine that doctor kr escribed i
CARO -c. Coul,dn' t get false teeth . Id

, F,
.

cr., Couldn't get hearing aid ' ..,'..:

e. Couldn't get .C1 asses
f.. Other (specify)

ghi

135. Someefieopl e complain that when they yet _ol der, people dOn 'A treat- them
w,i th,,muoh rkspett:'........they're yelled at, t hreatened.t and sQ on.' .

-- ar-- 0

Have a.rf of ttfeletrir*' gs happened to yola ,
..

.\ .
YES NO - - ..., N 0 vi,

W 1. i' 2 ' 1. yelle0 . at a 41*ot
1 2 2. threatend ,.,

.1
-- .., --,i7

. 1. 2 3. criticized `
1 2 , 4., call ed names
1 . 2 - 5. other ( specify),

,

136;//'( IF YES) , who CI id this to you?
....

1. spouse
, 2, friend

3. neighbor
4. child
5. grandchil d
6. sibling
7. oth0- (specify)

Some people complain tat ,hen they% get older they can't do some thi ngs
that they used to be able to do.

Have you had any of tF se probl eins?

137. Needed help getting in' and out of bed
)

1. Yes 2. No
:

13d. eeded help setting to the bathroem,

1. Ye's , 2. No

A39. Needed kelp bathing, shaving, etc. \

I ,\-Yes 2. No
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140. Needed help preparing food

.1. Yes 2% No

141. Needed help feeding yourself 4

1. Yes .2. No

142. ,NeOed. help dressing yourself

1. Yes Z. -No

143. Needed help keeping house clean

1. Yes 2. No
I

144. Needed. help measuri ng medicine

1. Yes 2. No_
145. --Nteded help getting food

1. Yes 2.

146. Other .(specify)

'[If R answered NO to ALL o? the items in Q 137 through Q 146) go to Q 10]
tk

147. '(I F 'YES) , are you able to get,this help?

Yes- No

148. (IF YES), who 41ps yob?

1. spouse.
2. frierfa
3. neighbor
4. child
5. grandchild
6. brother
7. sister
8. other (specify)

4

1 z,3
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'149. Some people complain that when they yet older people don't let then do\
things that they'd like to do, like,visit.friends, .5,b shopping, attend
church, visit relatives4, Has anyone ever stopped you from doing these things?

Yes No

150. (IF YES), what thing(s) weren't you allowed td'do?

a. visit family
b. visit friends
c. someone in the hospital
d. go to church
e. go shopping
g. other (specify

PART VI :, Contacts With Family And Friends

Now we would like to discuss your relations with family and friends.
(REFER BAGK TO PAGE 1:L If R reports he/she lives with someone):

151. Could you Tease describe how satisfied you are with your relationship _
with the people yoQ live with

Very satisfied Not at all satisfied
1, 2 3 4 5

152. (FOR ALL): Do' you have relatives living nearby or in the same neighborhood?

.1. YES 2.-NO

153. (If yes) About how many relatives is that? (list number)

154. How often do you interact with these relatives?

(If more than one,,relative mentioned, code for the one most frequent)

1. Daily

2. Several times a week
3. Once a week
4. Once or twice a month
5. Several times a year
6. Less often

I

155. How satisfied are you with your relationship with these relatives?

Very satisfied Not at all satisfied
1 2' 3 4 5

156. When was the last timeyou saw a relative that you do not liVe with?

1. Today

2. In the past week
3. In the past month
4. Over ,a month ago

r ,4
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157, How many close, friends do you.have living an the neighborhood?
(list number)

158. Describe your relationship with these friends.
SHOW .

CARD. Veri, satisfied Not at all satisfied
A 2 3 4 5

. .

159. HoR many friends do you have living outside the area but in Metro Detroit?
(list number)

160: Describe your relationship with these friends

Very satisfied I- .Not at all satisfied
1 , 2 3 4 5

'151. How'often do. you interact with ybur friends.(those outside the neighborhood
but in the Detroit area)?

1. daily
2. several times a week
3. once a week
4. once or twice a month
5. several times a year
6. less often

1

r

.10
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SHOW
CARD

Tnir2g.s done with/for
someone

21'`

rie've talked abouta mober of people that you know, like people,you live ith,.
your ch'ildren, other relatives or friends who live riearby, or farther away. \
I'm going to list a number of things people do with each other.

I want you tO tell me if you have done any of these things with.someone in
the past few months (code bel ow):

riate number

Rdid this Person done with

'Yes No

H H
a b c d e

son/ oth 0th Fiend fri
memb dau rel rel near far

162. Eat-restaurant 1 2
163: Visit someone 1 2

164. Movie,sport, show 1 2

165. Someone visits with you 1 2
166. Take trip 1 2

167. Go shopping, 1 2
168.1Talk on telephone 1 2

near' far

How about some things that you night have done for someone else in the past
few months?

169. Take care of children 1 2
170. Help with househol4(tasks 1 -2
171. Take care of house when

they are away .
, 1 2"

172. :Falk to them when they are
. worried -1-----

173. Give them advice in- making _ _. ._

'AieciSiOns 1. 2

174. Help giving or'lendiny money
money 1 2

1

1

'1.2

1

1

1

2"

2

-'2

.2

2

1

1

1

-1-

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

-

,'.1

.

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

Z

'2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2,

2

1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

.

. 1 2 1 2
.-.-

_1'2 :A:2-- -,

1 2 1 2

]. 2 1 2

Hopi about some things that someone else might have done for you in the past few
,

months?
.

175. Help with household tdeks 1

176. Take care of the house when .

you're away . 1

177. Talk. to yob when you're
worried 1 .

178. Give you advice in making
decisions. 1

179. Help by Vying or lending
.

money l'

2

2

,

.2

, 2

.

2

2 1 2

'2, 1 2

2 1 2

2 1', 2

2 12

4 1`%G

1 2 1. 2 1 2 1

V 2 1 2 1 24 1

1 2 1 2 "'t 2 1

"1 2 1 2 1 2

1 2 2' 1 2 .3.

2

2

2

2
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PART VI: CONTACTS WITH COMMUNITY AGENCIES /

Now I'm going to read some kinds of groups and thespecial, things they do for people.
Would you please tell me if you have ever used any group in the ccomunity to provide
such services. , . -1

\
.

Check °(X) Di4 k use Was it If not used
if R has /to help in helpful would R use
ever used dealing with in dealing it if he/she

a family with the had a family
problem?, problem? problem?
(yes) (no), (yes) (no) (yes) (no)

180. A group like a church
that has social
gatherings (like
bingo or dances

181. A group not a church
tnat hat such

gathering

182. A group that pro,.;ides

such social gatherings,
especially for older
adults

183. A group that provides
meals at a cent?
for older adults

184. A g'roup that provides
-meals at home for
_older adults

185. A group that provides
transportation for
older people

1816. A groupthat provideS
financial help like
Social Security or
Old Aye Assistance

187, A group that provides
counseling for prob-
lems like a family
service group

88. A group that provides
medical care, like a
clinic

1 I; 7
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169. We've been tilking about probleAs and activities in families. Are there
any other things you would like to add about any of these things?

Say to Respondent: THANK yot? FOR YOUR COOPERATION!!!

"
t

,

O
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APPENDIX F

CONTROL GROUP INTERVIEW FORM
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QUESTIONNAIRE ABOUT PROBLEMS OF ELDER PEOPLE AND THEIR FAMILIES

We are goiny to ask you sane questions about some of the problems which you
and your family have had.

Please renember that anything'you tell us will never be told to anyone else._
Na one will ever know what you wrote:.

A. All fdmil,ies have problems cane up sometimes. Here is a list of some
problems that people hay.

Please' circle YES for any problems which youand your family have had
in the PAST YEAR

YES 1. Someone fn your family died
YES 'G. ,You or a relative got a divorce or their marriage broke, up
YES 3. You were injured or ill
YES 4. Someone in your family was injured or ill
YES 5. You.had arguments or fights with someone in yqur family
YES 6. You or, someone in your family didn't have enough money to live on.

Many older people fin that they can't do all the things they need to do,
like cook or clean or go to the store.

Please circle YES for any things which you have trouble' doing by yourself:

YES ;1. Cooking meals
_YES ij2. Cleaning the home
YES 3. Buying food at the. store

YES 4. Going to the doctor
YES I/ 5. Going to otherpNces you need to go

Anothei- problem that older people canplain about iS that:
Other people try to cheat then or take things from them-or hurt them in some way.
This could be someone you didn't know-or someone you knew a little-or even
a friend or a member of your family.

Circle YES for ny of these things that ever happened to you:
For each th'ng that happened to you: 4

Circl the NUMBER of the person that did this, and
Circle the NUMBER which shows wher(it happened.

YES' , 1: Someone took money or tried to take money from you
(IF YES):la.This person was:

1. Someone I didn't know
CIRCLE 2. Someone I knewla little
ONE OR 3. A close friend
MORE 4. A relative or memb pf mifamily

lb. It happened:
1. Only once
2. 2-5 times
3. More than b times

2 0
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lc. This happened:
1. In .the past year

2. 2-5 yaws ayo
3. 5 to 10 years ago

4. More than 10 years ayo
r

YES 2. Sdineone yot into'your home or tried to yet into.your, home
when you didn't want them to.

(IF YES):2a.
1.

CIRCLE 2.

ONE OR 3.

MORE 4.

This person was:
someone I didn't know
someone,I new a Li ttl e
a' close friend

a relative or malaber of

2b.It happened
CIRCLE 1. only once
ONE OR 2. 2-5 times
MORE 3. .More than 5 times

'my family

2c. This 'happened:

1. In the past year
2. 2 -5' years ayo

3. 5 to 10 years &ago

4. More than 10 years ago

fr YES 3. Someone broke or damayed your home or something else
that belonged to you:

(IF YES):3a.

2.

3.

4.

This person was:
someone I didn't know
someone I knew a little
a close friend
a relative or member of my family

3b. It Happened:

1. only once.
2. 2-5 times
3. More than 5 times

3c. This happened:
1. In the past year
2. 2-5 years ago

3. 5-10 years ago
4. more than 10 years ago

-YES 4. Someone made you move from you; home or tried to make,you move
when you didn't want to:

---

(IF YES):4a.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Tnis person was:
someone I didn't know
someone I knew a little
a close friend
a relative or member of my

201

family.
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4o. It happened:
1. Only once
2. 2-5 times
3. More than 5 times

4c. This happened:
1. In the past year
2. 2-5 years ago
3. 5 to 10 years.ago
4. More than 10 years ago

YES 5. You needed food or clothes or medicing and someone refused
to help you get it:

(IF YES):5a. This person was:
1. Someone 3 didn't know
2. Someone I 4Fiew a little
3. A close friend
4. A relative or member of my family

5b. It happened:

1. Unly once
2. 2-5 times

3. More than 5 times

5c. This happened:

1. In the past year
2. 2-5 years ago
3. 5 to 10 years ago
4. More than 10 years ago

YES 6. Some people complain that people upset them by the things that they
say to them or by the names that they call them. Has this ever
happened to you?

(IF YES):6a. This person was:
1. Someone I didn't know
2. Someone I knew a little
3. A close friend

4. A relative or member of my family

6b. It happened:

1. Only once
2. 2-5 times

3, More thah 5 times

6c. This happened:
1. In the past year
2. 2-5 yearsago
3. 5 to 10 years ago
4. More than 10 years ayo.

0
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YES 7. Some people canplain that sometimes other people hurt or try to hurt
them in some way, like hit them or push them or beat them,up. Has

. anyone ever done this to you? It could be someone you don't know or`
someone you kno0, or even a member of your family.

f

(IF YES):7a. This person was:
1. Someone I didn't know
2. Someone I knew a little
3., A close friend

4. More than .10 years ago

7b. It happened:
1. Only once
2. 2-5 times

3. More than 5\time

7c. This happened:
1. In the.past'year
2. 2-5 years ago
3. 5 to 10 years/ ago

4. More than 10 years agb

YES 8. Has' anyone ever used or tried to -use's gun or a knife to hurt you?
6

(IF YES):8a. This person was:
1. Someone I didn't know
2. Someone I knew a little
3.' A close friend .

4. A relative or member of my family

8b. t happened:
1. my once,

-5 times
. 3. More than 5 times

8c. This happened:
1. In the past-year
Z. 2-5 years ago

5,ta 10 years ago
4. More than.10 years ago

4
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4
b. 1. Some peopl e 1 ive with .their faai 1 i es and other peple live al one.

Do. you live with al one or with someone? (CIRCLE 1 or 2)
4.IRCLE ONE 1. Al one /

OR TWO 2. With someone else... --,. . . .

( IF WITH' SOMEOl'IE ELSE): put a 'circle around to NUMBER of
.

each
type of person that 1 ives i ri your house or apartment

1. husband or wife
2. son or daughter

CIRCLE AS 3. grandchild
MANY AS 4. brother or sister .
YOU NEED 5. other relative

6. someone el se who is not a relative
4

2. Some people have relatives who live nearby.
Please circle the NUMBER of any person in your family who lives
near enough for you to see then once in a while:

1. son or daughter c

2. grandchild
3. brother or sister

`4. other relative

3. Some geopl e visit their relatives. more often then other-S.
Circle YES for- any of these thi ngs ,that happened in the past month:

.

YES

. YES
1, ybu vi sited one of your relatives,
2. one of your relatives vi sited you.

.

E. Communities have a number of things which older people like t ..--d-v:-

Have ytu done any of these things in the past mont h?
Circle YES for each one you did:

` YES 1. go to church
YES 2. go to a community center that hp (James Or dances

or other activities
.. .

1 EYES 3. go to a center that serves meal s to ol der people
YES 4. yo tO a place where people can "get _help for problems
YES 5. 'go to a place where people can yet money to hel p

them with their' probl erns

_ .
F. Taking together al 1 tnings, how would you say things are these days?

Would you say that you are:

CIRCLE ,
ONE NUMBER

1. very happy
2. pretty happy
3: neither happy nor unhappy
4. not too happy
5. not at al I happy

.

i

ki
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, . ...

Please slit.' the f011owi'nig in'foHlavidn about yourself:
, .

1.. What is your age?
.

-

f

t

.

2. Are you liale or female?

. Are you: ( ci rcl e) Black

4. What is your religion?

CIRCLE a. Protestant
ONE b. Catholic

c. Jewish
a. Othei.

e. No religion

White Other race

5. Are you now working at a job? YES NO
(If YES: What kfrid of job is that? ti

*ft

,14 "

6. what kind of work have you done most of your life

1

7. Show whether the home you are novi vin in is:
.

CIRCLE a. A house .

ONE b. An apartment

c. A senior citizens' center
d, Other (please describe

8. Do you own your home or rent?

CIRCLE a. Own my home
ONE b. Rent

,c. Other (for qample, ) ive with a relative who does
. not charge (rent)

9. About how'.-much,illbOY0dO' you have each month to live on?

a.e'Less than $100 per month

b. $100 to $199
c. $400 to $299
d. 3()U to $399

e, $400 to $499'
f. $500 to $599

4 y. $600 to $699

h. $700 per month or above

'4

v
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rteview of Literature

The area of abuse'of the elderly iJ one which has been largely'neglected

/
by those concerned with the field of gerOltologY (Block and Sinnott, 1980; Liu

t.

and Kosbery, 1979), Thus far, the majori f yittimization studies which have
4

been,cOnducted on this segment of the population have fOcused their attention

"

rP

I
on the area of criminal victimization, specifically in the areas of personal

and)roperty crimes. However, it 'has been obsf rved that abuse may pose a

problem for at least four percentdf the elberly population (Block and Sinott,

1980)..' TnuS, its actual prevalence and significance as a problem are now

being recognized.

It should be noted that tne major studies on abuse are limited in at

leaSt twp respects. Their sample'sizes are small, making it difficult to

establish any significant generalizationscOncerning the characteristics and

extent of this problem. Further; aka which have been gathered for these
P

studies*have been gathered*from -case records or from those assisting abused

persons. Thus far, studies have not contained data which have been collected

r-,
directly from the victim. Hence, it is possible that the information contained

within such studies may not be vatPly objective concerning victims' perceptions

of their~ respective victimizations. With.these limitations in mind, we will

now turn to a discussion of the literature available concerning the

characteristics of this problem:

The literature available on this topic delineates four major areas under

which a case-of abuse may be defined. The first, physical abuse, includes

direct physical assaults and beatings or.the threat of such action (Douglass,

et, al., 1980;-Lau and,Kosberg, _1979). Psyohdlogical abase encompasses such

offenses as verbal threatS, and insults, infantilization and forced environmental

changes such as forcfng an elderly 'person to give up,his house, necessitating

'$

A
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his move into a nursing 'hoHe (i(rasnow,and ,F1 eshner, 1979; Dbugl ass ,' et. al. ,

1980; Lau and Kober, 1979). The ,area" of material abuse includes acts such

III . as themisuSage of the victim's (Riney and property. (Block and Sinnott, 1979).

Deprivational abuse, involves such measures as withholding food and medical

treatment from the victim;, essentially, area .includes negl ect on the

part of the caretaker to proVide the victim with his basic , needs (Krasnow and

F1 eshner, 1979; Douglass,' 1980). Of the above categories, it has been found

that psychological abuse is the most prevalent form of abuse among this age

groupx(Douylass, 1980; Block and Sinnott, 1979), although most victims suffered

from more than one form of abuse (Lau and Koiberg, 1979).

Studies thus -far have Indicated that' those. who abuse the elderly are most

of4ir family members (Lau ,and Kosberg, 1979; Block land Sinnott, 1979). More

specificarily, barth,studies found that females were the most frequent offenders.

Block and Sinnott (19J9, reported that they found most abusers*to be white

(88%), middle -class (65%), and middle -tged (53%). According to this study,

most abusers acte.d because of psychological (58%) rather than economic (31%)' or

unknown reasons.

In detendining the characteristics .of victims of abuse, it has been found

that most are ;iomen and white. The majority of victims 1 ived with family

members and suffered, from at least one forfii of physical impairment (Block and

Sinnott, 1979; Lau and Kosberg, 1979). Lau and Kosberg (1979) found that 41%

of the victims in their sample also suffered from confusion or senility while

Block and Sinnott (1979) reported that 62% of their sample presented symptoms

of mental impairment. Economically, Block and Sinnott (1979) found that victims

were evenly.divided between the.lower ana middle classes.

A number of explanations concerning the causative factors of this problem

have been postulated by 'those concerned witn the area of abuse of the elderly,



-s
Some recognize abuse as being the result of a developmental aysfunction on the

part of the abusive individual, rendering,this person incapable of developing

or maintaining a close, interpersonal relationship with another indOidual.

Thu n, the parent is incapable of rel normally to his child; the child in

tur7tt views this behavior as normative and abuses his parent (Douglass, et. al.,

19'80; Lail and Kosberg, 1979).

/ The second possible explanation which is offered by the literature cites

jabuse as being caused by'the proximity of the victim to an individual who is

suffering from a psychopathologjcal problem (Douglass, et. al., 1980; Lai, and

Kosberg, 1979). Thus, the victim of this type pf situation becomes a victim,

not because he has done something to provoke abusive behavior on the.partof

the abuser; he is abused because he was in the wrong place at the wrong time.

It has also been recognized that situational factors such as. poverty,
$

isolation on the part of caretakers or lack of family supiort from other family

members may cause caretakers to -abuse the elderly for whom they are caring.

Douglass, et. al. (1980) found that this cause va8 infrequently mentioned as

being a cause of abuse by professionals who were questioned concerning this

probl-dbey found, hoc/ever that the victim's proximity to a,person suffering_

from,a psychopathological problem was the reason most frequently mentioned in

'explaining this type of behavior.

While an attempt has been made to isolate the characteristics of abuse

among the elderly and to pinpoint which individuals are most likely to be

victims or,abusers, the knowledge that we have concerning identification -of

those who have been abused remains quite limited. Of primary importance is the
'h

. probabili7 that abuse of .the elderly is greatly underreported (Douglass, et.

al., 1979; Lau and Kosberg, 1979). This is similar to the situation with most

210
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domestic violence, and for the sane reasons. These reasons include both a

111

reluctance on the part of victims to report their abuSe, and hesitance on the

part of official agencies to invade the privacy of the home.

1. Reluctance of Victtms to Report

It has been noted that victims of danestic violence are more reluctant to

4
report their victimization than other victims. Several reasons fdr this pattern

have peen suggested. One commonly recognized reason is what Stemetz and

Strays (1974: 7) refer to as "the myth of family consensus and niirmony." The

family is seen "as: a center of solidarity and love" (Steinmetz and Straus

(1974: 6). Cases of family violence which become known are viewed as abnormal

exceptions. Consequently, people are emparrassed to admit that their own families

depart from the presumed norm of harmony ana love. As Gelles (1974: 40) notes,

many, people were incredulous as to the possibility of conducting, research, on
4

family violence, 'king, "why would anyone tell you about that?" -An admission

of family violence suggests a failure in oneself for not haVing achieved the

ideal of family harmony. J S a battered elder may feel that he/she has "failed,

by having raised an abusing child. It has also been noted that.a desire to

A

maintain the family's reputation and a desire to avoid embarrassment may serve

as considerations which lead the abused person to the decision of not reporting

the abuse to a professional (Lau and Kosberg, 1979).

Another reason for reluctance to,report on the. part -of victims of domestic

abu.se is their fear of reprisals from the abuser. Such reprisals ilay involve

the threat of further violence, the fear of-42ting support, or both. As Gelles

(1974: 93) has pointed out, victims of domestic violence haveeno place to go"

where tney can De free of the threat of furtner -abuse. Such fears are commonly

mentioned by abused wives as the reason they do not report the abuse (Michigan,

1977: 6-8). It has also been noted that domestic abuse victimms are often
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dependent upon their abusers: Thus many women remain witn a violent husband

cLecause they have no means, of support i f they 1 eave.

Both of these factors have been found to exist with the elderly. Thus

Douglass:et (l97) recognized the fear of reprisal as a reason for

nonreporting. Dependence of the victim upon the abuser is mentioned by -Block

ana 'Sinnott (1679). In addition, *Douglass, et. al . , (1979) point out that

many elderly decline to report the abuse because they fear the loss of the

relationship with the abuser, who may be, a beloved child and perhaps one' s

closest remaining relative.

With regard to the el derly, it has al so been noted that reluctance to turn"-

to professional agencies may steel from lack of knowledge or fear of the 'agencies

themselves. It has been suggested that some victims may lack familiarity with
)

the various systems of professional s who might be of service to them in dealing

with the abusive situation. Tlius , a number of factors such as disorientation,

senility or a simple lack of knowledge concerning available services may render

a victim incapable of reporting the fact that he has been abused (Lau and

Kosberg, 1979). Those victims who are aware of available resources May still

resist reporting the abuse because they feel incapaq e .of coping with the

responsibilities which may ensue if they do report (Lau and Kosberg, l979).

Possible court appe=arances or conversations with the police can be fear-provoking

experiences in themselves.

For al I of these reasons, some abuse victims are so reluctant to deal with

the abuse that they will refuse professional help even if it s; offered (Lau

and Kosberg, 1979). Hence, deal ing with elder abuse is a task requiring great

care and tact. Block and Sinnott (1979: 92) suggest that civil rather. than

criminal means are more appropriate for dealing with elder abuie; One reason



is the lesser stigma which attaches to such a judgeoent, allOWing both offender

,-

and victim to deal with the problem more easily.
.-

,

2. Hesitance of Official Agencies to Intervene .

...,,

, .

Even if an abused victim decides to .report his experience to some authority,

it is not at all clear that he will receive any assista,nce in dealing with the

matter. Thus, Block and Sinnott (1979) found that although 95% of their sample

reported their victimization, no victim received assistance. This Is similar

to the pattern which appears with most domestic abUse. A tendency to "accept-

and-hide" domestic violeke has been encouraged by society as a whole, from

friends and relatives of the violent family to official agenices. Wife abuse

victims are often encouraged by their families to accept the situation (Michigan

Women's Commission, 1977: 44).- Marriage counselors and social workers often

encourage the maintenance of family ties, even violent ones (1977: 83-84).

Medical practitioners, who are most likely to see evidence of serious-violence,

often try lb avoid dealing with domestic abuse, both. of children (Kempe, 1962:

19) and adults (LEAA, 1977). Police and courts, normally tne'avenue of redress

for the victim of'riminal assault and/or civil injury, have largely ignored

tomestic ast'Wts (Field end Field, 1973; Gelles, 1977: 61; Truninger, 1971).

--- This is due partly to the belief that such things are best left a private

smatter, and partly to the recognition that domestic disturbance calls can be

very dangerous for police (Calvert, 1977: 80; Straus, et al., 1980: 232-233).

Viewedifrom the perspective of complaints of the elderly, additional

factors surface which further coplicate the identification of victims. Among

children, physical and psychological abuse or neglect may be suspected by the

presence of symptoms such as bruises which can rarely be attributed to falling;

malnutrition, such as' abdominal distension; or abnormal psycchosocial behavior,



such as an inability.to make friends (Litstice and Justice, 1976: 185-186).

AmOng the elderly, such 'symptoms may be overlooked as being normal consequentts

of'the aging process. Hence, in an elderly person, unusual bruising may be

attributed to capillary fragility due to an age 'related diseage process (The

Merck Manual, 1977). Further complicating this situation is the fact that

complaints of being abused may be regarded as the result of a senile mind or

S

et-

at leaSt a person who is occasionally mentally confused. Thus, complaints

from an individual who is considered to be elderly and who has suffered from

an abusive situation may be ignored.

Hence, abuse of the elderly exists as a potential or real problem for

susceptible elderly persons. While the characteristics o abuse among this
t.

age group have been addressed by the literature, little a tion has been

paid to the ways in which elderly victims are identified. The following analysis

is an attempt to explore a major problem for victim's and thdlie attempting to

assist them; specifically, it is ar( attempt to gain an understanding of the

ways in which abuse against the elderly is identified by professiorials working

with this- age group and problems arising from the process of identification.

Methodology

-A questionnaire concerning the frequency and characteristics of victims

of domestic abuse was developed and mailed to 302 social agencies in the

Detroit Metropolitan Area. The questionnaire was co-sponsored by the authors

under the auspices of the Institute of,Gerontology ,(loG) at Wayne State

University, Detroit, Michigan and by the Spouse Abuse Project of the United

Cotmunity Services of Metropolitan Detroit (UCS). 'The co-sponsorship by the

two agencies was uniquely functional. IoG had the 'staff and facilities for

data gathering and analysis, while UCS had previously collected data on spouse

abuse and their co-sponsorship enabled the project to use their agency list.

21.4
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It was also hopedtthat these agencies would be more likely to cooperate since

United Community Services was an agency with which they had already developed

an on -yoiny relationship. Agencies which were surveyed ranged in type from

hospitals and crisis centers to social service agencies. In addition to the

questionnaire mailing, interviews were conducted with'32 agencies ranging from

community centers to hospital emergency rooms concerning cakes of abuse among

the eldery seen by ahem and the ways in which they were identified.

Some caution should be observed in interpreting the results since few

agencies kept statistics on abuse against the elderly. Only eight of the

stwenty-five agencies in the survey that reported such cases stated that they

kept such statistics. As was found by one of the authors in the earlier

analysis of spouse aousei:(United Community Services, 1980), agencies which do

not yather ,statistics concerning cases of domestic abuse often are unaware

that some clients suffer from danestic violence problems. Thus it is quite

possible that the data presented here are an underestimate of the extent of

aouse in this area of the United States. It should also be noted that a small

number'of agencies reported data which included'areas outside of the Metropolitan

Area of Detroit. In these instances estimates have been calculated for the

analysis based,on relative population sizes for the area covered.

Data Analysis:

Frequency of Ifientification Of Elder Abuse

41.

The initial mailing of questionnaires elicited information from 100

agencies. Of thee agencies, 25 reported that they had active cases of abused

pe-sors aye b0 or older for the month of February, 1981. This report

summarize tne eports of agencies which had observed some instances of elder

abuse.
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Of these agencies, mat (16) had one ortwo cases of abused elders

(see Table). Five agencies noted that thdy had three or fodr active cases.

.Four other agencies reported more that) this. Three of these agencies had/
between 10 and 18 active cases of abuse amony this age group. In addition,

one agency reported eing' approximately 172. cases of elder abuse duriny,this

period of time. Agencies reporting the largest amount of elder abuse were

public health departmeQts, state funded social agencies, and agencies primarily

concerned with the aged. Male victims accounted for 40% (103) of the cases
1

reported while females accounted for 60% (155). Other studies (Block and

Sinnott, 1979) have also shown that most victims are female. In addition, the

agencies reported that 6 of thecasekinvolved abuse so severe as to require

emergency shelter to escape the abusive setting.

We do -not nave data concerning the total number of cases of all.types

seen by the agencies reporting; therefore, we cannot accurately estimate the

4
\ proportion of their cases suspected of involving elder abuse. Nor can we

estimate the total number of cases of elder abuse in the Detroit Metropolitan

Arya, sincecit is not known what percentage of cases come to the attention of

agencies. However, these figures representfa total of 258 cases in Detroit

area social agencies which involved elder abuse during a one-month period.

Assuming that most agencies see each case for an average period of 3 months,

representing a turnover of cases 4 times each year, this probably repreffents

0
approximately 1,032 elder abuse cases identified as such by Detroit area social

ayencies.each year.

Means of Identifying Elder Abuse

Data are also collected.concerning the ways in wi.ch cases came to the

attention of agency personnel. seventeen agencies noted that a report by the

0 1
4, i)
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client of hit abuse was at least one of the means by which the abusive situation' AP

was identified. Eight agencies reported that they learned of the abuse through

411
,

4
a report'from another agency. Physical symptoms such as Cuts and bruises were

a source of identifying abused elders for seven of the agencies while two of the f

agencies mentioned, that they became aware of elderly victims from police reports.

, .

Six agencies noted that t'other" means of .identifying abused elders were also used.

These other mearfs' included symptoms of neglect such as malnourishment in an elder

not living alone and reports from family members, neighbors, and friends. Dentists

were partfcularflyfmentiOned by some agencies as a source of referral: Most ,

ayencies (17) reported that two symptoms of abuSe were present :01 cases in which

they had identified abused'elders..

Causes of Agency NonTRecoynition of Elder Abuse

It is evident fre interviews which were conducted with agency personnel thit

agencies often overlook abusive situations among their aged clients. Professionals

interviewed often stated that if agency personnel were more awar of domestic ab

as a possible explanation for the client's problem, abuse might Ike found to be

involved in far mor' cases in their agencies' files. Much abuse suffered by this

age group' is probably overlooked due to this lack of awareness. ,Several reasons

were identified for the agencies' failure to recognize elder abuSe. These include:

1. Hidden character of domestic abuse;
2. Reluctance of victims to report,
3. Inability of victims to recognize the'existwe of abuse;
4. Agency tendency to focus on obVious factors;
5. Professional and agency_ specialization;
6. Fear of legal action against agencies or professionals.

While "previous studies have'addressed the problems of the hidden character of

abuse, the victim's reluctance to report the offence, and the tendency to treat

presenting problems (Block and Sinnott, 1979; Douglass et al., 1980; Lau and

111

Kosberg, 1979), the-other reasons we delineate have been less thorouyhly discusSed.

it Py
aCg I
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five agencies stated that ofteng rofessional must become thoroughly familiar

11

I

,

Hidden Character of Domestic Abuse

It has often been noted (Steinmetz and Straus, 1974) that the problem of

. s
domestic abuse is usually not obvious when dealihg with a client whether

elderly or otherwise, unless the client reports the problem himself. At least

with the client's situation at home and the way in whfch family or family like

hers interact with one another before an abusive situati n becomes apparent.
...--,

ven with a lengthy relationship, hoyever, the abuse may be too well "hidden,'

:allow recognition, especially in view of the fact that victimsare often

.,.

rying'to prevent discovery.

R lUctance of Victims to Resort -4.'

Victims oft n refrain from reporting tO abuse fbr a variety of reasons.

T is fact has been noted by other studies (Lau and Kosberg,;1979) and was alto
..'

, -
Ill ntioned by our ayency respondents. Among the factors ca4s1

.,

ng reluotance of
--N....,

v ctims to report is the likelihood of dependency on those who are guilty of

t e abuse the existence of a strong emotional attachment tb the.abuser

.- 1..

( loCk and Sinnott, 1979;,Douglass, 1980). It has-already been noted'that self-

port is the method of identifying abuse which was used by the greatest numbe'r

agencies---over.tWice as Many as mentioned the factor ',which. was in second
.

p ace. Since agencies rely so heavily on client reports, and tfnce clients are

unlikely to report, it is not surprising that d diagnosis of abuse is so

frequent.

I abilit of Victims to Reco nize the Existence of Abuse

The stast-of identifying elderly victims of dpmesticabuse is'further

c nplicated by the fact that the victims themselves often fail to recognize

t eir predicament. At least two agencies mentioned this problem. They noted

t at the professional assessment.laight clearly establish abuse but the victim
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-

could not acknowledge the poor treatment,
,

which he received from-family members.

. .
-An exampl e was related by a spc-ral 'worker who described an elderly man, dying

tit
. .

of cancer, I paced in his. roan, and
.

lying j'ri feces and urine. Although social

-0 -;

workers attemptd to point oat to thiS' m4.an,ttiat he could improve his state' of

life, he,did not want to believe that his family. Would treat him 'badly.
, , 4 .

Therefore, he did-not define himself as abbsed. Thus it is not only that

victims refuse to admit to-others that they are abused. Often they do not

even admit it to themselves.

Agency Tendency to Focus on Obvious.F-actors,--r

Agency workers-tend to focus on the most obvious cause- for a client's

robl errs. This topic has been' the. focus of a study by Lau and Kosberg (1979).
, ,i! . t .

For-example, an-aged person's malnutrition is usual iy attribbted to poor eating
,,, . ;... ',

..
. habits, and a worker fails-to explore the p6;s-ibil,itY.that itle individual may

°

be neglected by,family members. If agency workers were more aware of the
, -- .

poSsibility of abuse,. they might find it to -be a factor in more aged persons'
4,

, I

problemsp For example, a social nrker who must place an aged persori In a

, . .
nursing home because of malnutrition a.nd inadequate shelte-r may, focus on the

.

need for state financial aid. The existence of family neglect and/or financial
zi . , .-. _

. .

abuse may not be-considered. Unfortunately, some workes noted that financial

abuse is ofteh not recognized until a ,person's' affairs are settled following

his.death,-

P-FbfeSohal and Agency Specialization.

The tendencypf agencies for each to focus on a limited aspect of a client's

life' has al so made it 'difficult to identify. F er abuse.- Professionals told us

t8

that fhey often knew a client for some time 'and in e variety of circumstAtes

before abuse Was'suspected However, the existence-of a large number of,

professional specialties decreases the likelihood that any single agency.wbrker

-

I)
4

ti
11.
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ft .

will.have the depth of knowledge necessary to identify an abusive situation.

The respondents reporting the largest number of elder abuse cases tended to be

multi-function agencies,'such as family service agencies, or agencies which had

sufficiently close ties with other agencies to receive referr'als.

In contrast, specialized agencies or professions tend to notice .uply:those

40

forms of abuse which reflect their professional interest. Nurses and physicians,

for example, are more likely to identify physical abuse because they are

basically concern4b.wifth the physical well being of their patients. Thus,

phySical symptoms such as bruises in strange places (the cheek or periorbital

regions) might alert them to the possibility of abuse as the causative factor

of the victim's- problem. Social workers, in contrast, would be more likely to

notice financial abuse as they deal with problems concerned with financial

resources and 'needs.

,A fuisther observation which was madeconcerning agency identification was

4t
that agencies tend _to see a very small number of cases of abuseamong the

:--
.._

.

elderl Thus, it is an unexpected explanation for clients' problems.. Due to

s4 limited exposure to this type of client, it is probable that professionals are.
not used to identifying this type of problem. This, in turn, probably increases

the likelihood that they Overlook a number of situations in which abuse,of a

client is involved.

Since specialization among professionals and agencies appears to limit the

.capabilities of professionals in identifying clients who are victims of abuse,

it would be helpful if professionals became more aware' of the cues used by other

professionals involved Wother disciplines. Even a simple awareness of the fact

that different types of agencies tend to ouserve abuse which is characteristic

of the types of problems which they service would'help professionals to become

lore aware of the forms tnat abuse may,take.

fil?



Fear of Legal Action Against:Piencies or Professionals

+.6

,14

While prof esvionals might be trained to'observe fon and treat symptoms in

their respective areas, this may not enhance their ability to deal with a

suspected case of abuse. Thus a professional noted that phy,sicians Will often

overlook the' possibility of abuse in a suspected-victim because they feel that

it is a private area. If the victiM'feels a need for as4jstance in dealing

with the problem, he will request it. If assistance is not requested,. physicians.

often feel'that they are interferring with their client's right to privacy.

Professionals further mentioned that in many instances, they are not

properly mined to accurately diagnose a suspected case of abuse. It was,

-

mentioned by one professional that within the medical profession, pathologists
41*

renain as the only real experts in terms of diagnosing the existence of physical.

abuse. Unfortunately; the exposure that the pathologist has to the victim'

./
follows the victim's death at the time of the autopsy.

Perhaps more profesOonals would be willing to suspect abuse s individuals

-presenting suspiciousymptoms if it were not for thexfact that the United

c

States is a.legally oriented society. Professionals fear the legal action which ..

might be directed against them should they falsely conclude that the client's

problems were caused by abuse. Thus it is often much safer for professio'nals

to treat the client's presenting symptomology rather than delve into a situation

which may havejlegative legal consequences for them. 4.

Swinary

As this analysis has shown, the problem of abuse is often overlooked as a

source of an elderly person's difficulties. While victim reports'of abuse or

professional recognition of the problem do occur, impressions from thoe who

411
work with this aye group tend to support the notion that abuse of the elderly

ro
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is a much 'more pervasive problem than available data would lead us to believe.

Thus; data obtained from agencies surveyed in the Detroit Metropolitan Area_

showed thaemost agencies (16) reported haVing only one to two active cases

of abuse; only four of the-twentyfive age4cies reporting abuse'saw four Or

more clients with this problem. .

This analysis has shown that much abuse is hidden for a variety of

reasons., These include the Octims' fear to report abuse, especially if they

are dependent on the 'abusers; it was also found that some victffns fail to

recognize their own abuse. Further, agencies which are specialized in terms

Of the rvicet which they prov,ide will often only notice those forms of abuse

which- re charaCteristic,of the .types of, problems with which they work most

closely. Agencies which provide a variety of services are more likely to

identify persons who are victims of elder abuse. ,Finally, it was shown that

professionals often lack the_traihing necessary to identify cases. Thus, they

are reluctant to examine-the possibility of"the presence of abuse due to the

$os.sibility of false diagnosis.

U ,

ti
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,TABLE

ELDER ABUSE REPORTS BY SOCIAL AGENCIES IN THE DETROIT, MI, METROPOLITAN AREA

Number of Agencies Questioned 302
Number of Agencies Responding 100 (33% response rate)
Number of Agencies Reporting Elder Abuse, 25 (25% of those reporting)

...

Number Reported

Numberof Cases Reported for February, 1981
Percent,of

Numberof Agencies Agencies Responding
1

1 or 2 16
::

64%
3 or 4 5 20
4 or more 4 '- 16

100%

Total Number of Elder Abuse Cases.seen by Social Agencies in
the Detroitt Metropolitan AreaAn February, 1981: 258

Projected Annual Frequency of Elder Abuse Cases seen over a
Twelve Month period*: 1032

Means.by4which Agencies Identified Elder Abuse:

Means of Identifying Number of Agencies Reporting Percent**'

Report from client 17 68%,
Report from another agency

/ 8 32
Cuts, Bruises 7 28
Report from , 2 8
Other means 4* 6 24

Other Characteristics of Elder Abuse Reported:-

SeX of Victim's (for agencies reporting sex)

Male 103' (40%)
Female 155 (60%)

Number of Cases Needing Shelter: 6

Number of Agencies Keeping Statistics on Elder Abuse: 8

* The Projected Annual Frequencey was obtained by multiplying the one-mone frequehcy
by 4. This figure was used on the assumption th4t most cases are seen for an
average period of approximately 3 months. Thus an agency is likely to experience
a turnover of cases about 4 times each year

**Percentages will not sum to 100%,because of the possibility of multiple responses.

ur
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Appendix H

Case #

100

10)

102,

Brief Descriptions -of Cases

Descriptions
f'

68 yr. old white female (married) who suffered a
fractured left tmerus and multiple contusions of the
right arm, back, and knees after being thrown down
the stairs by her husband.

n/c*

n/c

103 86 yr old black widow who was threatened and verbally
assaulted by her daughter. Daughter also misused
victim's money and property.

104 60 yr. old white female whose ZO yr. old son physically
and psychologically abuses her. He has also stolen money
and property from her. (The son had been abused
physically by his stepfather. He went to live with
his father and was severely neglected by him.)

105 62 yr. old white female who was psycilologically abused'
by her sister and brother-in-law. (Victim was ignored,
suffered fear of the unknown, was not informed of
decisions made affecting her; was sworn at.)

106, 79 yr. old white female stroke victim (retired teacher)
who was neglected and psychologically abused by her

'32 year old son. Specifically, son refused to take
her to M.D. appointments, assaulted her verbally. It

;was noted that the victim was neglected in the areas
of.personal and medical care, proper nutrition and
supervision..

107 10 yr. old white female who was threatened verbally
and with a gun by.her boarder when he refused to pay
her rent.

108 65 yr. .old white female who was verbally assaulted by
her 14 yr. old, emotionally disturbed grandson (grand-
son has violent tendencies).

n/c = not completed.



Case # Descriptions

109 72 year old white female Widow with cardiac problems
Who was psychologically abused by her 36 yr. old
alcoholic daughter. Daughter also misused mother's
property. Victim had custody of her daughter's three
children due to daughter's alcoholism.

110 82 yr. oldblack female who was psychologically abused
(verbal assault, threats, fear) and financially abused
by her daughter. .

80 ld black female who sustained financial abuse
and vas gnored by her 2 sisters and brother following
the 'ivi ion of her parents' estate.

112 85 yr. old black female whose grandson periodically broke
into her house; he also misused money which she had given
to him to pay her utilities.

113 76 yr. old white female who was psychologically threat-
ened by her son and daughter (threatened to take her
money; isolated, etc.)

111

114 n/c

115 n/c

1,16 n/c

117 84 year old black female who was verbally assaulted and
had food and other property stolen from her by her 60
year old nephew.

118 84 year old white, Jewish female who was threatened and
verbally assaulted by son; he also abused her physically
"every few months".

119 n/c

1

120 n/c.

121 r 89 year old white female whose husband was placed in.a
nursing home against hejwwill by other family members:

122 88 year old white male who was physically abused (was
often bruised, etc:), physically neglected (suffered
from a lack of.personal care, lack of food, lack of
medical, care) and was verbally assaulted by his wife
over a period of years.



Case # Descriptions

123

124

125

76 year old white female who has been neglected by two
of her children (her son might oall her once a year;
her daughter,rarely visits). In addition, all 3 of
her children (she has another son) have misused her
money.

70,year old white female who -has been verballythreat-
ened and physical/y abused by her 38 year old schizo-
phrenic soh "for many years". He often resides at
her home. When he is violent, victim hides from him
in order to protect herself.

76 year old black female whose family attempted to
force her to move to California with them.

126 66 year old black female whose family neglected her;
they never visited or called her.

127 n/c

128 71,year old black male whose nephew refused to give
him the title to a oar which he had inherited.

129 78 year old black male who was verbally threatened and
assaulted by his grandsons who resided with him; he
also had his money and property misused, by young
female friends in return for sexual favors.

130 59 year old black male whose wife and children stole
his money and abandoned him (daughter was financial
guardian and would not give him his checks).

131 64 ear old alcoliolic white male whose wife was clini7
ca 1 diagnosed as a schizophrenic; she threatened
and abused him physically and psychologically. It

wasNelso apparent that the respondent and his wife
also had an abusive relationship with their daughter.

132 71 year old white female whose 'alcoholic husband chasch
her and threatens her sexuallyi

40 year old white male whepsychologically and physsi-
cally abused his parents (he had gone to a mental
health clinic requesting help for his. problems).

133

134 n/c

135

S 0

79 year old black female whose son stole her money one
3 occasions; he verbally assaulted her and pr.evented
her from obtaining food.

229
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Case #

eir

Descriptions

136- 71 year old white male nursing home resident whose son'
forbade,him to marry a resident with whom he was in
love; agency worker stated that'son had taken most of
his father's money and feared that he would lose'the
rest of it if his father was to remarry (wife would
have a right to some of the money). Son had previously
stolen $80,.000 ficom his father.

.

137 80 year old black female whose friend stole her house,
money and physically abused her.

138 83 year old white female who was attempting to 'evict
boarder because boarder was guilty of threatening her
verbally, and stealing her money.

139 85 year old black male Who was physically abused by his
two nieces and one niece's boyfriend. This eventually
ledito his death (he had been pushed down a flight of
stairs). In addition he was paying his niece rent'for
living in his ,own home.

140 61 year old black female whose sister-in-law had stolen
her money. Sister-in-law was victim's guardian and she

///
owed over $2,000 to the nursing home in which victim
resided.

141

142

72 year old deaf mute white female ko had been verbally
assaulted.and threatened by her 63 year old deaf mute
brother fo'r over 20 years. In addition, brother stole
her legal papers.

77 year old white female who was physically and psycho--- -

logically abused, had money stolen from her and was
hospitalizedbecause of 50 year old son's abusive behavior.

143 66 year old white female whose son (ca.20) broke-into her
house and stole property and money to suppKt his drug
habit. In addition, he physically abused his mother.

144 89 year old white female whose son neglects her-because
of her past refusal to be assisted with activiites of
daily living.

145 83 year old black Bale who was very confused,and
debilitated. Despite this, she was neglect6d,byofier
family.

146 87 year old black female who was brbised as the result of
the physical abuse of her sister and brother-in-law.

230
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Case # Descriptions

147 13 year old white female who was neglected by family.
She had a drinking probleM and was extremely isolated.

148 79 year old white female who was eglected by family.
She lives alone, even though she s extremely disoriented.
In addition, she exhibits sympt s of malnutrition.
She receives Meals on Wheels bu saves them or gives
them to her. dog.

149 White female who is confined to, a wheelchair. Husband
refuses to allow anyone to help him although it is
apparent that his wife is in need of physical assistance.

4 He expects his daughter who lives far' from them to
'clean their house.

150

151

152

153

66 year old black female whose, son and Orlfriend psycho-
logically abuse her, and have sex in front of her. The
service provider felt that the victim might have provoked
the problem. (She's tryinto save son religiously.)

.

81 year old bljnd'black female whose housekeeper has
psychologically abused her and neglected her for the past
4 years and steals her money.

61 year.old white female' whose 23 year old son beats her
physically and,psychologicallysabuses her; in addition
he steals her money. Father was a schizophrenic and
physically abused victim also. Son wants to marry but
his mother does not want him to.

67 year old white female whose daughter put all of her
late father's money and market certificates in her name
rather-than in her mother's, against her mother's will.

154 73 year old-white female whose son and daughter took
victim's spouse oat of a nursing home and have refused
to tell victim where her nusband is. They claim that
she abused her husband physically and emotionally.

155 72 yr. old white female whose 40 year old son,borrowed
.$10,000 from her in 1976 and won't pay it back.

156 77 yr. old white male whose 37 year old son refdsed to
pay him rent and verbally assaulted and threatened, him
when hi&-father.asked him to do so.

4.31



Case #

157

1 58

s

I

I

v

Descriptions

60 yr. old White deaf mute female whose 45 yr. old'. _

daughter borrowed and stole money and refused to pay it
back.

s,

91 year old black female whose 25 yr. old great grand-
daughter took two of her bank books and stole all of
the money in her bank accounts.

0

71 yr. old black male whose 40 yr. old daughter *red
boiling water on him (she was his legal guardian at the
time of the incident). She had previously lost custody
of her own children because she abused them.

160 75 yr. old white male whose 40 yr. old son remortgages
his home and gets victim to pay off the mortgages. Victim
thinks that the home is his but it really belongs to son
(son knows that it is not hits father's home).

161 74 yr. old white female whose daughter and 2 grandsons
steal.and misuse her,money and property and threaten her
'verbally. Victim is described as a martyrby_service
provider because she continues to wait on them even
though she is aware of the abuse directed towarthhe,_

162 88 year.old.white male whose 50 yr. old stepdaughter.
refuses to let him move backto Pennsylvania (he-lived
there%ntil 4 years ago).

163 68 year old white female whose ex-husband refuses to sell
the house that they owned together when married and split
the monT Wife is entitled to half of the house.

164 70 year old black male whose 40 year old wife lives with
her boyfriend in victim's -house (victim lives there too).
His wife has stolen victim's money and property.

165 60 year old black male whose 40year old daughter kept
18 months worth Of her father's social security income.

92 year old white male whose 55 year old landlord stole
all of his furnitureart works and antiques while'

og victim, was hospitalized.
s .

11111.11111.111111M111,
C

83 year old,white female whose guardian/friend took all of
her,furniture, her jewelry, money and her home.

2 3
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gescription's

77 yr. old black female whose'50 yr. olddaughter wants
to take her father out of-mother's Nolde and wants 611
of his income. Neither of her partnts approve of this.

64 year old black fepale whose 20 Aar old grandion'took,'
her car, without permission and totaled it. He wasn't
insured, but victim was sued -by atother driver who was
injured.

64 year old white female whose 60 year old male friend
took overq,$4,000 from her and won't return

81 year old black female whose daughter and soprTn-law
On 50's) won't move out of victim's home afid woWt pay
rent.-- In addition, son-in-law is-psychologiqally abusive
toward his mother-in-law.

r

-80 year
a

old white female whose daughter and grandson were -

attempting to gain ownership of victim's Kane against her
will. Her grandson was successful j n ga the property.

75 year old

$1,00Qh47 from

59 year ,old

him.(he had

black female whose niece (c. orrow d
her and wouldn't pay it back. .,

. , .

black male whose 62 year old sisteO.r'neglected
no money, no shelter, no food, no clothing

.
; etc.)

.
. 1. . : .,

96 year old white female. whose son (60-70 year old) /

. neglected his motkr.\ He doesn't check on -her condition
very often and hels aware of the fact that his mother
falls frequently,,is often dizzy and-very 'Aisoriented
at times. .

176 70-80 year,old-biack male whose 40,year old son,pushed
hid down the,.stars. The victim died from this fall.

6

--'r 17i. 60 year old female whose son dragged her around on t1T
float- in an attempt to force her to sign her social
seceity.check over to him. Victim suffered friction
burns from this, necessitating hospit4lizatidn.

178- 60 year old female e son was suspected of lacerating
her vagina over at 1 as a one year period.

179- 60 year old white male whose wife placed him in a nursing
home because she was afraiT that he'd hurt her physically.
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Case # Descriptions

4111
180 81 year of white female whose 79 year old husband was

_an alcoholic and neglected her. Victim had had a stroke
4'2 years ago and was partially paralyzed: She was also
aphasic and malnburished.

la' 79 year old black male whose 25-30 year old housekeeper
neglected him and stole,his money.

182 78 year old black female whosp housekeeper held her head
back in order to forc,her to eat; housekeeper also
pushed patient on the floor and then forced her to
walk.

183, 75 year old white female whose 69 year'Old husband physi-
cally and verbally abuses her. He disappears for extended
periods of time without warning and returns without
warning.

184 60 year old white female whose 42 year old son who was

185 e

an alcoholic refused to pay rent. He also verbally
Issaulted her.

61 year old black femalewhose 27 year old daughter,
'verbally assaulted her.
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APPENDIX J

CONSENT FORMS .

0



e

, Institute- of ,Gerontology
WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

-Charles J. Parrish Harold R. Johnsori
Co-Directors

i.kayne State UniaiersitY
205 Libriry Court

Detroit, Michigan 48202
(313) 5772297

SUBJECT: Forms for Consent to be Int111,01 ewed

1 I I

TO:- Agency,,Workers interviewing for'the Study of Family Problems of the Elderly

FROM: Mary C4: SengstOck/Ph.D., Pri6clpal Investigator

The Wayne ,State UniversitOffice..of Research requires that we obtain

signed consent to be interviewed from persons we. wish to interview

We also r cognize your agency's desireto keep-the names of your clients

confidential.
o

4 In orderto,satisfy.both requirements, we request that you have the attached

consent form signed by the rospondents and placed' in your files. the other

form, signifying that .you have the" signed consent form, should be forwarded

to us.

it

f.



3 DATE

Dear Drs. Sengstock and Liang:

I would like to participate in your research project on "Family

Problems_and kelationships."

My name is

My address is

My telephone number is

rte).-

Signature



,

gilkSije-a:

WFrom:.

Wayne State University

Memorandum

(name of Agency)

To: Dr. Mary Cay Sengstock, Institute of Gerontology

Dote: April 27, 1981 ....1

Attached is an interview for your study of Family Problems
of the tlderly. -...

,Ext.

The respondent was willing to be interviewed and was not forced
to participate.

e

A signed copy of the Respondent's consent form is in our files.

=1.

.......

i

Name of Interviewer

Soc. Sec. #

4 ,

.


